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В Physics at Hadron Machines

Nick Ellis, University of Birmingham, UK

Introduction

The study of В physics in hadron machines is intrinsically very hard due to the small signal-

to-background ratio, especially at fixed-target energies. Nevertheless, there is considerable

interest in this area of research and much progress has been made in the last few years.

It is important to study the production properties of b-quarks in order to test QCD. The

measurement of beauty cross-sections at presently available energies is also important

because b-quarks constitute a major background to new physics at present and future hadron

colliders, and this background must be understood. For example, at LHC and SSC, the rate

of high-transverse-momentum (high-рт) muons will be dominated by semi-muonic beauty

decays.

In fixed target experiments, the beauty particles are generally produced with substantial

momentum in the lab frame. The resulting boost leads to relatively long flight lengths which

is an advantage for measuring the lifetime of beauty particles.

The high cross-sections for beauty production at the CERN and Fermilab pp colliders allow

beauty particles to be studied in channels which have clean signatures and, consequently,

low backgrounds. These machines provided the first evidence for В -В mixing and give

the best sensitivity for rare decay modes such as В —» \i*\i~.

QCD production of beauty hadrons

The calculation of cross-sections for hadro-production of В particles using QCD involves a

number of ingredients as shown in Fig. 1. Structure functions describe the momentum

distributions of the incoming partons, matrix elements calculated in perturbative QCD

describe the production of ЬБ quark pairs and fragmentation functions describe the

t
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hadronization of the quarks. The beauty particles which are produced then decay to lighter

particles.

Decays

Figure 1 : Production of heavy-quark pairs

The invariant differential cross-section for b-quark production is calculated by integrating

over the momenta of the incoming quarks as follows:

у

In this equation, E andp are the energy and momentum of the b quark, / and у specify the

types of the incoming partons (u, d, s, ... or gluon), x\ and X2 are the momentum fractions

carried by the incoming partons, FA and FB are the structure functions of the incoming

hadrons and | i is the scale at which the structure functions are evaluated. Clearly, the total

cross-section can be obtained by integrating the above expression over all p.

d 3 o
The corresponding distribution for B-hadrons is obtained by convoluting E -r— with the

d3p
fragmentation function /(z). Here, z = (E + />L)B/ (E + p O b which, at high-рт, is

approximately the fraction of the b-quark momentum which is given to the B-hadron.

The QCD matrix elements for heavy-quark production were first calculated in 1979 at

leading order in a s as illustrated in Fig. 2a П1. Further calculations f2! included next-to-

leading order terms at the tree level as shown in Fig. 2b. The diagrams which involve t-

channel gluon exchange contribute strongly at high energy. They are not just "corrections"
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to existing graphs, but are new processes which do not exist at lowest order. These

diagrams correspond to gluon-gluon or gluon-quark scattering with the subsequent

evolution of a gluon into a heavy-quark pair. The large flux of low-* gluons and the high

cross-section for gluon-gluon scattering are responsible for the large contribution of these

processes to b-quark production [3J. The tree-level calculations contain infra-red

divergences which have to be removed by making an arbitrary cut-off on the outgoing light-

quark or gluon.

The full next-to-leading-order calculation of heavy-quark production has recently been

completed И]. As illustrated in Fig. 2c, this includes virtual corrections to the lowest-order

diagrams. The calculations have very recently been extended to make predictions for

correlations between the b and Б quarks and the light parton.

'ШП

1ЯЯГ

a)

cv

b)

c)

Figure 2: Examples of Feynman diagrams for heavy-quark production.
(a) Leading-order diagrams.
(b) Tree-level corrections at next-to-leading order.
(c) Virtual corrections at next-to-leading order.
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The matrix elements calculated with perturbative QCD are used together with

parameterization s of structure functions to make predictions for b-quark production as

functions of centre-of-mass energy, Vs, and for a variety of beam particles. Calculations f5!

of the total b-quark production cross-section are shown in Fig. 3. Note that for к~р

scattering at /?iab = 300 GeV the cross-section а(ЬБ) ~ 10 nb is tiny compared to the total

cross-section CTtot = 25 mb; o(b5)/atot 5 Ю"6. At CERN collider energies the situation is

much more favourable with а(ЬБ) ~ 10 |ib compared to o>tot ~ 50 mb giving a ratio

o(b5)/CTtot = 2 x 10~4. The factor-of-three higher beauty production cross-section at

Fermilab collider energies gives even more favourable signal-to-background conditions.

a)

2 0 0 400 600

Plob(GeV)

Figure 3: Beauty production cross-section.
(a) Versus lab momentum for тг~р scattering.
(b) Versus Vs for pp collisions.

Cross-sections are often presented for do/d/Jj and dc/dj where pj-p sin9 is the transverse

momentum of the b quark and у = -^ In {(E + PL)/ (E - PL) } is the rapidity of the b quark.

These variables are invariant to boost along the beam axis and are well suited to the study of

hadron-hadron scattering where the rest frame of the pair of incoming partons is unknown.

As shown in Fig. 4, although the inclusion of next-to-leading-order "corrections" increases

the cross-section for b-quark production by a factor of 2.3 compared to the leading-order
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calculation, the shapes of the b-quark distributions in рт and у are essentially unaltered. The

big increase in cross-section can largely be attributed to the additional t-channel gluon-

exchange processes mentioned above.

b
"6

\ ч
\

ч

0001 L~i--'
О

Figure 4: Cross-sections for beauty production at the CERN collider as functions of b-
quark transverse momentum (pf = kj).

Sources of uncertainty

The QCD calculations described above contain a number of uncertainties which limit the

accuracy of the predicted cross-sections.

The choice of renormalization scale (\i) at which as(|i) is evaluated is rather arbitrary. A

"natural" scale at low рт is ц. ~ mb, but at large transverse momentum, ц ~ рт seems more

appropriate. The scale dependence is due to the fact that the perturbative calculation has been

limited to terms up to next-to-leading order. The choice of scale can result in a significant

uncertainty as shown in Fig. За.
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The running coupling constant ( as) is evaluated at two-loop accuracy as follows:

i b fin In {
t 1

aS~ bf In { Ц2/Л2 } bfln { ц

where b f and b f are constants and/ denotes the number of active flavours. The parameter

Af has to be extracted from experimental data Œl and has the value A5 = 140 ± 60 MeV.

The structure function parameterization is extracted from deep-inelastic-scattering data. Since

there is no coupling between the gluon and the 7, W and Z probes which are used to

measure the hadron structure, the gluon distribution is relatively poorly known, especially at

low-*. For* < 0.05, different parameterizations of the gluon structure differ by as much as

a factor of two. This uncertainty is very significant given that, for example, the threshold for

beauty production at the CERN collider is * ~ 0.01.

The b-quark mass, which is not well determined, affects the cross-section calculations.

Typically, calculations are made using т D = 4.75 ± 0.25 GeV.

In addition to the sources of uncertainty listed above, the effect of yet higher order terms on

the cross-section calculation is not known. However, calculations performed by Nason et al

suggest that the large change in cross-section that occurs in going from leading order to

next-to-leading order is not repeated.

The overall error on cross-section predictions can be estimated by considering all of the

above uncertainties. Typically, there is a factor-of-two or more uncertainty on the predicted

cross-section. For example, Altarelli et al predict t?! cross-sections for beauty production in

pp collisions at Vs = 630 GeV in the range 9-27 (O.b. Similarly, for тг~р at Vs = 24.5 GeV

they obtain 2-12 nb.

Finally, it should be understood that the above discussion relates to the calculation of beauty

production in perturbative QCD. This is expected to give a good description of large-angle,

high-рт b-quark production. However, it may not give a full description of forward beauty

production where leading-particle effects and diffractive processes come into play.

f
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T
used in the trigger.

Fixed-target experiments

A comparison between predicted cross-sections for beauty production in hadronic

interactions and the corresponding total cross-sections indicates that beauty is very rare. At

fixed target energies, only ~ 1 in 106 interactions produce beauty, rising to ~ 1 in 104 at the

energy of the CERN collider. In consequence, very clean signatures (and triggers) are

required to pick the signal out from the background.

Semi-leptonic decays of beauty particles have been widely exploited. The large branching

ratio of ~ 10% and the possibilities of triggering on high-momentum muons and electrons

are particularly useful. The charge of the lepton also tags the flavour of the beauty particle

(b-quarks give negative leptons, Б-quarks give positive leptons).

The decay of B-mesons to JA|/ followed by J/\|/ —» u,+|i~ is another channel that has been

used to study beauty. This has a branching-ratio product of 7 x 10~4 and the J/xj/ decay gives

a very clean signature. As with semi-leptonic decays, the high-momentum leptons can be

identified at the trigger level.

Vertex detection offers another way of identifying beauty decays because of the long lifetime

т ~ 10~12 s. This has the advantage that it is not limited to specific decay modes of

В-particles. However, secondary vertex identification is challenging especially if it is to be

The presence of charm and strange particles in the decay products (b — » с — » s = 100%) can

be used to enhance the beauty content in a sample of events. Similarly, beauty events tend to

have large total transverse energy and high charged multiplicity due to the high mass of the

B-particles.

As will become apparent in the following sections, the statistics of beauty events that have

been obtained in fixed-target experiments are very limited despite intensive effort. This is a

consequence of the low production cross-section and the tiny signal-to-background ratio. It
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should be emphasized that many of the fixed-target experiments that were searching for

beauty made detailed studies of charm production and decay.

Emulsion techniques

The first direct observation of the decay of a beauty particle was made in the WA75

experiment using an emulsion target № with a 350 GeV к~ beam from the CERN SPS. A

drawing of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 5.

Muon spectrometer

Multiplicity counter

Oc.im ' I Verfrx Dump
deter. Nir

fo

Hodoctopcs Hodor. copes

Grjn'te
MWPC's

/ Unit

'MWPC's

M.IQPH

FO Fo

MWPC's

Figure 5: WA75 experimental setup.

The emulsion target which was used for precision vertex measurements was complemented

by electronic tracking detectors. Silicon microstrip detectors before and after the target were

used together with multiwire proportional chambers to locate the interaction. The iron dump

was followed by a muon spectrometer which measured the momenta of muons produced in

heavy-quark decays. The momenta of other particles were not measured. Events containing

high-/jx muons were selected by a trigger based on hodoscopes placed after the muon

spectrometer. Only those volumes of the emulsion which were know to contain interactions

producing high-рт muons were examined.

The cross-section for beauty production was already known to be very small from previous

searches so the target had to be exposed to a very large number of pions. The experiment

collected 3 x 108 interactions in emulsion targets, 1.5 x 106 events were selected by the on-

\
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line high-рт muon trigger, and 1 x 104 events were sected with a muon of/?т > 1 GeV after

off-line analysis.

The signature for beauty that was sought in the analysis was 3 or 4 secondary vertices (b ->

с -» s and Б —> с" -> s"). Only one such event was found which is shown in Fig. 6; the

decays of the B~ and the В were both clearly visible in the emulsion.

ц- р т= 1.9 GeV/c

GeV/c

350 GcV/c

Figure 6: Sketch of the beauty event recorded in the WA75 emulsion target.

Very recently another hybrid emulsion spectrometer, E653 at Fermilab, has observed beauty

decays. As with WA75 the emulsion is placed between planes of silicon strip detectors as

shown in Fig. 7. However, in the Fermilab experiment a magnetic spectrometer measures

the momenta of all charged particles and a calorimeter is included to measure the energies of

neutral particles. The calorimeter is followed by a toroidal muon spectrometer which is used

in the trigger. The E653 experiment has taken data with very high energy proton and pion

beams. The higher beam energies compared to the CERN experiment give a significantly

larger production cross-section and improved signal-to-background ratio.

Preliminary results from E653 t 9 ! are given for the B~ and the B° lifetimes based on a

sample of 18 beauty decays observed in the emulsion:

These results are rather surprising given that models of В decay predict little difference

between the lifetimes of the different В mesons. Furthermore, E653 observes 7 semi-

leptonic В and only 2 semi-leptonic B+ decays which, assuming equal semi-leptonic partial

V Ir
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widths for the different mesons, suggests a lifetime for the charged В shorter than for the

neutral B, in contradiction with the measured lifetimes. The mean lifetime reported by E653

is, however, in good agreement with the Particle Data Group (PDG) average <x> =1.18 ±

0.11 ps.

ELEVATION VIEW 4 ICTI OP M If Т CHAMBER THIPLCTI

ItAU II.DCTCCIOMt

I I 1ШГ1С11 \/l\ \ *
(19 I I . ПЛИС» OOWUIIUliU Y L - S

OF UAfiNCI) /*-TOF IIODÛ3

HCW33CC.PE3

- - - I (UETEIU

Figure 7: E653 experimental setup.

Multi-muon signatures

The emulsion technique described above gives unambiguous evidence for beauty production

since the decays of the В mesons are observed directly. However, the statistics are very

limited, especially in the earlier WA75 experiment! An alternative technique for the study of

beauty is to use multi-muon events. This technique has been used in fixed target experiments

as described in this section and also in collider experiments as discussed later.

Experiment NA10 at CERN studied multi-muon events produced in ic~ W interactions with

beams of p = 140, 194 and 286 GeV 1101. A sketch of the apparatus, which was primarily

designed to study the Drell-Yan mechanism, is shown in Fig. 8. The tungsten target was

followed by a dump to absorb hadrons. The momenta of muons were then measured in a

air-toroid spectrometer. The trigger required two muons with рт > 1.4 GeV and рт > 0.8
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GeV respectively. The advantage of such an arrangement is that very intense beams can be

used so that relatively good sensitivity can be obtained.

The analysis selected events with at least three muons (e.g. n~ W —» ЬБ followed by b ->

ц~Х and Б —» Ц+с~Х; с -» ц~Х). Transverse momentum cuts were applied to the three

muons as follows (pi > 1.4 GeV, pi > 1.4 GeV and pj > 0.5 GeV) and the dimuon-mass

region around the J/v ' 2.7 GeV < т (Ц+Ц~) < 3.5 GeV) was excluded. The multi-muon

sample after these cuts contained 377 events, 92 recorded at the highest beam energy.

ÏA",.-.-
i i

Figure 8: NA10 experimental setup.

In contrast to the emulsion experiments described above, the trimuon sample is contaminated

by background, mainly due to a real dimuon from one interaction overlapping with another

muon from a different interaction. A pure background sample was obtained using the fact

that the scintillation counters and the multiwire proportional counters had different sensitive

times (windows of 20 ns and 40 ns respectively). This out-of-time sample was used to

study the characteristics of the background events in order to separate them from the beauty

signal on a statistical basis.
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The characteristics of the signal events were predicted by using a Monte Carlo simulation of

BB production. The following distributions were assumed:
• ry *y

_ „ e-(m -ту") /25
dm

Separation between the signal and background components of the in-time data sample was

performed on a statistical basis using a fit to two variables:

+*PJ ]P + * P-]

PT of the third muon.

For every event, each of the two \i+\i~ combinations was used in turn. For the combination

where the two muons used to calculate G come from the decay of the same B-particle the

following inequality is satisfied I 1 1 ' : G <тяв/2 (substantially less when the other decay

products of the В are taken into consideration). If the third muon comes from the decay of

the second B-particle, it will generally have high-рт- Hence, BB events are expected to

populate the region of low-G and high-рт- Distributions for Monte Carlo BB events and

out-of-time background events are shown in Fig. 9. It is evident that the two-dimensional

distributions for the signal and the " ackground differ significantly, allowing one to make a

statistical separation of the two components. In the NA10 analysis, the signal fraction was

obtained separately for each beam energy as shown in Table 1. Note that only 10-15% of

the tiimuons are real!

Beam energy [GeV]

Signal fraction

140
0.11+0.09_006

194

0.08 +0-05-o.04

286

0.15+0-07_o.06

Table!: Signal fraction obtained from the fit to the two-dimensional distributions.

;:*'
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Figure 9: Distributions used to separate BB events and background in NA10 analysis.

The NA10 data were used to estimate the cross-section for beauty production at p = 286

GeV. The calculation used the integrated luminosity of the experiment (0.75 x 107 nb"1), the

number of events observed (92 events), the signal fraction (0.15 ' ) and an estimate of
— u.uo

the acceptance for observing BB events calculated with the production model given above

(4.6 x 10~5). The branching ratios assumed in the analysis were B/?(B->(i) = 1 1.3% and

BR(D-*ii) = 11%. Themodel-dependent result obtained by NA10 was a = 14 _? nb/nucleon

assuming linear Л dependence.

It is important to realize that there is considerable systematic uncertainty on this result.

Indeed, as described below, it should be revised using a QCD-based production model for

BB events. Fig. 10 shows the acceptance of NA10 as a function of dimuon mass, xp and

PT- The xp acceptance curve is strongly peaked at xp ~ 0.25 whereas the production model
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assumed by NA10 is symmetric about xp = 0. When the different pion and nucléon structure

functions are taken into account in a QCD-based model t12!, one expects production

preferentially at xp > 0 giving a higher acceptance than with the NA10 model.

-O.t -0 2

- 10

"T 1 1 1 1 1 Г

2 -

О
2 3 t

PT lOeV/cl

Figure 10: NA10 acceptance curves for muon pairs (for Drell-Yan).

A more recent experiment using multi-muons as a signature for beauty is WA78 f13! which

studied p = 320 GeV тс~ N interactions in a Uranium target. The detector, specifically

designed to study beauty and shown in Fig. 11, consisted of a calorimeter dump plus a

muon spectrometer. The trigger required at least two muons and ECAL < 280 GeV, where

the total energy veto removed event pile-up which was the dominant background in NA10.

Two beauty signatures were used: like-sign dimuons and trimuons.

*
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Figure 11 : WA78 experimental setup.

Like-sign dimuons are produced in ЬБ events either through second-generation decays
л л

(b -> \ir and Б -> с -* ц~) or in first-generation decays with В -В mixing. The WA78

analysis selected events havingpj(\\.\) +/>т(Ц2) > 2.7 GeV, EVIS < 300 GeV (including the

energy seen in the calorimeter and the muons) and fiept > 100 GeV (including the muons

and neutrinos). This selection yielded 68 events with an estimated background of 5.2

events. Here the background was from the same interaction, for example from non-prompt

muons from pion and kaon decays.

The WA78 trimuon analysis was similar to the one performed by NA10, but the background

was very much reduced by using the calorimeter to make a total energy veto. Events were

selected requiring рт(Щ) +рт(№) + Рт(М-з) > 3 GeV and EVIS < 270 GeV yielding 11

events with an estimated background of 1.1 events.

The beauty production cross-section was calculated from the number of events observed

minus the estimated background. Two models of BB production were used, a QCD-based

parameterization 1121 and, for comparison, the model of NA10. The JCF distributions in these

two models are very different as shown in Fig. 12 and, given the limited XF acceptance of

the experiment, the results depend strongly on which model is used. The cross-sections

obtained by WA78 are shown in Table 2 for the two production models and for a range of
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values of the B°-B° mixing parameter, X- The results obtained using the NA10 model are

consistent with the earlier NA10 result of о = 14 * nb/nucleon.
—о

--i - „.I . _(. 1 I L
- С 1 . С 0 5 1

Figure 12: xp distributions (scatter plots) compared with the WA78 acceptance (contour
plots):
(a) QCD-based model,
(b) NA10 model.

Model

QCD-based

NA10

x = o
4.8±0.6±1.5

18.6±2.3±5.5

X = 0.1

3.6±0.4±1.1

X = 0.2

3.1±0.4±1.0

11.6±1.3±3.5

Table 2: Cross-sections in nb/nucleon obtained by WA78 assuming linear A
dependence.

For comparison with QCD I use the QCD-based acceptance model and interpolate for the

current best value of the B°-B° mixing parameter I9] XB = 0.14810.018 (average of LEP

and pp collider results). This gives the data point 3.4 ± 1.5 nb/nucleon which is plotted on

Fig. За 'ogether with QCD curves from [Я. Within the large experimental and theoretical

errors, the data are consistent with the prediction.

i
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4 On-going and future experiments

The study of beauty in fixed-target experiments continues to be pursued vigorously on both

sides of the Atlantic. Experiment WA92 at CERN uses an impact-parameter trigger to select

beauty events; E791 at Fermilab uses a high-Ej trigger in 500 GeV л~ N interactions; E771

uses 800 - 925 GeV proton beams and a highly-selective muon trigger; E789 concentrates

on rare two-body В decays. The higher energies available at Fermilab give substantially

larger cross-sections and improved signal-to-background conditions compared to CERN.

Photo-production experiments such as E687 are also in progress which offer cleaner signal-

to-background conditions at the expense of smaller cross-sections.

In the longer term, the LHC and SSC could provide beams for fixed-target (external or gas-

jet target) experiments with unprecedented energy. Beams of 8 TeV or 20 TeV correspond to

centre-of-mass energies of Vs = 120 GeV and 190 GeV respectively. This gives many

advantages compared to today's fixed target experiments. The signal-to-background ratio

would be improved by an order of magnitude, the B-particles would be produced with large

momentum giving average decay lengths of many centimetres, and the rate for beauty

production would be very high (limited by the ability to trigger and log data).

Collider experiments

In the last few years a large amount of beauty physics has been done at the CERN and

Fermilab proton-antiproton colliders. The signal-to-background ratio at collider energies is

much more favourable than in fixed-target experiments, QCD predictions giving G(bB)/c(tot)

~ 10-4 at the CERN collider compared to < 10~6 at fixed-target energies. The UA1

experiment at CERN (Vs = 0.63 TeV) and the CDF experiment at Fermilab (Vs = 1.8 TeV)

have exploited the large (~ 10 |J.b) cross-sections for beauty production, using high-рт

leptons to identify ЬБ events. These experiments have received large integrated luminosities,

~10 pb~' for each experiment, corresponding to the production of huge numbers of ЬБ

pairs. One might even say that the pp colliders are b-factories.

I »
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As described below, the collider detectors are very big and complex, having large numbers

of readout channels. In consequence, the readout is slow and the maximum trigger rate is

limited to a few Hz. Given that the total cross-section is = 50 mb, the interaction rate at a

typical luminosity of 103 0 cnr^s-1 is = 50 kHz. Clearly, a very selective trigger is required!

For the b-physics analyses, high-рт lepton triggers have been used with рт thresholds of at

least 10 GeV for single leptons and 3 GeV for dileptons. Because of these trigger

requirements, the collider experiments are only sensitive to high-рт beauty production, with

p§ > 6 GeV or more. Note that the cross-section for high-/jj beauty production is large (see

Fig. 4) - QCD predicts that ~ 10% of the produced b-quarks have Pj>5 GeV.

Both UA1 and CDF have only limited rapidity coverage for leptons ( lyl 5 1.5 and tyl < 1.0

respectively as described below) and are therefore not sensitive to forward production of

beauty. However, the production of beauty is predicted to be central so that the experiments

should be sensitive to a substantial fraction of the cross-section.

CDF and UA1 detectors

The detectors for the collider experiments, CDF and UA1, are shown in Fig. 13. Both are

centred around the pp interaction region and have large solid-angle coverage.

The CDF detector П4] is designed around a 1.4 Т superconducting solenoid as shown in

Fig. 13a. High-precision drift chambers allow the momenta of charged particles to be

measured with an accuracy of Арт/Рт = 0.0011/>т- Outside the superconducting coil,

calorimeters with a granularity of At) х Дф = 0.1 x 15° measure the energies of

electromagnetic and hadronic particles with resolutions of Л.Е/Е = 14%Л/Е and ДЕ/Е =

77%/VE respectively. Here, E is the energy of the particle in GeV, T| is the pseudo-rapidity,

and ф is the azimuthal angle. Muons are identified by their ability to penetrate the

calorimeters. They are detected in drift chambers that are situated behind the calorimeter,

covering the central (0 > 56°) and forward (3° < 0 < 16°) regions. The angle 0 is the polar

angle measured from either beam.

!
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Figure 13b: UA1 detector
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The CDF analyses described in these lectures relate to two separate triggers:

(i) A dimuon trigger which required at least two tracks in the muon chambers with

corresponding high-pj (> 3 GeV) tracks in the central tracking chambers.

(ii) An inclusive electron trigger, which required a cluster in the electromagnetic

calorimeter with Ef> 12 GeV, a matching track in the central tracking chamber with

PT > 6 GeV, and little energy in the hadronic calorimeter (£had/£em < 0. 125). An off-

line selection applied additional cuts on longitudinal and lateral shower shape and on '

consistency between the track in the central tracking chambers with the calorimeter ;

cluster. Clearly, electrons produced inside jets may be rejected by the cuts on shower

profile.

The UA1 detector t15!, shown in Fig. 13b, contains a 0.7 Т conventional dipole magnet.

Central drift chambers allow charged-particle momenta to be measured with an accuracy of
' i •

Ap/p = 0.02p, where p is the momentum measured in GeV. The magnet coil is surrounded

by an iron-scintillator calorimeter with a hadronic energy resolution of AE/E = 80%/Vf.

This calorimeter has a granularity of Arj x Дф = 0.4 x 18°. The electromagnetic calorimeters

which sat in front of the coil for data-taking periods up to 1985, were removed prior to the !

ï
1988 run in preparation for the envisaged installation of new detectors. Thus, the <

identification of electrons was not possible in the most recent data. (However, the energy of ~ Г
Л'

electrons and photons was measured in the iron-scintilîator calorimeter.) Muons are detected ^

in drift chambers which cover most of the solid angle for 6 > 15°; these are shielded from

the interaction region by > 8 interaction lengths of iron.

The UA1 analyses described in these lectures use data collected with single-muon and j

dimuon triggers. The first-level trigger requires that at least one track in the muon chambers f \

points back to the interaction region. Low-рт muons range out, or are deflected and

scattered through large angles in the magnetized iron absorber, and hence do not trigger; the

effective pj cut of the first-level trigger is about 2.5 GeV. The second-level trigger uses

more detailed information from the muon chambers, making an effective рт cut of about 4.5
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GeV for single-muon events, but keeping a low pj cut for dimuon events. At a third level,

events are selected if they have high-pj tracks reconstructed in the central tracking detector,

which match the tracks in the muon chambers.

Measurements of the Inclusive b-quark production cross-section

The analyses of beauty events at proton-antiproton colliders are based on events with high-

PT leptons. These leptons can come from the semi-leptonic decays of B-particles or from В

—> J/y -> д+ji" decays. However, there are several other sources of real or fake leptons as

listed in Table 3.

Source of leptons

The Drell-Yan mechanism

W — » jj.v decays

J/\l/ --» ̂ .+\JT decays

semi-leptonic charm decays

Fake leptons

Comments

gives pairs of isolated leptons

gives isolated leptons and large missing ET

gives pairs of isolated leptons

fraction in data can be measured (see below)

fraction in data can be calculated

Table 3: Sources of high-/?x leptons other than beauty

Fake high-pj leptons come from a number of sources. Decays of pions and kaons in flight

and punch-through of hadrons are the most important muon background sources. The most

important sources of background to electrons are conversions of photons and the overlap of

high-рт hadron tracks with electromagnetic calorimeter clusters.

The UA1 and CDF groups have both understood the different contributions to their lepton

samples and have inferred the differential cross-section, dc/dpty. The UA1 analysis uses a

variety of muon data samples; the CDF analysis uses both muons and electrons.

The UAI inclusive muon data П6] a r e shown in Fig. 14. The background, which is

dominated by decays of pions and kaons in flight, accounts for = 38% of the data for pip >

10 GeV. Cuts have been applied to the data shown in the figure to remove events which do

not come from heavy-flavour decays:
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(i) Require a jet with ET > Ю GeV.

(ii) Require the muon to be non-isolated: / = Л/ФЕт/3)2 + Ф.РТ/2)2 > 2 GeV in a cone

M = Y(Дф)2 + (Дл)2 < °-7 around the muon.

After these cuts, the contributions from the Drell-Yan mechanism and W, Z and J/\|/ ->

- decays are negligible.

10

to3

10

UA1 DATA ( ц + jet)

— Monte Carlo-
ьБ + сс
J/V+Y
D-Y, W, Z
л / К—*• и v

10 20 30

Рт (GeV)

40 50

Figure 14: Inclusive muon рт distribution measured by UA1. The curve is the Monte
Carlo prediction.

In the UA1 analysis, the beauty fraction is measured using a variable that distinguishes

between muons from semi-leptonic beauty decays, and those from charm decays and decays

of pions and kaons in flight. The momentum of the muon relative to the jet axis, called /J|

in the UA1 analysis, has been used extensively in experiments at e+e~ colliders. As shown

in Fig. 15, the distribution for b-quark decays is significantly harder than for the other

processes. A fit is made to the data to determine the fraction of muons in the sample from

beauty decays; the result is ( 33 ± 3 ± 3 ) %.
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Figure 15: Distribution of / ^ measured by UA1. The curves show the Monte Carlo
predictions for the different processes and the result of a fit to the data.

The number of events observed in bins of p^ are combined with the measured beauty-event

fraction, together with the integrated luminosity and the experimental acceptance determined

from Monte Carlo simulation, to obtain cross-sections for muon production from beauty

decay. The results which are shown in Table 4 are for the pseudo-rapidity range Irjl < 1.5.

muon PT range [GeV]

о(Ь-»д) Jnb]

10-15

12°3±269

15-20

180±40

20-25

24.316.5

25-30

3.211.4

30-35

1.110.6

35^0

0.1410.09

Table 4: UA1 cross-sections for muons produced in В decays.

These "muon-level" cross-sections can be related to cross-sections for b-quark production as

shown in Fig. 16. The effects of fragmentation, semi-muonic branching ratios and decay

kinematics have all been extensively studied in e+e~ experiments and can be evaluated by

Monte Carlo simulation. The fact that roughly equal numbers of high-рт muons are
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produced in beauty and in charm decays, despite the much larger charm production rate, is

explained by the softer charm fragmentation function.

10 20 30 10 50
p , (GeV/d

Figure 16: Differential cross-sections at the quark, hadron and muon level
(a) for beauty production and (b) for charm production.

A QCD-based Monte Carlo model is used to calculate the scale factors required to convert

the measured, muon-level cross-sections into b-quark cross-sections. In the UA1 analysis,

the b-quark cross-section is presented integrated above thresholds, pm* n . As indicated in

Fig. 17, each bin in p^ is sensitive to a different region of p^. The resulting distribution is

compared with the QCD calculation of Nason et al M in Fig. 18 and is consistent with the

predictions.

Results based on CDF single-electron data have recently been presented f 17X The analysis is

similar to that of UA1 described above, but the fraction of events from charm decays was

taken from a Monte Carlo study. The preliminary CDF results, shown in Fig. 19, lie

somewhat above the QCD prediction.

..a • t
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p1! (arbitrary scale)

Figure 17: Illustration of the calculation of the scale factor to convert from a muon-level
to a quark-level cross-section.
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Figure 18: Cross-section from UA1 for b-quark production integrated above different
thresholds, p m m . The curve is the QCD prediction of Nason et al. The data
points come from J/\|/ -» ц+ц- (solid circle), high-mass dimuons (open
circle), low-mass dimuons (triangle) and muon-jet events (squares).
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Nason.Dawson, Ellis

— mD=«.75CeV, Л„=2бО McV

DFLM.

- - 4.5 < ma <
160 < A4 < ЗбОЛС

Data
Assumes 40% of Ь quarks
fragment to Л " mesons

• Inclusive Electron Data
Systematic errors correlated
1SAJET b/c rstio assumed

0.001

(GeV)

Figure 19: Cross-section from CDF for b-quark production integrated above different
thresholds, p m i n . The lowest-pj point was obtained from the J/ty —> p.+|l~K
data.

A search has been made in the CDF electron events for D mesons. This provides an

important cross-check that the electrons are indeed produced in В decays. As shown in

Fig. 20a, a signal is observed in the channel D° -> K-Jt+ and D° -> К+л~ for events where

the charge of the electron and the kaon are consistent with В decay, but no signal is

observed in the "wrong-sign" sample (Fig. 20b). The number of D°'s observed (78±17) is

consistent with the number expected (72±20). The observation of a D* signal has also been

reported by CDF,
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a) b)

Figure 20: Invariant mass distributions for Kit combinations: (a) in "right-sign" events,
(b) in "wrong-sign" events.

Charmoniwn production has been observed by UA1 П8] a n d CDF f1 7]. Both experiments

see a clear J/\|/ -» ц+ц- signal; \|/' -> |i+ | i~ is also seen in both experiments, although the

signal is less significant in the case of UA1 because of the experiment's inferior dimuon

mass resolution.

Charmonium can be produced in pp collisions by two mechanisms I 1 9b direct production of

charmonium and production in beauty decays for which the branching ratio has been

measured to be = 1%. In the case of beauty decays, the JA|/ will be produced as part of a jet,

with other high-pj fragmentation and decay products. This characteristic feature has been

used by UA1 to measure the fraction of J/ '/ in their p^f > 5 GeV sample that come from

beauty; the result I 1 8 ! is that ( 31 ± 12 )% of the J/xj/'s come from beauty, the remainder

being attributed to direct charmonium production. UA1 have used this result, together with

their measured J/\(/ production cross-section for jrty > 5 GeV to obtain an additional data

point for b-quark production as shown in Fig. 18.
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Observations of exclusive decays

The observation of the exclusive decays B+ -» J/\i/ K+ and B<> -» J/y K°* has been reported

by CDF ['7]. The identified J/ty —» ц+ц- sample is used in the analysis; particle identification

for pions and kaons is not used. For the B° -» J/yK°* channel, the three highest

momentum charged tracks in a cone around the JA|/ are used and Кл combinations within 50

MeV of the K°* mass are retained. For the B+ -» JA|fK+ channel, charged tracks with рт >

2 GeV in a cone around the J/\|f are used. The combined J/yK mass distribution, shown in

Fig. 21, has a clear peak at the В mass containing 35 ± 9 events. The fitted mass, m = 5.279

± 0.006 GeV is in good agreement with the particle data group average values.

COF PRELIMINARY

Moss = 5.279 ±0.006 GeV
Sigm = 0.030±0.010 GeV
N.Events=35±9

J/У К AND J/У K*" CHANNINV MASS (C«V)

Invariant mass distribution showing evidence for В± -> J/vj/K* and B° ->
decays.

Figure 21:

The subsample of events in the B+ -> J/\|fK+, J/\|/ -* ц+ц- channel having pj > 3 GeV for

both muons and pi > 3 GeV for the kaon has been used to estimate the beauty cross-section.

As shown in Fig. 22, the signal in this channel is very clean. As in the analyses described
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above, a QCD-based Monte Carlo program is used to estimate the acceptance. It is assumed

that 40% of b-quarks give B~ mesons and the following branching ratios are used:

B/?(B± -> J/vK±) = (8.0±2.8) x 1(H; BR(J/y -» Д+Ц-) = (6.9±0.9)%. This data sample is

sensitive to b-quark production withp^ > 10 GeV and \y\ < 1; the corresponding cross-

section of 8.2±2.9±3.3 цЬ is plotted in Fig. 19. In common with the cross-section values

inferred from high-рт electron measurements, the data point falls above the band predicted

by QCD.
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Figure 22: Invariant mass distribution showing evidence for B± -* J/vj/K1.

Very recently, UA1 has reported the observation of a signal in the exclusive channel Ль ->

J/УЛ f2°l. Earlier searches for the Ль at the ISR gave contradictory results 1211.

t
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S -fi mixing

-.0 sThe phenomenology of В -В mixing has been extensively discussed in other lectures at

this school. Briefly, mixing can be described by a parameter % defined as the probability that

a particle that was produced (via strong interactions) as а В will decay (via weak

interactions) as а В . Ignoring CP violation effects which are expected to be very small, x =

Prob(B -4 В ) = Prob(B —» В ). In high-energy pp collisions, we produce a mixture of

B-hadrons: b -> B~, B§, B^, Ль, etc. However, only in the neutral mesons B§ and BJ? can

mixing occur (charge and baryon-number conservation exclude mixing in the other

systems). Separate parameters, Xd and Xs> are required to describe mixing in the B[) and B^

systems because the two mesons have different masses, lifetimes and В —» В oscillation

periods.

In contrast to mixing studies on the Y(4S) where the В and В are produced coherently, in

pp collisions the b and Б quarks fragment approximately independently. The pp (and LEP)

experiments measure an average mixing parameter, for example by using muons from semi-

leptonic decays to identify the charge of the b-quark that decays: x = Pd Xd +Ps Xs where

Pa ~ Ad ЯЯ(В§ -> [i)/BR(b -» ц) and hd is the probability that a b-quark produces a B§

meson; p$ is similarly defined.

The first evidence for В -В mixing came from the UA1 experiment f22!. The technique

used by UA1 and other experiments is to use the charge of muons from semi-leptonic

decays to tag the decaying В particles. The signature for В -В mixing is then like-sign

lepton pairs. However, this is not the only source of such events (as shown in Table 5 for

the case of dimuons).

The determination of the mixing parameter x is very simple in principle. One can measure

the ratio, R, of the numbers of genuine like-sign and unlike-sign dimuons from heavy-quark

semi-leptonic decays.
W(like-sign) - BG L

/V(unlike-sign) -

t;

;*']
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; I where BGj^ and ВСц are the numbers of non-heavy-flavour like-sign and unlike-sign events

respectively, the latter including the small contribution from the Drell-Yan mechanism and

from "Onium" decays. The value of R can be predicted as a function of the mixing parameter

X using Monte Carlo models of heavy-flavour production and decay:

R_

td-X) 2 + X2]^F + 2xd-xWs + WC

where NF, N5 and NC are the predicted numbers of first-generation beauty events (ЬБ; b — >

ц; Б -» ц), second-generation beauty events (ЬБ; b -> ц; Б -> с -> ц and charge conjugate)

and charm events (ее; с -> jr, с — » |l) respectively. The absolute predicted cross-sections for

beauty and charm production do not enter in this ratio, but there is some dependence on the

ratio of these cross-sections. The predicted numbers of events also depend on the assumed

branching-ratios for b-quarks and c-quarks decaying to muons. These uncertainties and the

uncertainties on the background estimates contribute to the systematic error on the mixing

measurement.

Like-sign

Unlike-sign

Process

ЬБ; b -» ц; Б -» с -» ц

ЬБ; -> ц; Б -* В» -> В» -* ц

one or both muons "fake"

ЬБ; b — > ц; Б -> (д. (unmixed)

ос ; с -» ц; с -* Ц

Drell-Yan, "Onium" decays

ЬБ; b -> дс; с -» М-

one or both muons "fake"

Comments

Not e-jj.; leptons isolated.

Only for т (ц(1)< 5 GeV.

Table 5: Sources of dimuons

The simplest technique for determining the mixing parameter is to vary x in the above

formula until the predicted value of Л agrees with the experiment result. This has been done

by CDF П7] using a combination of ejo. and jap. samples and they obtain the result x =

0.176±0.03 l(stat+syst)±0.032(MC).

Improved sensitivity can be obtained by using kinematic variables that distinguish between

mixed first-generation beauty events, and unmixed second-generation beauty events and
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fake dimuon events. In the most recent UA1 mixing analysis (231, a simultaneous fit is made

to distributions of fê for the higher-py and lower-pj muons in unlike-sign and like-sign

dimuon events as shown in Fig. 23. High-/£^ of the lower-pj muon in the like-sign events

is indicative of mixing.

Unliko-sign dimuons pli Unlike-sign dimuons p?nl lo

. Data
Fit_
b b Istgon
b b 2nd gen
onckground

100 -

9
ÛJ

a
m.
d

Data
Fit_
b b 1st gen -
Ь b 2nd gen
background

Data
Fit_
b b 1st gen
b b 2nd gen
background

Liko-sign dimuons pf01 to

Data
Fit_
b D 1st gen
b b 2nd gen
background

pn°' (GeV/c'

Figure 23: Fit to distributions of/fj to determine mixing parameter %.

The UA1 result from this analysis is X = 0.145±0.035±0.014 to be compared with x =

0.158±0.052±0.026 from an older, statistically independent UAl data sample f 2 4 l

Averaging these values gives X = 0.14810.035.

I.»



The mixing results from UA1, CDF and LEP (average of LEP experiments W) are

summarized in Table 6. The experiments give compatible results and the precision of the pp

collider experiments is comparable with that of the LEP experiments.

Experiment

UA1

CDF

LEP (average of dilepton results)

X

0.145 ±0.038

0.17610.050

0.1 43 ±0.023

Table 6: Mixing results

The average value of x from the pp colliders and LEP can be used together with

measurements of xd from ARGUS and CLEO to estimate Xs- For reasonable assumptions

of the fragmentation parameters, pd = 0.375 and ps = 0.15, the measurements are

compatible with near-maximal mixing in the B^ system as predicted by the Standard Model.

Searches for rare decays

In certain channels, pp colliders provide unmatched sensitivity to rare decays. A clean

trigger is required which favours channels with leptons in the final state. Two such

channels, B° -» ц+ц~ (B$ or B^ ) and В —» ц+ргХ (excluding decays via charmonium),

have been studied by UA1 I 2 5 ! and CDF П7]. Standard Model predictions are ~ 10~9 - 1Q-8

and > 10~6 respectively.

Process

ва -> №
В° -4 ц+ц-

вЗ -»№

вя -> ^ + г
В -^ц+ц-Х

В^ ->ц+ |д-К°*

Experiment

UA1

UA1

CDF

е+е- (PDG)

UA1

UA1

Limit

1.2 x 10-5

2.5 x 10-5

3.0 x 10-6

5 x Ю-5

5x10-5 (model dependent)

2.3 x Ю-5 (model dependent)

Table 7: Upper limits on branching ratios for rare decays

The analysis relies on the fact that the presence of the decay channels which are sought

would affect the dimuon mass distribution. The decay B° -» \i+\jr would be seen as a sharp

peak in the mass plot, whereas B° -> |1+|Д-Х would increase the number of high-mass
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muon pairs with /и(ц+ц-) = 4 GeV. No signal is observed in either channel and upper limits

on the branching ratios have been obtained as listed in Table 7. The sensitivity of the CDF

search is an order of magnitude better than that in e+e~ experiments.

Future prospects

The CDF collaboration nas already demonstrated the practicality of studying exclusive В

decays at hadron colliders. In some rare decay channels such as B° —» Ц+Ц~, the collider

experiments already offer the best available sensitivity. The CDF experiment is about to take

more data, with prospects for 20-25 pb-1 in 1992 and up to -100 pb-1 by the end of 1993.

The increased luminosity, together with improvements to the apparatus including improved

and extended muon detection and the addition of a silicon micro-vertex detector, provide an

excellent opportunity for more detailed В physics studies. CDF aim to measure the mass of

the BJ? and Ль and make lifetime measurements for a variety of beauty particles.

In the longer term, LHC and SSC will produce huge numbers of beauty particles even at

relatively low luminosity. For example, at L = 10^2 cirr^s-l, the rate for beauty production

is estimated to be 200 Hz at LHC and 500 Hz at SSC, with a considerably better signal-to-

background ratio than at the existing pp colliders. Dedicated experiments for beauty physics

are under discussion with a view to studying the time dependence of B^ oscillations and CP

violation.

Conclusions

The existing data on hadronic beauty production are generally consistent with QCD within

large experimental and theoretical errors, although it is worth noting that the CDF

measurements exceed the predicted cross-sections. Progress in studying beauty in fixed-

target experiments has been slow because of the low cross-sections and difficult signal-to-

background conditions. However, several on-going experiments are expected to yield

results in the near future and the excellent charm data that have been obtained should be

(
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recognized. Fixed target experiments are well suited to measuring lifetimes because of the

large boost of the В in the lab frame.

The cross-section for producing beauty and the signal-to-background ratio increase rapidly

with centre-of-mass energy. This has made possible the wide-ranging programme of beauty

physics that has been performed at pp colliders. Highlights include the first observation of

0 —0
В -В mixing by UA1 and exclusive decay measurements by CDF. The study of beauty

physics will continue in CDF using a micro-vertex detector in their next run.

In the longer term, LHC and SSC offer the possibility of huge rates for beauty production

both in collider and fixed-target experiments.
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In these lectures I will discuss lop physics. Section 1 is an introduction while in section 2 current

direct searches are described. Section 3 covers existing limits on the top mass пц, mainly related to

clcctrowcuk radiative corrections. Finally section 4 describes future top searches at hadronic colliders (for

e + c~ colliders see"'). In this lecture I benefited from previous reviews and/or workshops on lop'2 ',

physics ai hadronic colliders'3'6' and physics at LEP'7'.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Kxisti-nce of top

/././ Anomalies

Anomalies arc proportional 10 the sum of the charges of the fermions SfQf and disappear'8"9' if the

families arc full : QvT + QT + 3Qb + 3Qt = 0.

1.1.2 Decay b

li can be shown1 1"' that if the b quark is in a singlet of SU(2)L then the branching ratio

IiR (B -* i+i~ X) >, 1.3 1()~2, due lo the diagram of figure la. The value predicted'1 "by the Standard

Model (see Figure Ib) is ~ 4 orders of magnitude lower. The CLEO experiment'12' has set a limit

X)< 1.2 КГ 3 90 % C.L. so the b cannot be in a singlet of SU(2)L-

a
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Figure 1 : Decay ofb->£ +£~ Xiflheb к a singlet cfSU(2)L (a) and in the Standard Model (b).

1.1.3 Asymmetry

Consider the ЬБ production in e+e~ collisions : e+e"-» y, Z -» bb. The forward-backward

asymmetry is proportional to С д = Tj^ - Тзд where Tj^ (resp.Tjj^) is the weak isospin eigenvalue of

the left (resp. right) - handed b quark. The asymmetry is 0 if b is a singlet. The pre-LEP e+c~

experiments have measured'13! (assuming T 3 R = 0), T 3 L = - 0.54 ± 0.13 compatible with the Standard

Model value T-jL = - 0.5. The LEP experiments find' 1 5 ' also a non zero asymmetry

A (LEP) = 0. 126 ± 0.022, using the mixing parameter x = 1.44 ± .020.

1.1.4 Г(2 -> bb)

At the lowest order one has Y(Z -» bb) ~ Л'СГ0 [(2Cf4)
2 + (2C*/)2] with

+ Т?. + f sin2 e w , Ne = 3 and TO = F - 8 2 - 9 MeV. Assuming Т™ = 0 one
L * 247tV2 J

obtains:

hi) = 24Г„

With sin29w =.234 one finds F(Z -> bb) = 367 MeV for T j L = - .5 and T(Z -> bb) = 24 MeV for

T 3 L = 0, to be compared to the experimental value'16' of 362 ± 19 MeV, closer (sic) to the value

corresponding to the bL in a doublet.
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1.2 Top production in hadronic collisions'17'

1.2.1 Pair production

The pair production cross section at a CMS energy of Vs is given by:

2_, J • i 2 ji • 2- ij

where FJJ(X, д 2 ) arc the densities of partons i and j in the incoming hadrons and ц. is the

lac lorizalion/rcnormali/ation scale.

At the lowest order the partonic cross-sections dojj consist of the O(a s ) Born contributions'18'

gg —> lï and qq —» tT (shown below):

8-

pp cotillions. %/S - 16 TeV
U>« NI
U)

CRV (U): V I W . U>»NL: \-IOOMeV)

eoo looo i » o i«.o iw.o иол гаао гам» ZM.Q аюо гвоо зю.о
Top Quirk Нам И (GeV)

Figure 2: Predictions of top quark cross sections I171

The full higher order computation has been done recently'19' Figure 2' 1 7 ' shows the predicted t cross
' *5 *?

sections for two different paramctrisations of parton densities'20-21' using ц* = m. + p t T . The vertical

bars indicate the ambiguity of the higher order predictions due to using (I = m, or 2mt and using the

largest possible value of AQCD for the parton densities of reference 20 (Л5м<Г = 250 McV).
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Figure 3: p.- dependence of top cross section l20bJ (see text).

Figure 3 1 1 9 ' b l shows for a lop mass of 80 GeV the ц - dependence of the lowest order (dashed) and

higher order ( K S ) cross sections (solid) in pp collisions at Vs = 630 GeV (CERN energy) and

1.8 TcV (Fcrmilab energy). A reasonable'20' estimate of the error in the tï cross section is about 30 %.

The Born cross sections for gg -> u and qq -» t î are shown on figure 4 at the SSC

(pp collisions, VT = 40 TcV), LHC (pp.Vs = 16 TcV) and TeVatron pp ,VI= 1.8 TcV).

Figure 4 shows that the quark-anliquark annihilation cross section is dominant at the TeVatron, the

gluon-gluon cross section taking over at SSC and LHC. The t ï cross section is much larger at SSC and

LHC than at the TeVatron (for mt = 130 GeV the ratio 58СЯеVairon is - 103).

Near the u threshold the cross sections are changed^23! by the presence of resonances. Due to the

experimental resolution it is impossible to observe the resonances. The overall change on the top cross

section is small (-10 % at SppS energy : •*/!= 0.63 TeV, +10% at LHC and SSC).
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4 : The Horn cross sections for both the gluon-gluon fusion and quark-antiquark annihilation

processes at the SSC . LIIC and Tevatron >22I.

Trf

Figure 5 : The energy dependence^3! of the ft cross section a): full gg -* it b)full qq -> ft

c) 88 - * " bound slate d)qq -> tig bound state.

Figure 5 shows ihc touil and bound-skilc cross-sections for mt= 100 GcV.

The clcflrowcak corrcclions - order Oj a - have been also considered' n l The relative contributions

arc .small and negative.
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They arc shown on figure 6 Tor qq annihilation and gg fusion processes.
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Figure 6: Relative electroweak corrections for the qq and gg-> it fusion processes ( v ? = cms energy
for the parton process).

1.2.2. Other top production

100 200 300 400

TOP MASS
500

Figure 7: Cross sections for various mechanisms of top quark production I'7I.

Figure 7 shows the cross sections for various mechanisms of lop quark production at LHC.
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One notices Unit l'or m( » 300 GcV W- gluon fusion'24' is ihc dominant production process. The

other processes have smaller cross sections.

1.3 Top quark fragmentation'17'

The haclroni/.ation process is complicated because strong and weak mechanisms arc intimately

intertwined. The important scale is set by the lifetime of the lop quark i = Г\ ~' .

Tt - 0.17 GeV x (mi/mw)3 for mt » m w

• if Г i s< A Q C D : mi s< 100 GcV : the lifetime r t ~ ' is long enough to form non pcriurbalivcly

mesonic or baryonic bound states. The initial pcrturbalivc radiation is followed by a small non

pcrturbaiivc deceleration of the t hadron'25'.

• if Г •>, AQCD • mi Ъ 100 GcV. The decay is so rapid that hadrons cannot build any more. The

lop quark is decelerated only by the early radiation of hard, non colincar gli'ons'26'.

-48

1.4 Top quark decay in the Standard Model

The Standard Model lop decay is I —» bW where the W can be real or virtual.

n

• if mt « m w we have F t ~ -rr ^ -,— ( ~ 64 keV for mt = 50 GeV).
OQ JJ

• if mt » m w Г:, ~ Л (2L}' (i - 4 V (i + 2 4
\m№/ \ m* ) \ m?

- 0.17 GcV.

I)

" v V

50 100
m, (GeV)

Figure 8: HI -» be+ ve) I (G^ mt 1192 i?) as a function о/от,-
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The width approaches quickly the asymptotic form Г\ ~ A (mt/mw)3. The variation of tlic width as a

function of m, is shown in figure 8'2 7 ' . The ralio П Д т of ihe decay widlhs (t -» bW) into longitudinal

and iransvcr.sc W's is independent. It is equal to 2 for mt « mw, to ~ 1/2 for mt ~ m w and increases

( - 2 ( — L ) ) when mt » m w . The QCD corrections have been calculated'28). The width is reduced by
^ m\v '

~ 10 % and the Icpion spectrum is distordcd, this small effect being not often taken into account in the

published analyses.

1.5 Non standard decays

/.5./ The charged Higgs decay mode of the top

It was suggested1 w ' that t -» bW"1" was not seen because the decay t -» bH+ was dominant. This can

he .studied in the general frame of two Higgs doublet models'30' or in the particular case of the Minimal

Supcrsymmctric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) which predicts тц"1" > m w . A key parameter

is uin|5= v2/v, where v2 (rcsp. v,) is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs doublet which couples to

up (rcsp. down) quarks. We will consider the H+ -» с s and H + -» i v t decay modes neglecting the

H"1"—» W+h cotilribulion'30'. In general Г(Н+) is small relative to experimental resolutions.

QCD corrections to Г(Н+) have been computed recently'31'. They increase'32' a little bit the

branching ratio BR(H+ -> TV) given at lowest order by the formula:

- т+„)

A-

~ :md is shown on figure 9.

The whole space on tanji will be considered with emphasis on the "preferred region"' 3 3 '

1 s< uinp s< infini,. Several cases have been considered in particular:

• nil < m w + т ь

- If т,,* + т ь < mt the two-body decay l ~> bH+ wins against the three-body decay via a W*

and is the dominant top decay mode.

- If nu < mu* + т ь : t — > bW* and l-* bH* are concurrent.

• mt > mW4.mt>. The interesting case is the case where mt > т ц +

The two- body decays t -» bH+ and t -» bW+ are then concurrent.
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/.5.2 Supersymmetric extension: stop

In Supcrsymmclric (SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model the two scalar partners of the left-and

right-handed fermions give rise to a 2 x 2 mass mixing matrix.

For a heavy юр one of the physical stop t mass eigenstates might be lighter than m t I
3 4 a l . The

dominant SUSY decay of the lop quark is t -> TY when the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), the ncutralino

y is light enough.

/.5..Î Other exotic decays

More exotic decays like t -» cH°, cZ°l34l>J will not be covered here.

1.6 Non Standard Model quarks

Sec reference 17 for more details, where two types of Non Standard quarks are studied.

4-
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\ 1.6.1 Fourth generation quarks

b1

Figure 10: FCNC decays of the b'.

If a fourth generation of quarks and leptons exists, the lepton masses must be of order mJ2 or greater

in order to conform with the LEP data. A popular example is ihe case of a b' with my < mt. In this case

the decay b' -> tW is obviously forbidden and the decay b' -» cW might be suppressed by the extended

Kobayashi Maskawa matrix clement V^c (skipping two generations) and the dominant decays of the b'

can be'3 5 ' the Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) ones b' -> by, bg (Fig. 10).

1.6.2 Exotic quarks

Л

They do not belong to a standard "family". The simplest possibility'36] is a new vector like quark (D)
2

of charge - 1/3. Its dominant decay will be into a W plus a charge ^ quark. However D can also decay

into a Z or H (neutral higgs) plus a light quark.

2. DIRECT SEARCHES OF TOP

After a small description (§ 2.1) of searches in e+e~ collisions the top searches in pp collisions will

be discussed, within the Standard Model in § 2.2.1. The t -» bH+ searches will be found in § 2.2.3.

v V
._ ' . î
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2.1 Searches in e+e~ collisons

The top is pair produced in e+c~ collisions. The experiments working al LEP and SLC have set a

limit'37! m^m/,/2 roughly independent of the decay mode of the top. The decays of the b1 by charged

current of by FCNC (b' -> by, bg) have also been considered. The top is studied by looking for instance

at u distribution of acoplanarity (sec figure 11):

where PJJ^ is the tranvcrsc momentum of a particle relative to the plane minimising the variable.

Оле secs on Figure 11 that 'he top has a much larger acoplanarity than the other quarks.

10
OPAL
SoW Lin» : 5 quark flavour»

•: • quark flavour»

UolUd Lira : в quark flavour»
including b'

(a)

0 0.2 0.+ 0.6 O.B

AcopUnarily, EMCalorimcurduiUn

Figure 1 / : Acoplanarity of events done with the electromagnetic calorimeter I37bl.

After a cut on ucoplanarity the expected number of events for different scenarios is shown on figure 12

compared with the measurement. In all the scenarios a limit m(Hcavy quark) >/ m,fl is set.
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Figure 12: The expected number of events with acoplanarity > 0.25 (Nu); minus Us uncertain
as a function of the top or b' quark mass, for the various decay modes

2.2 Searches in pp collisions

The performance of pp colliders has increased significantly over the last years and it has been possible

ю search for the top quark over a large mass range and for standard and non standard decay modes by UA1

and UA2 at the CERN SppS collider (Vs = 630 GeV) and by CDF at Fermilab (Vs =1800 GoV).
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2.2.1 Standard decay

2.2.1.1 General overview

The table below shows the limits obtained by the three experiments quoted above:

Kxperimcnt

UAI

UA2

CDF

Lepton

С.Ц

с

с, Ц

Integrated
luminosity

5.4 pb-1

7.5 pb-1

4.4 pb-1

Limit at
95 % C.L

mt > 60 GeV

m t>69GcV

mt > 89 GcV

Reference

38

39

40

*•

The two most important ways of producing top quarks at those pp colliders arc: (i) pp —> tt and

(ii) pp —> W —» tb (if kincmaiically allowed).

The cross section for the first process has been discussed in § 1.2.1. It is known with a theoretical

uncertainty of - 30 %. For the second process the production rate is predicted more precisely from

brandling ratios and ihc measured rates for pp -» W -* ev. The production cross sections for the two

processes arc shown in figure I3'4'J.

At the Fermi lab collider hudronic pair production (iT) dominates over the decay W -> i5. On the

contrary at the CERN collider the main contributing process is W —> t6 for ml •«: 70 GcV.

The top decays into a W boson and a bottom quark. The W which can be real or virtual depending on

lUe mass of ihe lop quark then decays into a pair of quarks (ud or cs) or into leptons (cv, ЦУ, TV). The

purely hadronic final slates arc the most abundant but Ihey are difficult to distinguish from QCD

miiliijcis backgrounds.

In order to enhance the signal 10 noise ratio the standard top quark results from pp colliders come from

searches employing the presence of at least one leplon (c or ц) as part the signature. One has

liR (l -» bcv) = BR (t -> b|iv) ~ 1/9.

\w
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In the following the CDF analysis, looking for one or two semileptonic top decays will be described.

Top qucrk production in 0( a. ). (NDE)
DFLM ц - m/2. At - 250 U«V (upper curves)
DFLU /i - 2 m. A« - 90 UeV (lower curves) -

a(W -> 16). VS-1.8 TeV
. VS-ОЛЗ

[CeV]
200

Figure 13: The predicted W -* tb and tl cross sections as a function of the top mass.

2.2.1.2 Electron + jets analysis of CDF

This analysis uses the fact that the transverse mass of the electron neutrino system; defined with the

transverse energies E^ and E of the electron and neutrino and Дфеу, their azimuthal separation.

д / (1- cos

is different'42' for the lop signal where the W producing the ev pair is virtual and for ihe W + jets
cv

background. In the last case the W is real and M l is larger. Two sels of cuts ("loose" and "tight") are

defined (sec ref 40 a,c for a full description). Figure 14 shows the experimental distribution of м£У after

the loose cuts compared to the W + 2 jet events and top events.

\

120

(GeV/c2)

Figure 14: the M^f distribution for electron + 2 jet data with the loose cuts applied. The solid curves
show the distribution for the Monte Carlo W + 2 jet events, and the dashed curve shows the distributions

for Monte Carlo ft events for щ = 60 GeV.

1

'v t

.'ft'
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С и Figure 15 shows the upper limit for ihc U prou iction cross section as a function of m, for loose and

tight CULS. The top quark is excluded al 95% C.L for 40 < mt < 77 GeV. This method docs not work for

larger lop masses m( >/ m w because the N£ V distributions arc then similar.

с
0)

D

*
cc
en

10
30 45 60 75

М, о р (GeV/c

Figure /5: The 95% C.L. upper limit for the II production cross section as a function of top mass is
given by the solid curves. The dashed region gives the predicted и cross section. The plotted points show

the it efficiency as a function of mt (right-hand scale).

>
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2.2.1.3 High pj fft CDF analysis

The сц signature requires the preseiice of an electron and a muon with opposite electric charges, each

with transverse momentum above the threshold P™" = 15 GeV. This high transverse momentum

threshold separates the tT signal from ЬБ backgrounds which concentrate at low p r .

Figure 16 shows^Ob) the CDF сц data selected with EÎJ. > 15 GeV and p!l > 5 GcV.

50r^-T-i ; i i i i n i ! i 'I i i i

40

- 30

3 20

Ю

0 i i i i i I i i i i I . i i i I i i i i I i i t
0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0

PT (fL) (GeV/c)

Figure 16: Electron transverse energy vs muon transverse momentum.
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There is one event in the top quark signal region. This event has an electron with Ej- = 31.7 GcV and

a muon with ? t = 42.5 GcV. The dilepton azimutal opening angle is 137 degrees. There is also a

second muon candidate in the event in the forward region and a jet with E T = 14 GeV.

Given one candidate event a 95% C.L. upper limit on the number of t ï -» ец + X events expected is

obtained and converted into an upper limit on the t ï production cross section .

A lower limit ml > 72 GeV is then obtained (see figure 17).

л СОР 95% CL Upper Limit

СЗШ Altarelli, el at

M l o p ( G e V / c

Figure 17: The 95% C.L. upper limit on the tl production cross section as a function of top-quark
mass using CDF е-ц events.

2.2.1.4 Ilighp-r dilepton CDF analysis

\
This analysis'40*1' is a straight-forward extension of the high p-p е-ц pairs search. e+e~ and ц + ц~ pairs

arc added. in this case the Z° events are removed with the help of:

(i) a cut on the dilcpton mass 75 GeV > ЛШ or ЛШ > 105 GeV.

(ii) a missing transverse energy cut $т > 20 GeV.

(iii) a cut on the azimuth angle between leptons 20° < Д Ф i t < 160°.

A limit on the mass mt > 84 GeV is men set at the 95% C.L. (see figure 18).

.+19
* sec for instance rcf 43 for the use of this event in order to estimate mt = 125_j j GeV.
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cr(tt ) vs. Mtop

103
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CDF PRELIMINARY
о eu CDF 957. CL

x eu, ее. ин

о eu, ее, ии • Low Pt

20 4 0

'top

60
(GeV/c2)
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Figure IK: Experimental upper limits on It cross section (95% C.L) as a function of top quark mass,
based on searches described here. Superimposed are the upper and lower bounds of the prediction from a

Standard Model theoretical calculation. The limits on the mass of the top quark are derived by finding an
intersection of the experimental upper limit curve with the theoretical lower bound for the IT cross

sectionl40*!.
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2.2.1.5 Low p-f muon search and full limit

A new technique was used to analyse the e+ mullijet and | i + multijet events. It makes an attempt to

lag one of the two b-quark jets by requiring a low transverse momentum muon to be well isolated from

any of the two highest ET jets. Adding these events a combined limit on the tf cross section, from me

dilepton and low r>j- searches is obtained: iti| > 89 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L.

2.2.2 Search for b'(b' -> cW)

I

: 'v Ч

The production of b' via W decay is impossible. The only possible production is by pair b'b'. The

limit is then similar to the 84 GcV limit from p j dileptons (In fact it should be a little bit larger because

of tlic harder lepton spectrum). No direct search for b'-> bg, by has been done. UAl' 3 8l and UA2'4 4 ' have

nevertheless looked at how these limits in the b1 -> cW case are weakened if the b' decay into by or bg.
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Figure 19 shows excluded regions in the plane my versus the branching fraction for b' —» cW* for two

cases:

(i) assuming that we are sensitive only to events in which the b' and b' both decay through

b1 -> C W * ;

(ii) assuming that the loss of sensitivity comes only from the reduction in the scmilcptonic

branching ratio.

UK ((>-»• сW*

60 80

m в (GtV/c2)

02 04 06 0!

BF ((>•-• с w 1Mb'—«ail)

'

Figure 19: Lower limits on mb' (95% C.L.) as a function of the branching fraction for b'-> bW* for
UA2 (a) and CDF (b). The (UA2) curve corresponds to curve (ii)from UAL

2.2.3 for

Before describing the searches for charged Higgs H + in the top decay one may remember that even for

+ > mt the H+ (for mt < m w ) may have an effect on the standard t limits.

For m , m « m « mn + 2 ,m w

2 onehas :

BIl(t->H*} 1 m?

ВЩ1 -> w*) = ÏÏ
2 , 4 0

- coian ;j

and for tanp > 1 there is a very small reduction of the limits №• 4 5 1. The effect is non negligible only

at large cotan (3 values.

_0 •
V fr
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2.2.3.1 Search for t -> ЬН* by UA1

The signature for this non standard decay of the l-quark depends upon the H + decay. One has seen

above (figure 9) thai the dominant decay mode of Ihe H"1" is H + -» w . The UA1 analysis'46' of their

4.7 pb~' recorded during the CERN pp collider runs of 1988 and 1989 is a search in single muon-plus-

jcts events and dimuon events. The cuts used in the standard UA1 l-quark search'38' have been modified in

order to optimize sensitivity to I —» bH+ decay, where for example the highest transverse momentum

muon (coming from т) is much softer than in the standard case (directly coming from the W).

Single muon case

A sample of 298 events with an isolated muon (p!i > 8 GeV), two jets (EJ. > 7 GcV) well-separated

from the muon and a transverse mass cat M £ V < 60 GeV is obtained.

A likelihood function is defined using variables that better differentiate signal and background

(К, я, b, с decays) using (i) the muon transverse momentum, (ii) the missing transverse energy (£j
1 * 1 *

(iii) I cos 0-2 ! where 6-2 is the angle between the second highest E j jet and the beam axis in the rest
frame of the four body system ц - jet 1- jet 2 -fcj . A cut on this likelihood function will be done.

V№

1

Dimuon channel

The dimuon data sample is selected using the following requirements (sec reference 46 for the exact

details):

(i) 2 muons pii1 > 6 GeV pj™ > 3 GeV, the first muon being (loosely) isolated and the second,

presumably coining from a b-quark non isolated.

(ii) a dimuon invariant mass between 6 and 50 GeV.

(iii) at least one central jet with E j > 10 GcV.

(i v) cuts on the angles between the jet and the muon and the jet and the beam.

To improve sensitivity a likelihood function for dimuon events is defined (analoguous to that for

single muon cvcnis) using the two most discriminating variables (i) the transverse momentum of the

muon P (ii) the isolation of this muon.
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I. Combined limit

The limit obtained using both samples is shown on figure 20.

* . 95% C.L. Limits UA2

Excluded by UA

forB(H-tv)«1.0

— . — Lower bound LEP

_ _ - Lower bound from
^ measurement

Excluded by UA2

forB(H-tv)«i.O

Excluded by UA2

forB(H—iv)*0.5i

50 60 MH(GeV) 70

Figure 20: Regions of the тц+ - mt plane excluded at 95 % CL. by UAJ and UA2.

2.2.3.2 Search for t -» b H + by UA2

In UA2 experimental evidence has been sought for the decay t -* bH+ H+ -» TV т -» hadrons + v.

The analysis done'4 7 ' is based upon that used in the UA2 measurement of е-т universality'48'.

First the numbers of c's and T'S in events with large missing transverse momentum are determined.

The former is then used together with the asumption of е-т universality to determine the number of T'S

expected from vector boson decays.

This number is compared to the number of T'S in the data. An excess would indicate new physics. The

absence of an excess makes it possible to exclude regions of the т н + mt plane (Fig. 20).

у
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3. INDIRECT CURRENT SEARCHES

3.1 Introduction

The nniin subject of this chapter is the limits obtained using the experimental measurements of the

clocirowcak inieraciions which have reached the precision required to be sensitive to radiative corrections

(S 3.3). First we will look at the ratio of the W and Z cross sections which gives F\v and a lower bound

on ni( (S 3.2). There arc also two other indirect pieces of information:

(i) e Ye. It has been found'49' that, due to Z° penguin diagrams e'/e has some mt dépendance.

The two more precise measurements are by the CERN NA31 Collaboration'50 '

(e '/e = 2.3 10.7 10~3) and by the Fermilab E731 Collaboration'51) (e Ve = 0.6 ± 0.7 Ю"3).

(ii) the B()d B°d oscillations. Their historical importance following the original ARGUS

measurement'52' in order to assess large mt values is noticeable. The average between the

ARGUS and CLEO measurements of the mixing parameter r d = T(B d -» В . + X) /

Г(В° -> X) is' 5 3 ' rd = 0.20 ± C.06 which corresponds to Xd = V2rd/(l-rd) = 0.70 ± 0.13.

From theory one knows!5 4 ' that:

..
'

ra\Vtd\*

3.3 10-i«sJ I (.14 GcV}* V40 GcVj
mt \

which gives ml >/ 45 + 90 GeV.

3.2 W-\vidtli measurement

D f

The method'551 is based on the fact that while the leptoriic cross sections о w and CTZ are affected'56' by

large experimental and theoretical uncertainties most of those cancel in the ratio:

Rexp:



Each of the pp collider experiments measure'56' R e xPto:

ц : RE*P = 9.5*' ц (slat + syst)

с : RE*P = 1 0 . 4 ' J (stat) ± 0.3 (syst)

с : RE"P = 10.2 ± 0.8 (stat) ± 0.4 (syst)

д : R E x P = 9.6 ± 1.1 (stat) ±0.5 (sysl)

с and ц : R E x P = 9.98 ± 0.65 (stat) ± 0.36 (sysl)

(UA2)I581

(CDF)

(CDF)

Adding ihc LEP measured' !S' value of I~z = 2.487 ± 0.010 GeV and the Standard Model predictions

for f(W ~* iv), P(Z -» f ^ ) , aw, O z one obtains Г\у = 2.15 ± 0.11 (stat + sysl) GcV in agreement

with the Standard Model prediction assuming m t to be heavier than m w .

The loial width of the W as a function of mt is shown in figure 21. A lower bound on m t is obtained

which docs not depend on any assumptions about its decay modes, m t > 54 GeV at 95% C.L.

91.175GeV/c*

.139GeV/c
J

2275

ZZ&ZZZZ&Z^^

30 60 90 120

mTeo (GeV/c 2)

Figure 21: Total width of the W boson as a function of the t
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3.3 Radiative corrections to the Standard Model

This subject is very important since the original paper of Veltman'60!; but its interest has been

renewed since ihc recent precise LEP measurement. A lot of useful references on this subject of radiative

corrections exist ' 7 ' 6". A self-imposing set of input parameters is given by cts, a, G u , m/., mr and т ц .

This set of parameters can be separated into two parts: a, G u , m z and mf ц еы which are well known.

The uncertainties associated with these quantities on the radiative corrections arc small.

We can add ots to this class for almost all purposes. On the other hand m t and т н arc largely

unknown. For each experimental observable one can express the prediction of the Standard Model as a

function of m, and т ц . obtained using the radiative correction calculations. By comparing several

experimental observables with the predictions one can check their consistency and derive constraints on

mt and т ц .

3.3.1 Definition of Ar, relation with m\y

The experimental value of FV = tf/Тц is used to define G\i:

The clcctrowcak 1-loop calculation gives :

Equaling:

gives:

r(exp) r ( l loop)
\i Ц

G^S'^-yd**)

_
4 (l-m w

2 /m z 2)2

me

where Ar contains the 1-loop contribution to the muon lifetime and

m

corresponds to Sirlin's définition'62! of the weak angle.

v I
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One has Дг = Да - - ~ - Др + Дг r e s l where Да = 1 - a/a(M 2

z ) = 0.0602 ± 0.0009
s w

is the QED vacuum polarization coefficient!63), Др has a leading m,2 term à la Vcltman

\/2G/i

The Higgs contribution to Дг is logarithmic and is given by:

In fact higher order terms have to be taken into account. This is done by the replacement of (1+ Дг)

by a more complicated term, calculated'64' at the order a2Os.

Figure 22 shows how m w as a function of the top mass for various values of the Higgs mass and

with several approximations in the computation of the higher order terms.

There have been two measurements of m w by the CDF collaboration'65' m w = 79.91 ± 0.39 GeV and

by ihc UA2 collaboration'66' m w = 80.35 ± 37 GeV. When UA2 and CDF are combined the results arc:

m w = 80.14 ± .27 GcV and s w

2 = 0.2274 ± 0.0052.

0(a) no reaununotion

- " 0(a) canonical reaura

- - 0(o) modified resum

— OfaaJ modified reaum

O(aza_) modified resum

F Hal:en В A Knitht > J r bfvnnd nne ktop

81.5 -

ei.o -

80.5 -

BOO -

I

= 50 GeV

- lOOGeV

UH = 200 GeV

HH - 500 GeV

- II, = ITeV

M,-ei.l77SeV _

0(a*aJ modified retummation

ISO 200
m,[G«V]

250 ЭОО

Figure 22: mt - mw interdependence!64*! for different calculations (bottom)
and for different values 0/m// (top).
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Figure 23 shows the CDF and LJA2 values compared to Ihe prediction of the Standard Model. With

only ihc measurement of m w there is no constraint on mt. If т н < 1 TeV then'66' m t < 215 GcV at

95% C.L. In order to have a limit on mt without any asumption on т н we need other variables.

о
*

^

81 -

во е

M,op (GeV/cT

Figure 23: The measured W mass are compared to the Standard Model predictions as a function о/пц.
The dashed, solid and dolled curves correspond to тн =50,100 and JOOO GeV. respectively.

3.3.2. Widths and asymmetries, definition of ~sw2

The fcrmionic partial width of the Z, neglecting the finite fermion masses and ihc gluonic correction

for the hadronic final states is:

Оц. m*
T(Z -> f f ) - N c p • pf • { 1 + (2П. - 4Q f к, s w

2 ) 2

24 я V2 * l *

where the form factors p and к have universal parts (i.e. indépendant of the fermion species) and non

universal parts which explicitly depend on the type of the external fermions:

pr= 1 + (Ap)univ + (Ap)non-univ; Kf = 1 = (Дк) univ + (Дк) non univ.

In their leading terms ihc universal contributions are given by:

cw
(Др) univ. = Др +.... and (Дк) univ = -у Др +....
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For the light fermions (f * b) the non-universal contributions are f mall and almost independent of т н

and ш(.

This is, however not true for the b-quark where also the non-universal parts have a strong mt

dependence'67' resulting from ihe virtual lop quark in the vertex corrections as follows:

mw

non univ non univ

which over compensates the top dépendance of (Ap)univ. For the light fermions one defines the effective

mixing angles sin29 «., = s w
2 Kf = s w

2 + (Дк)п0п-шпу s w

2 where s w ^ denotes'6 I bl the universal

mixing angle; in the leading term it is given by s w

2 = s w

2 + c w

2 Др + ....

It is, up to non leading terms equivalent to s '68Jand sin2 QMS (m ) ' 6 9 ) . If only the leading terms

are kept one has:

1

s i cw2 ira(M2

t)

W

H is then clear that a measurement of s w

2 is less sensitive to m t than a measurement of s w

2 by a
cw *

factor —~ ~ 3.5. Both values have a quadratic dependence on mt .
^

In the approximation one has for the light fermions:

ff) = Nc 4 - 4 Q f

and the tiicasurcment of Г (Z-> f T) gives an approximate measurement of s w

* It can be shown' 7 0 ! that s w

2 = (ita/Vl G u mw2^ (l/l-Af4 w) where AfV has no quadratic

dependence on m t (just a logarithmic one); note that m z has disappeared in the latter formula and has been

replaced by m w .
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Figure 24: Predictions of the Standard Model in the plane (s*w, sw

2) for various values of the top
and Higgs masses.

Figure 24 shows'7 ' ' ihe predictions of the Standard Model in the plane ( s w

2 , sw*). The effective angle

is also measured more accurately by the LEP asymmetries. The on-resonance asymmetries are simple

combinations of the effective coupling constants:

A FB ~ 4 A C A f

The basic combinations Af =

only.
1 + (27/ -

are function of the effective angles

3.3.3 Other measurements

Apart from LEP the most important measurements are the results on parity violation in Cs' 7 2 ' and

ihc results from neutrino neutral current interactions.

The neutral current cross sections are given'73! by

«• + bksl + c(ksl, ) 2 ] where p ~ 1 + Д/? and к ~ 1 +
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a b, and с arc different for each neutral current process v^e, vue, vuN, v u N. The most precise

measured observables arc а(\>^с)/а(уце) which has been measured by CHARM2'74' and the neutral

current over charge current ratio of cross sections R " = ° N C / ° C C
 w^ ^-" ~ ^îvc'/^cc'Whtah

have been measured by CDHSl751 and CHARM'76'. Due to numerical cancellations the measurement of

Rv is almost'771 equivalent to a measurement of sw
2 . The average value of sw

2 obtained is'78 '

sw
2 = 0.231 ± 0.003 ± 0.005. One notices that the error of this indirect measurement is equal to the error

of the direct measurement (§3.3.1.). This measurement had an historical importance due to the fact that

the measurement of Rv and Ry gave an upper limit on mt prior to the precise mz measurements

(sec Fig. 25).

.24

аз

j
I

.S2

.si

so 100 150
mt(GeV>

200 350

Figure 25: One-standard-deviation error bands on sir?9w as functions ofmt for the low-energy (LE)
data. The v-q sector, the v-e and e-q sectors combined, are shown. It has been assumed mc -1.45 GeV

3.3.4 Combined fit within the Standard Model

There have been a large (sic) number of combined fits of the data compared to the Standard

Model"5- 79-84J. They arc all in (hopefully !) reasonable agreement. The combined result of reference 84

is mi = 144*26 ^21 G C V where the central value and first error refer to a Higgs mass value of

300 GeV and the second error indicates the variation of mt for Higgs mass values spanning the range

50 < IT»H GcV < 1000 (The direct limit on the standard Higgs mass'85' is т н > 57 GeV). The resulting

yf curves as function of mt are shown in figure 26.

'

•f*
I» •
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FiKure 26: x2 c w W w / as function ofmtfor the combined fit to LEP data. Mw/Mzfrom UA2, Mw

from CDF and sin2 6W from the vN-scattering experiments CHARM and CD/IS.

3.3.5 Fits outside of the Standard Model

1

Describing ihc various fits outside the Standard Model is clearly behind the scope of this review. A

simple extension of the Standard Model is to allow higher-dimensional Higgs représentations. It is

convenient to define р„ which at tree level is equal'86' to:

where tj and 13; are the total and the third component of ihe weak isospin of the neutral Higgscs ф;.

p(, is equal to 1 in the Standard Model or in extensions involving Higgs doublets or singlets only and

may be different from 1 in other extensions. p 0 affects the observables in the same way as the quadratic

terms in nil except in the Z -* ЬБ vertex, which most sensitively affects the total Z width.

Now the data can'78-""! give a precise separation between the m t

2 term and p 0 . For example the fit of

reference 80 gives p 0 = 0.992 ± 0.011.

There has been an another type of analysis outside of the Standard Model a la Pcskin-Takeuchi'87!- A

combination of various observables is done ' 8 8 ' 9 3 ! that no longer contain terms of order m t

2 but only

logarithmic terms in m,. The results of reference 93 are shown on figure 27.

'Л,
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Figure 27: Data on ej . The m? dependence is on e/. The "la " ellipse is shown.

f

3.3.6 Future measurements

Before looking at the future measurements one must have in mind (hat there arc some experimental

uncertainties which exist and that will have to be reduced in order to match the future precision

measurements.

• The uncertainty 8Да = 0.009; which gives Ss 2 » = 8 s 2

w = 0.00033.

This has to be compared lo the current experimental error on s w of about 0.001 and to an error of

.00013 which could be obtained with the measurement of the longitudinal polarization asymmetry

with an accuracy of ± 10~3 (this assumes 107 polarized Z's with 50% longitudinal polarization and

the four bunch Blondcl scheme'94)). An important fraction of 5Да is due to experimental errors in

the measurement of the cross section e+c~ -> hadrons below Vs = 10 GeV and might be reduced in

the future.

• The current'1 5 ' uncertainty on mz: 8m z = 20 MeV; corresponding to 8s^w = 5 s w 2 = 0.00017,

which, thanks to the transverse beam polarisation observed'95' at LEP should be reduced to a

negligible value soon.

There have been several studies'84- 9 61 of what will be the ultimate precisions after all LEP and

TcVatron results. An example'96' shows that with an error on the longitudinal polarization asymmetry

8ALR = .001 and an external error on the top mass omt = 5 GeV the following uncertainty on the Higgs

mass is obtained:

8 ^ п ( т н ) ~ 0.24 (Ащ error) e 0.25 (m, error)

This illustrates the need for a precise top mass measurement
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* 4. FUTURE SKARCH FOR TOP AT HADRON COLLIDERS
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4.1 Top physics at Fermilab

Al Fcrmilab energies one has:

OiKirit = 90 GeV) - 10 Ou(mt = 140 GeV) - 102 otT(mt = 200 GcV).

There will be for the next run (1992...) two detectors (CDF and D°). They hope thai each experiment

could get - 100 pb- ] at the end of 1993. CDF think'97! that with 25/75/100/325 pb~l they could

exclude lop at masses larger than 120/160/170/200 GeV.

The searches will be the "standard" lop searches (see §2.2.1): lepton + jets; ец се цц; lepton + tagged

b jet, the tagging being done as now with a low PJ muon or with a microvcrtcx detector.

One may note'98 1 that for mt - т ь +mw one has:

m b
> ^ ^ _

m w

All the momentum is taken by the W and the b jet has a small pt (see figure 28).

CDF has noi yet published searches for "exotic" decays of top (t -» bH+, t -» Ту) but there have

been some theoretical papers!"'.

4.2 Search for the "standard" top at LHC and SSC

The SSC |10°J and the LHC 1 1 0 1 ' are pp colliders which are planned to work at the turn of the

millennium in the US and at CERN. The original design energy and luminosity of the SSC (rcsp LHC)

is Vs = 40 GcV. (rcsp Vs = 15.4 TeV) and SL = 1 nb~' s"1 (resp. 16 nb-1 s- 1 ).

There have been several studies of top in the various SSC and LHC workshops'3'6', the most recent

one being the Aachen LHC one'6' which will be extensively used.
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Fixure 28: Transverse momentum distribution of the b, for various values of the top mass, at

V7 = 630 GeV (solid lines) and^s = 2 TeV (dashed line).

4.2.1 Search for ft in the one Upton mode

We will study here the channel lï; t -» Ы! v Г -» 3 jets :

. k

Although the ti cross section is large (see Fig 2) the W + jet background is also very important

(proportionally more important at LHC than at Fermilab).

The figure 29 shows"0 2 ' the integral inclusive muon cross section production in \r\ ] < 3. One

notices that even cutting at large PT the top signal is dominated by various backgrounds. They will be cut

using other handles (additional jcls,...).

>
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Figure 29: Integral inclusive muon cross section production in /TJ / <3.

4.2.1.1 W + jet background

Asking for 3 jcis reduces"03- 1 0 4 ' the W +• jet background. The following table, from reference 104

shows the observed cross section (in pb) of lop events and W + jets events for different cuts, with

always I т\г I < 1.5 and | TiJel | < 2. The cross sections correspond to one type of lepton (e or ц) and an

efficiency of 1. The Monte Carlo used are EUROJETf'05land PYTHIAl""5) for tf and PYTHIA and

Pj > 25 GcV/c

p | M 2 - j 3 > 2 5 G c V / c

Pj > 40 GcV/c

pj,! > 50 GcV/c

p | 2 > j 3>4()GcV/c

like above but the 3 jets
in the opposite hemis-
phere to the electron.

m t o p=130GeV/c 2

EUROJET PYTHIA

150 278

34 119

5 38

EUROJET PYTHIA

40 62

21 40

5.6 17

W+jets

LOW PYTHIA

52 83

25 22

6.3 6.0

r,



4.2.1.2 Background of misidentified electrons

When the Icpton is an electron, an important background to the electron + 3 jets signal comes from 4

jet events where one jet fakes an electron. The cross section at LHC for having 4 jets of transverse

momentum larger than 40 GcV with \r\\ < 2 is ~ 200 + 500 nb. One sees that if we want to reach the

level of the cross sections of - 25 pb of the second line of the previous table one needs a rejection

R - 4 (200 *• 500 nb) / 25pb - (3104 + 105) at luminosities £ s< 1 nb"1 s~!. This rejection R is the

product of the rejection of jets faking electrons Re and the rejections R^j, of a possible missing transverse

momentum cut (muliijci events have a smaller fa ihan lop events where there is one neutrino). We know

from past pp experience'108' that an electron rejection of 10s is possible.

The additional rejection one may get from a fa cut will be smaller at LHC/SSC energies than it was

ai the CERN and Fcrmilab pp colliders because initial slate jet brcmsstrahlung is much more important

at large Vs~.

FA

10

to1

c Topcvenu

figure 30: Fraction of events11041 with pj > 50 GeVIc as a function ofthe calorimeter coverage
х çllrve a) corresponds to PYTHIA two-jet events with both jets central having pj~> WO GeVIc

and 1ц I < .5, curve b) corresponds to the same events where 20 minimum bias have been
superimposed (£ ~2 JO34 cm~2 s~}).

Figure 30 shows'104', as a function of the calorimeter coverage T)max the percentage of events above

a missing transverse momentum of 50 GeV for PYTHIA two-jet events where two jets are asked to be

central and with a transverse momentum larger than 100 GeV. The flat plateau at •n<
max ">/ 5 corresponds

to the panicles not measured by the calorimeter (neutrinos and muons).
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It is clear from curve b that the fa rejection degrades at high SL. From curve a we see mat, even at

low luminosity the rejection R <T is only a factor 5 at T i m * x = 3 increasing to ~ 50 for

T) m a x = 5.

4.2.1.3 ЬЪ events

The cross section of ЬБ events with 1 jet and 1 lepton with:

(ill < 2 and withрт >40GeV is - 7 nb.

If we want to be at the level of ~30 pb (top) one has:

• to ask for additional jets (R>/ 10);

• to ask that the lepton is isolated. Figure 31 shows"0 3 ' the rejection factor from an isolation

rcquifcmcnt(rcnomialised to the UA1 measured value): R>/ 10;

• to make a fa cut if necessary.

10 s

10

lt-».?v+X vs bb~»6v + X

M,-200G«V (ISAJET)

0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0

pf (GeV)

Figure 31: Rejection factor from the isolation requirement. A realistic re-scaled behaviour as a

function ofpT threshold!103!.

4.2.1.4 Trigger

The trigger is possible1 '0 4-1 0 9 ) for the muon and the electron case (easier in the muon case).

4.2.1.5 Multijet masses

It is well known1 1 1 0 ' that one can try to reconstruct the top mass m t in tf events, t -» b^v doing

invariant masses of jets of the asssociated T.

V fr
._.'.) •
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Tliis measurement is difficult because, on lop of calorimeter calibration the definition of the jets used

in the invariant muss is very important. In order to reduce the systematic uncertainties due to this effect

we need to have a very good understanding of the prescription used in order to include hadrons

("jet algorithm").

Figures 32 and 33 show'1 0 4! the two-jet and three-jet invariant masses (for the three jet moss, two of

the three jets arc selected by I rny - m w I < 20 GeV, the third one having p-|- > 50 GcV and being in Ilic

hemisphere opposite to the Icpton) in the case of electron + jet cvcnls.

It is clear from these I'igurcs that a signal of - 5 standard deviations at mt in the ihrcc-jct invariant

mass can appear for an integrated luminosity of - 30 pb"1 at LHC even for ГП( - 200 GcV.

The error on the lop mass measurement in this channel is expected to be limited by systematic

uncertainties. It has been estimated conservatively to be - 8 GeV.

f entries

250 200 350 400

(GeV/te2)

Figure 32: Two-jet (a) and three-jet (b) invariant mass distributions (see text) for it events1'041;
ml°P = 130 GeV/c2.
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2 CeV/c; I03pb'
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Figure 55: Like figure 32 but with mtop = 200 GeVlc2.

f

4.2.1.6 b tagging with a microvertex

The large combinatorial background which appears in figures 32-33 can be reduced with two b's tagged

with a microvcricx detector (this tagging cannot be done by leptons because in this case there arc

neutrinos in Uic 1'inul suite and mass reconstructions arc not possible).

Figure 34, assuming perfect b tagging (100% efficiency and no misidentificaiion) shows the reduction

of the internal combinatorial background.

The events arc required to have two tagged b's with рт above 50 GeV. All other jets with

PT > 40 GeV are used to form the two-jet mass distribution. The three jet mass is obtained, after

i injj - m w I < 20 GcV, by adding a jet tagged as b in the hemisphere opposite to (he electron.

The signal looks cleat ly nicer than in figure 33. At this level, with b tagging one may note also that

background from W+ jets is strongly reduced and is much smaller than the signal.

'Ч- Ï
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Figure 34: Two-jet (a) and three-jet (b) invariant masses/104! assuming perfect b-tagging
<mlop = 200 GeV/c2).

f
4.2.1.7 Top mass measurement using t-*b£v

In this channel, with only one neutrino it is also possible to reconstruct the top mass with the

electron neutrino jet mass where we have to use the jet which is most likely to be the b jet.
y

The longitudinal component (P ) of the neutrino momentum cannot be measured and has to be

estimated from pj- and from the electron momentum using the constraint of the W-mass

(neglecting the W width).
y

There arc in general two solutions for P Z . We choose the one which has the smallest absolute value

and then compute mcvj, the jet based being the one closest to the electron.

The .systematic uncertainties on ihe top mass measurement are expected to be larger than with the

previous method because the j-\- measurement has larger uncertainties.

j
jh» :Vv t
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4.2.2 Search for it in the multilepton channels

4.2.2.1 Study of the signal separation from the physical backgrounds in

the isolated electron and moon channel

In this channel we ask for one isolated electron and one isolated muon, as shown below:

/

'V
* \

\

vA

The potential physical backgrounds arc the following:

• WW continuum; W -» eve W -» | iv u

• Z — » TT; т-* ev e v-c, т

• WbB; W -> cv, b -> ц or Б

• ЬБ; b -> cvcc Б -»

To reduce these backgrounds, we can use the following variables:

• Дф(с-|1): angular separation in the transverse plane to take advantage of the top mass.

• additional jets (we have the 2 jets from b in top events)

• isolation: to reduce the backgrounds involving b decay(s) to lepton(s).

It is well known'1021 that with very strict cuts on pf.'̂ , the top signal is the dominant source of c-fi

pairs (e.g. for p ^ >/ 100 GeV/c and m l o p = 200 GeV/c2).

We can also combine some cuts on the variables described above in order to obtain a very large ratio

of signal over background with reasonable acceptances for lop (- 10 % for m l 0p = 200 GcV/c2). It can be

shown' I 0 3- 1<M' that if we require an isolated e and an isolated ц with p^ > 50 GeV I t ] c ' u I < 1 .5 and

20° < Дф(с-ц)< 160°, the signal from t î can already be seen above the background and the ratio

signal/background is ~ 50 with a signal cross section of ~1 pb for LHC, for ml -200 GcV.

1
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-The integrated luminosity needed to discover a lop with m t - 200 GcV in this channel is less than

10 pfcr' for LUC, and SSC, corresponding to a few days at SL = .1 nb~' s~'. The top signal can also

be seen in the со and цц channels. However we have to use additional cuts compared to the e(i channel in

order ю reduce the Drell-Yan/Z background and therefore we can only improve the top statistics by

- 50 %.

4.2.2.2 Top mass measurement in the multilepton channel

• In the channel i-> M v b -> ц. ihc lop mass measurement can be done' ' " ' using the masses in the

hemisphere opposite to me leplons, in a method similar lo § 4.2.1.5.

*• **•»••

• 1» Die channel wiih an isolated с and an isolated muon there are also two energetic neutrinos in ihc final

suite. Therefore full mass reconstruction is not possible. More or less, all kinematic variables depend on

the lop mass and can be used lo determine this mass. However these kincmalic variables depend also on

the transverse momentum of ihe top pr'°P, which has uncertainties (from higher order effects,...).

Therefore, to measure the top mass, we have to find a kinematical variable which is sensitive to the

* | lop mass and noi loo sensitive to the top momentum, in order to have the smallest systematic error from

the uncertainties on pr t oP.

. ' The best variables to measure the top mass arc Lorent/ invariants for which the dependence on p-|-l°P

^ can only arise from an effect of the cuis used lo define ihe sample (without cuts there is no dependence).

\ Generally, if the cuts arc not "too hard", (if the selected evcnis are not in the high o-j- tail of ihc pytoP)

uncertainties on ihc top mass measurement will be small.

•» A Lorcnu invariani which can be used is ihc cb mass meb, which can be estimated by the clcctron-jcl

J . t m eb
ч

W '

This variable mcb is equivalent to cosO^I1 1 2 'cosine of the angle between the с and b in the Wrest

frame and therefore sensitive to the nature of the coupling of the top to the W-likc most of the

kincmaiical variable used - (in the Standard Model the coupling is V-A).
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Another variable which can be used'" 3 1 is ihc ЦЦ mass m u | 1 in the ец + |а~ sample.

v

It can be shownl 1IM' that there is no background problem in this channel for a precise top mass

measurement if we select the сцц events with the following cuts:

• one isolated electron with pr > 50 GeV/c

• one isolated muon with pr > 50 GeV/c

• one isolated other muon with p-r > 25 GeV/c

with < 1.5

The statistical error on the lop mass achievable with this method is 3 GcV (resp 1 GeV) for an

integrated luminosity of 104 pb~! (rcsp 10s pb"1) with a global lepton efficiency of 50 %.

The possible systematic uncertainties are:

• the uncertainty on the energy scale of the lepions : negligible

• the uncertainties from P|-1°P

Figure 35 shows the mean value of m u

+ ц~ per 40 GeV/c bin of рг'°Р for т ( о р = 130 GeV and

the cuts described above.

The uncertainty on the lop mass from this effecl is mosi probably below - ± 2 GeV (this

corresponds to an uncertainly on p r t o p of 15 GeV/c).

• The uncertainties from the b fragmentation into muons.

This error is large: the resulting uncertainty'104' on the lop mass is ~ 2 +• 3 %. In order to reduce

this we will need more data from LEP and more work from theorists'114'.

In conclusion we hope to have a tola! error on mt smaller than 5 G rV. This is not as good as what

could be done by c^c" machines'1 1 5 ' but may be sufficient for the eift :t on precision measurements

(8 3.3.6.).

__3 t
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1
4.2.3 W-gluon process

The dominant top production mechanism at LHC and SSC is the strong tt pair production, but for

large values of the top mass, the single top production via the Wg fusion processl24' competes with the

u process for very heavy top (т Ю р >/ 280 GeV/c2).

It gives special kinematics with a spectator quark at large rapidity. This allows to find the lop decay

products with simple kinematic criteria and therefore, a mass reconstruction without combinatorial

background.

The Fcynman diagrams, for the W-gluon fusion process are shown (graph a) is (he dominant one)

below for (he case of t5 production.

The cross section at LHC for this single top production (including both tB and t5 is shown in figure

7).

1
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Il should be noted that this process can be used only for a heavy lop and not for a new heavy quark

from a hypothetical fourth generation.

In the Wg fusion process, the propagator of the virtual W radiated by the incoming quark q is roughly

-5 5—, р т being the transverse momentum of the W relative to the incident quark direction.
p 2 i + m z

w ' T " M

Therefore, the р т of the Wg(or the lB) system is typically of 0(m w ) and is balanced by the рт the

spectator quark q'. We see that this spectator quark is high pip. This spectator jet is also produced at large

rapidity and therefore could be tagged"1 6 ) in a forward calorimeter. The omer hard jet in the event is the b

jet from the top decay because the lop is heavy. For the same argument, this jet is produced in the central

region. The last jcl, from the Б, has a smaller p j .

This allows us to determine the b jet from me top decay. In the two hardest jets of the event, the jet

with smallest rapidity is most likely the b jet and the jet with largest rapidity is most likely the q' jet.

The efficiency of this method is very high.

Because we have only one lop in the event and because we look for a t decay into leptons in order to

have a chance to see ihc signal, the only way to reconstruct the lop mass is lo use the neutrino (sec

§ 4.2.1.7). Using the procedure described in § 4.2.1.7 in order to find p^, all particles from top decay arc

completely specified and it is possible to reconstruct the top mass using ihe elcclron-ncutrino-jci

mass(irievj) where the jet is selected as described above. Several studies have been done"1 7- ' '8- 104'.

The conclusions arc that:

• the Wg-fusion process cannot compete with the normal strong pair production for the discovery of

the lop and for a precise lop mass measurement, even in the case of nit ~ 200 GcV.

• this channel is also probably possible only at low luminosity (below SE, = 10 3 3 cm~2s~1).

• it is however possible to extract the signal of this process from the background of W + Jets with a

signal lo background ratio around 1/10 and a statistical significance of 5 for 1 year at 103 2 cm~2s~'

in the electron + > 2 jets channels. The separation from the t l process needs however a good

apparatus with a calorimeter coverage up to 4 or 5 in i\.

^
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"Kxotic" top physics at LKC/SSC

4.3.1 Measurement of the branching ratio BR(t -* W)

The comparison of the channels with one isolated lepton and two isolated Icptons can be used in

order to determine the branching ratio for ihe top decay to W, and therefore is sensitive to the presence

of new physics, like a charged Higgs. Indeed, the cross section for one isolated energetic electron or

muon is proportional to BR(t -> W) and Ihe cross section for two isolated energetic electron(s) and/or

muon(s) to |BR(t -> W)]2.

The ratio is then proportional to BR(t -» W) and does not depend on the lop production cross

section (which has ~ 30 % uncertainties). In the case of H+, to be sensitive to almost all lanjî values,

we have to determine BR(t -» W) at the level of few percents because the branching ratio for the top

decay to charged Higgs can be small as 5 % (see Figure 9a).

It has been shown'1041 that it is difficult to get an error of 5 % on BR(t -» W) because the

background in the one isolated lepton channel is very important. Even if we ask for an additional non

isolated ц coming from a b there are some backgrounds: ЬБ, WbB, gb —» tW which have to be well

known. Here we need to know BR(b -> ц) with a good precision.

4.3.2 Top decays into a charged Higgs

Within the MSSM the branching ratios of the top into a W or H + and of the H + are shown in figure

9. In the following we will discuss'104-"91 the two possible channels to see the top quark into a charged

Higgs: Icpton + jets channel if the H + decays into cs" and the search for taus after top "tagging" by a

muon from b if the H + decays into TVT.

4.3.2.1 Search for charged Higgs decay intocs

We ask for one lop decaying to W, in order to have a lepton for the trigger, and the other top can

decay cither to W or H+. We assume a top mass of 200 GeV/c2.

The process t -> bH+, H+ -> cs is simulated using ihe PYTHIA Monte Carlo program.

for
•:u for
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Figure 36: Two-jet mass peak!104! (see text) when there is a //* with tanft = 1
(а): тц+ = 100 GeV/c2; (b): m//+ = 130 GeVfc2.

The results of the simulation for т н + = 130 GeV/c2 and п»н+ = 100 GeV/c2 are shown in figure 36

for ihc case lanp = 1. These curves arc the 2 jets mass spectrum after the cuts described in § 4.2.1.5 where

i _> bW+ and t -* bH+ arc added with the branching ratios computed above. Figure 36 b) shows that we

am sec a charged Higgs for т н + = 130 GcV/c2 in the two jet mass spectrum.

10

unp

Figure 37: a/b/c corresponds to m//+ = 100/130/180 GeV/c2"04'.
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To be more quantitative, figure 37 shows an estimate of the statistical significance for

1 0 3 p b ' 1 (= signal/V1combinatorial background) of the charged Higgs mass peak above the

combinatorial background and the background from t -» bW, W -» jets for the tanp range

tanp: 10-' -» 102, and for тц+ = 100,130 and 180GcV/c2.

For т ц + = 100 GcV/c2, figure 37 does not take into account the problem of the separation between

the H+ and the W peak.

For the tanp range: 0.1 -> 1 most of the phase space can be explored, except if the charged Higgs

mass is close to the W mass ( т ц + < 110 GeV/c2).

In this case, the separation of the charged Higgs mass peak from the W peak is more difficult, and

calorimeter resolution effects can be important.

4.3.2.2 Search for charged Higgs decay into TVT.

We have exposed the method to detect the charged Higgs decay into cs . However in the preferred range

: 1 s< tanp 4< 20 in the MSSM framework the only direct method to see the charged Higgs is via

the detection of T, because BR(H+ -> TVT) dominates (> 90% for tanp > 2). The failure of the direct

H+ -> cs method is seen in Figure 37.

In this channel, we have first to select top events, where one top is requested to decay into a W. This

top "tagging" can for example be done using the following cuts.

p£>25GeV/c

20 < Дф(е-ц) < 100°

For BR(t -> bW) close to 1 we have a sample of N t o p * 4000 top events (if the overall Icplon

efficiency is (.9)2) with a small (- 10 %) background dominated by Wbb".

It has been shown'" 9 ' that the use of the ratio of ецг events over ецц events allows to explore a

large region of the parameter space (Fig. 38).

It has been also noted'1 2 0! that a measurement of the т polarization at hadron colliders offers an

excellent signal for the detection of a charged Higgs bosons (we have W~ — > TL V"R and
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4.3.3 it Higgs production

II is well known (sec for instance references'121'123!) that a possible way to look at a neutral Higgs

with mass 80 < т н < 140 GeV is lo look at the process WH" -» e(|J.) yy. In these events Ihc presence

of a high P T isolated lepton in the final state provides an additional means of suppressing the hadronic

backgrounds. It has been recently pointed o u t ' 1 2 4 - I 2 5 ' that the t îH° production mechanism is also

important, especially at the SSC. The cross sections are shown'I26' on figure 39.

100

—I 1—1__J—I—I—I I I—I I I I I I I I I I I
160

Figure 39: Total cross section for WH and ttH production {in pb) as functions of the Iliggs boson
mass at LHC and SSC for щ = 740 GeV.
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After requiring a Icptonic decay of one W and standard cuts on lepton and photons the number of

signal events increase by a factor 2 for LHC and 4 for SSC. The lï production mechanism is therefore

very helpful for the Icpton yy channel, anyway very difficult. The reducible backgrounds seem to be

dominated by b5g, sensitive to the large uncertainty of ihis cross section. A rejection of - 3000 against

jets in order to sign the ys seems"21-1271 to be sufficient. The tïyy and ЬБуу backgrounds have been

computed' 1 2 6 ' . For a lop mass of 140 GeV in a yy mass bin width of 3.8 GeV corresponding to a

typical resolution of an "accordion"'128' liquid argon calorimeter one expects' l 2 7 ' ~ 28 signal events

(tT 11° + WH°) lor a Higgs mass of 120 GeV with ~ 10 background events (for / 3Ê, dt = 10s pb-1).

Unfortunately if the top mass is smaller the number of tïyy events increase drastically'129'.

CONCLUSIONS

1 '•

We have seen that, from direct searches CDF at the Fermilab pp collider, assuming the minimal

Standard Model decay l -> bVV set a limit* mt > 91 GeV at 95 % C. L. If a decay mode into a charged

I tiggs i —> bH+ is also allowed we know from LEP and SLC that mt > m7J2.

Within the Minimal Standard Model, an analysis of the electrowcak data including deep inelastic

vN scattering, mw measurement at pp colliders and precise measurements at LEP shows that the "most

probable" value of the lop mass is around т 1 0 р = 140 GeV and that it cannot be much larger than 200

GeV.

If the top is not too heavy it should be discovered at Fermilab. If not the LHC and SSC will

discover it iti all the mass range available within the Standard Model, with low integrated luminosity

(I SL dt s< 10 pb"1) cither in the single lepton channel (doing jet masses reconstructions) or in the two

lepton channel where a clean top signal can be extracted.

We have also discussed various possibilities to measure the lop mass and we have shown that the

most precise is the dilcpton mass which gives an error on the top mass - 5 GeV at LHC

(forj SL dt ч< 10s pb"1 and тю р =2(Ю GeV) dominated by (theoretical) systematic uncertainties. We

have also shown that using the large top statistics, we will be able to study non standard top decays like

l -> bH+. In this ca.-e depending on detector performances, a significant part of the parameters space can

be explored.

Finally we have seen that the UH" production mechanism may allow the discovery of an

intermediate muss Higgs (80 < т н < 140 GcV) at LHC and SSC.

* Alter completion of this review the final CDF paper appeared'1301 with minor differences with the

preliminary results'4011' presented 2 years ago.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Voici 15 ans, en Juin 1976, que les premiers signaux de mésons charmés ont été observés

(MARK I à SPEAR) dans des réactions d'annihilation e+e~ au seuil'1'. Les propriétés des mésons

charmés les plus courants (D°, D+) sont maintenant bien connues : durée de vie, principaux

modes de désintégration et mécanismes de production. Les particules charmées, qui sont produites

plus rarement lors des collisions, comme le méson charmé étrange (/?+), le baryon charmé le plus

léger (Л+) et. les autres baryons charmés étranges (E°, E^", fl°), sont encore mal, peu ou pas du

tout connues. Lf;s particules charmées sont maintenant observées dans tous les types de collisions

ri les signaux los plus accessibles contiennent quelques milliers d'exemplaires.

Mises à part les expériences opérant au seuil de production en annihilation e+e~, l'isolation

dos particules charniers a été rendue possible par l'utilisation de détecteurs spécifiques donnant, une

nu-sure extrêmement précise (~ 10 ft) de la position des traces des particules chargées au voisinage

du point de production. Ces détecteurs, en silicium, permettent d'exploiter le fait que les hadrons

charmés les plus légers ont un parcours fini avant de se désintégrer par interaction faible. La

reconstruction do \ertex déplacés constitue un moyen indispensable pour réduire l'important fond

< omliiualoire présent clans les spectres de niasse. En effet, une physique crédible du charme passe

par l'isolation de signaux "propres" situés au-dessus d'un fond relativement faible. Ces conditions

sont réalisées lorsque l'on opère au seuil e*e~ —• DD car la production de charme n'y est pas

!
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nu phénomène rare i>) dos contraintes cinématiques peuvent cire utilisées (Кр = Kjamtrau}- '> ; i r

Kiiilri1. luis de collisions sur cible lixe ou auprès des collisionneurs hadroniquos opérant » haute

énergie, les processus contenant du charme sont, rares (1 % ou 1 °°/0 de l'ensemble des réactions)

H les particules charmées produites sont accompagnées de nombreux autres hadrons qui rendent

impossible toute contrainte cinématique. Beaucoup d'expériences de l'ère "pré-silicium" ont ainsi

présenté de "faux signaux" provoqués par des fluctuations statistiques dans la zone de masse

attendue. l;n élément également important dans l'isolation des signaux de particules charmées est

la précision de reconstruction de leur masse puisque la largeur des signaux observés est le reflet de

la qualité de l'appareillage utilisé.

Par sa masse, le quark charmé occupe une position intermédiaire au sein de l'ensemble des

quarks.

il est le premier des quarks lourds,. Contrairement au quark étrange, sa production n'a lieu que

par des mécanismes perturbât ifs issus de collisions dures et non au cours de l'hadronisation

des jets. On peut, ainsi considérer les particules charmées comme des sondes utiles dans

l'étude de la théorie QCD perturbative. De même, les taux de production des différents

types de mésons et de baryons charmés sont particulièrement utiles à la compréhension des

phénomènes d'hadronisation. Le rôle des quarks charmés est ici assez similaire à celui d'un

produit radioactif que l'on injecte à une souris (je n'ai rien contre les souris) pour étudier son

cheminement à l'intérieur de l'organisme afin d'identifier des réactions complexes.

l'étude des désintégrations des hadrons charmés va également fournir un bon laboratoire pour

l'étude de la contribution des interactions fortes à ces processus car des mesures précises

peuvent être effectuées.

- enfin, le quark charmé est sans doute le seul quark lourd de charge électrique 2/3 (de type

"up") dont les propriétés peuvent être étudiées en détail. Dans ce contexte se situent, par

exemple, l'étude des oscillations D° - D°, celle de la violation de CP et celle des modes rares

de désintégration des particules charmées.

2. INTERACTIONS HADRONIQUES DES PARTICULES CHARMEES

.Vous considérons ici la production des quarks charmés par interaction forte ainsi que leur

hadronisation. Les réactions étudiées sont de type cible fixe où des faisceaux de hadrons (т. Л', />)

ou de photons interagissent avec une cible qui est le plus souvent nucléaire. Grâce à l'utilisation

de détecteurs de vertex, des signaux très clairs sont obtenus pour les modes de désintégration les

plus usuels ; nous en donnons un exemple sur la figure 1.
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Figure 1 : Signaux :'e DD observés dans les modes de désintégration
/ \ ' - JT + et А'-тИчг+я- (expérience NA14/2)W.

2.1. Production clés particules charmées calculée dans le cadre de QCD perturbatîf

Le lecteur doit se référer au cours donné par N. Ellis à cette école, dans lequel sont détaillés

les processus intervenant lors de la production des quarks lourds. A l'ordre le plus faible, dans le

cadre de QCD. les diagrammes présents en photo et en hadroproduction sont les suivants :

И \
V V

photoproduclion hadroproduclion

Figure 2

1,'êrliHlo typique do transfert, à laquelle ont lieu ces processus ost liée à la masse du quark

'•liariin'1 :

Q- ~ Ci. - 4)m; ~ 2 - 96VK-

S?""1
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('elle valeur ej.( relativement faible et la convergence du développement, en puissances de <»,

si leiile à M- manifester (ligure :!).

*(°î) + <r(«2) . .,
<r(nn,)

photoproduction

1.3

hadroproduction

mc=l.5GeV

Q2=4mf

_L I , I
200 400 600

Plab

800

Figure :j : Rapport entre les sections efficaces de hadro-prodnction du charnie
calculées à l'ordre le plus bas ei à l'ordre supérieur.

d'une étude de Ed. Berger).

L'arbitraire du choix d'une valeur, pour la masse du quark charmé, constitue également une

-.(ц]|чч> importante d'incertitude dans l'évaluation des sections efficaces de production du charme,

connut1 il est indiqué sur ia figure 4.

Ceci provient de ce que les distributions de gluons présentent une accumulation aux faibles

valeurs de r. (x est la fraction d'énergie du projectile, ou de la cible, prise par un parton entrant

i4n collision). (Jette région a donc une forte contribution à la section efficace et une variation

dans le choix de la masse du quark charmé revient à changer le seuil minimal sur la quantité



j
it

( 'ommc nous l'avons indiqué, les expériences sur cible fixe ne sont, le plus souvent sensibles qu'à

щи1 faibli- fraction du charme produit. Par exemple, un ou quelques modes de désintégration sont

observes, dans un domaine cinématique restreint, à partir desquels est estimée la section eflicace

lui ale de production du charme.

ZOO 400 600

IGtV)

: Comparaisons entre les sections efficaces de production de charme
calculées et mesurées en hadro et en photoproduction.
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Kn dépit d<? toutes ces réserves, force est, de constater que les mesures sont en bon ac-

cord .ivoo les prédictions obtenues à partir des paramètres les plus "naïfs" de la théorie :

mr = 0.5 Mj/ч, ~ 15GVK, x G(z) ~ ( 1 - х ) 5 , AQCD — 260 MeV, à l'intérieur d'incertitudes

de l'ordre de 20 %, en photoproductk.:,, et de l'ordre de 50 % en hadroproduction.

2.2. Hadronisatioii des quarks charmés

Au moment de leur production, les quarks et antiquarks charmés sont émis de façon par-

faitement symétrique. La présence de partons "spectateurs" va perturber cette harmonie et

l'observation de ces dissymétries constitue un moyen privilégié d'étude des mécanismes d'hadronisa-

tion.

- contribution des partons constituants du projectile

En hadroproduction, on observe une distribution en énergie plus "dure" pour les particules

charmées qui peuvent être formées à partir d'un parton de valence présent dr.ns le projectile

(Fig. 5).

u. d
fà

Jt

Figure 5 : Le D° et le D~ peuvent être produits par fusion d'un quark charmé
avec un parton constituant du projectile (ir~).

Avec des тг~ incidents, l'expérience NA32 a mesuré la valeur de l'exposant n lorsque

l'on parametrise la dépendance en x de la section efficace par la forme

( ! -* ) " (* = Ëcharme/Efai,ceau)^ :

, . _ _ О О I fl О « „_ Л О I Л О

'*D~ D — о-£ 31 и.о л + 7>° — ".о ЗС и.о

- contribution des partons constituants de la cible

En photoproduction, la production de charme a lieu par couplage direct du photon aux

quarks charmés et les asymétries éventuelles entre les productions de particules et d'antiparticules

..f

'.i
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channel's doivent trouver leur origine dans la contribution des partons de la cible. Le proces-

sus étudie a une structure plus simple qu'en liadroproduction car moins de partom. spectateurs

sont présents et il fournit ainsi des informations directes sur les mécanismes d'hadronisation.

Dans les programmes de simulation, les mécanismes d'hadronisation des partons lors de réactions

hadroniqiies, sont couramment décrits par deux types d'approches (Fig. G) :

- excitation/dcsexcitation de la cible et du projectile. Un tel mécanisme est employé notamment

dans le Monte Carlo de l'école de LUND : FRITIOFM.

- hadronisation le long de cordes tendues entre les partons de valence du projectile et de la cible

(D.T.U. mode!)!5'. Contrairement au modèle précédent il y a échange de couleur entre les

constituants de la cible et du projectile.

(a) (b)

li : a} les hadrons sont issus de deux systèmes indépendants provenant de l'excitation du
projectile et de la cible (FRITIOFW.
b) les kadrons sont produits le long de deux cordes joignant les partons de la cible et du
projectile (D.T.

Alors que le premier modèle va donner, dans létat final, une parfaite symétrie particule/anti-

particule pour les deux hadrons charmés, le second génère des asymétries non triviales qui sont en

bon accord avec les observations.

Un premier type d'asymétrie concerne la production de baryons charmés. Ceux-ci peuvent

être produits directement par association d'un quark charmé avec un diquark de la cible alors

qu'un tel mécanisme n'existe pas pour les antibaryons. L'importance de ce processus décroît avec

l'énergie du faisceau incident puisque la séparation entre les régions de fragmentation de la cible et

du projectile devient plus importante. Les expériences opérant près du seuil (Ey = 20 GeV)'6] ou

travaillant vers 50 GeV'7! ont observé des asymétries importantes. A plus haute énergie NAM'8J

et E69lt9l (Ey ~ 100 GeV) ont également observé cette asymétrie (ЛС/ЛС = 0.79 ± 0.17).

L'asymétrie observée pour les baryons se traduit par un excès de mesons D° et D~ par rapport

aux mesons D° et D+ . Cet excès a été mesuré par les différentes expériences

{f)"/D° = 1.08 ± .03 à haute énergie).
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Un autre type d'asymétrie concerne la production de mésons charmés étranges (/?+). D'après

lo mécanisme précédent, on s'attend à un excès de mésons D~ par rapport aux Д+. Cependant,

Л partir du modelé D.T.U., où l'hadronisation a lieu suivant deux cordes, de niasses inégales, on

prédit nix- asymétrie inverse. En effet, la production de D~ survient dans la corde cq qui est de

masse faible. De plus, le méson D~ doit être accompagné d'un A'+ (ou d'un K°) afin d'assurer la

conservation de letrangeté et les limitations issues de l'espace de phase disponible vont pénaliser

ce mécanisme.

Les mesures favorisent cette interprétation tout en n'étant pas encore suffisamment précises :

D-JD+ = .92 ± .14 (E691) DïlDÏ = 0.62 ± 0.23 (NA14)

Le modèle D.T.U. est ainsi en bon accord avec les mesures obtenues dans les réactions de photo-

production du charme ; les prédictions de ce modèle sont représentées sur la figure 7.

(

ï:

60 100 140
Ey(GeV)

200

Figure 7 : Evolution des différentes abondances des mésons et des baryons
charmés prédites dans le cadre du modèle D.T.U.

2.3. Passage des particules charmées à travers les noyaux

La plupart des expériences sur cible fixe utilisent des cibles nucléaires, souvent de nature

différente. Les résultats sont ensuite extrapolés pour évaluer l'interaction sur l'hydrogène, ce

qui est une source d'incertitude supplémentaire, lorsque l'on compare ces valeurs aux évaluations

théoriques.

ÇA - °N A"
(TA = section efficace sur noyau

<TJV = section efficace sur nucléon

a = paramètre dépendant de x et de P T

V
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I.es mesures rccunl.cs de hadroproduction du J/V' donnent"! :

ttjH, = 0.910 ± 0.008 (pour (XF) ~ 0.27, £772)

La dépendance en Л de la section efficace de production de charme est également étudiée et

les mesures commencent à être suffisamment précises pour être utilisables. Nous avons comparé

.sur la figure 8 ces résultats avec ceux obtenus pour le J/if>, l'accord est raisonnable, à l'intérieur

des barres d'erreur :

<XD ~ ° ~ 0.9

a

1.0

0.9

0.8

0 7

. i ' | i | '

-

—

*
•

M :
i i i 1 i 1 i

i 1 i 1 i

:

1 , 1 .
0. 0.2 ОЛ 0.6 0 1 2 3

XF PT (GeV)

Figure 8 : Dépendance en x et en РГ du paramétre a mesuré en la hadroproduction
du J/t/' (points). Les données obtenues pour la production du charme

par l'expérience WASS sont, également présentées^ (croix).

Une telle dépendance indique, à mon sens, que les mesons D et D se forment à l'extérieur du

noyau cible. En effet, si leur formation avait lieu à l'intérieur, on s'attendrait à une dépendance

on .4 plus importante à cause de la présence du quark non charmé dans le méson D. Notons aussi,

qu'il y a peu, la valeur de a qui était favorisée par les expériences, pour les mésons charmés, était

de 0.75. Prochainement, des expériences à haute statistique devraient trancher clairement entre

ces différences.

2.4. Deux mots sur l'avenir

Dans les prochaines années, de nombreux résultats sont attendus de Fermilab où ce type de

physique constitue un des axes principaux de recherche. E791 (interactions wN) et E687 (photo-

production) prévoient de l'ordre de 105 particules charmées reconstruites. En 1994, devrait être

atteint le niveau de 1 million de particules reconstruites.
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L'étude des baryons charmés étranges est également au programme au CERN (\VA89) et à

l-Vriuilab (E781) qui utilisent des faisceaux d'hypérons ; les premiers résultats sont attendus pour

199-1.

Dans le domaine des saveurs lourdes, la physique auprès des collisioimeurs hadroniques est

centrée sur l'étude de la beauté car les propriétés des mesons B (durée de vie, masse, désintégrations

scmi leptoniqiies...) permettent d'isoler des signaux clairs dans un environnement rendu difficile à

cause do la multiplicité des hadrons produits à ces énergies.

3. DESINTEGRATIONS DES PARTICULES CHARMEES

Un des buts de la physique actuelle consiste à mesurer les éléments de la matrice de O.K.M.

(Cabibbo, Kobayaslii ot Maskawa) qui assure le passage entre les états propres de masse et ceux de

l'interaction faible pour le secteur des quarks. Expérimentalement, on n'a accès qu'à dos transitions

t-niro particules si bien que le passage aux transitions entre quarks est soumis aux distorsions

introduites par les interactions fortes. La compréhension de ces mécanismes est nécessaire pour

extraire correctement les éléments de matrice intervenant dans les secteurs du charme et de la

beauté. LV-tnde détaillée des transitions où interviennent les particules charmées constitue un bon

laboratoire pour les différents modèles proposés (voir le cours de A. Le Yaouanc à cette école)

car ces particules n'étant pas très lourdes par rapport, aux hadrons courants, leurs modes de

désintégrations usuels sont relativement abondants et peuvent être étudiés en détail.

Avant «l'aborder ces questions, dressons un rapide bilan de nos connaissances sur la désintégra-

tion des particules charmées.

3.1. Dur«G de vie

Los mesures actuelles'10' sont rassemblées dans le tableau suivant :

Particule

D+

D°

D+

V

=•+
*"— С

— 0

n»

Durée de vie
(en l(TI3s)

10.62 ± .28

4.21 ± 0.10

4.45ï:f§

i.9iî:{3
7

3l'6
BO+-59

•°--.30

?

Incertitude relative
(%)

3

3

8

10

30

100

?

'.4
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Les larges différences mesurées entre ces durées de vie montrent que le quark constituant non

charmé, présent dans le hadron, n'est pas purement spectateur lors des désintégrations et que les

interactions fortes jouent un rôle important.

3.2. Modes de désintégration

80 à 90 % des modes de désintégration des Z?° et D+ sont mesurés. Il reste cependant une

incertitude de 10 à 15 % sur la valeur absolue de l'un quelconque de ces modes.

Pour le £>+ aucune valeur absolue de rapport d'embranchement n'est connue actuellement.

Des mesures indirectes existent cependant. Par exemple, en annihilation e+e~ à haute énergie, on

suppose que le taux de production des D+ est similaire à celui des particules étranges. D'autres

méthodes font appel aux désintégrations des mesons В en Df. On obtient ainstf10' :

ВR0f _ *,+ = 2-7 ± 0.7 %

On estime que de 40 à 70 % des modes de désintégration du D+ sont mesurés. Le même

type d'incertitudes existe pour les modes de désintégration des baryons charmés. Les estimations

récentes du rapport d'embranchement Je plus aisément accessible expérimentalement donnent :

t

В Я л ? - , * - „ + = 4-3 ± 1.1

ce qui est assez different de la valeur de 2.8 ± 0.8 % que l'on peut trouver dans les tables^10'. On

considère qu 'environ la moitié des modes de désintégration du Л+ ont été observés.

Seuls quelques rares exemplaires de baryons charmés étranges : E°, E j ont été reconstruits.

Soulignons aussi que les modes de désintégration des D* ont été mesurés récemment avec une

meilleure précision par CLEO lit12'.

Ces résultats sont rassemblés dans le tableau suivant :

Canal

D'° -* D°ir°

D'u — D°y

£)•+ _ D°x+

D'+ — D+v°

D-+ -, D+i

CLEO II

56.5 ± 3.5 ± 1.9

43.5 ± 3.5 ± 1.9

67.8 ± 3.2 ± 1.5

31.3 ± 2.1 ± 0.7

0.9 ± 4 ± 2.5

PDG - 90

55 ± 6

45 ± 6

55 ± 4 *

27.2 ± 2.5

18 ± 4 *
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Les différences les plus marquantes par rapport aux résultats précédents sont soulignées par

un astérisque. Le mode D+f est faible, ce qui est en accord avec les estimations théoriques.

Le mode D°ir+ a varié de 20 % et ceci a une influence notable sur de nombreuses mesures antérieures

qui ont utilisé le signal du D*+ —» D°ir+ pour évaluer le taux de production de charme.

Dans le proche avenir, des mesures plus précises des durées de vie vont être obtenues et de

nouveaux modes de désintégration identifiés. Cependant, des progrès dans la connaissance des taux

d'embranchement absolus ne seront réalisés que par des expériences opérant sur des collisionneurs

c+e~ fonctionnant à l'énergie du seuil de production des canaux D,D, ou ЛСЛС.

3.3. Extraction des éléments de la matrice C.K.M.

Comme nous l'avons indiqué, les éléments de la matrice C.K.M. ne sont accessibles qu'après

que l'on ait corrigé des distorsions introduites par les interactions fortes.

(Vud Vu, Vub\
V = \Vcd Ve, Veb \

\Vtd V,, Vtb)
V ~

A
1 - £
-A&

Al2 )

En eux mêmes, les éléments où interviennent les quarks charmés ne sont a priori guère pas-

sionnants à mesurer. En effet, si l'on suppose que V est unitaire :

Va = KUd + 0(A3) (A = sinOc ~ 0,22)

Vcd = VU,+0(A3)

Les transitions où interviennent les quarks b sont, a priori, plus attractives puisqu'elles intéres-

sent non seulement la dernière colonne de la matrice mais aussi la dernière ligne par l'intermédiaire

des phénomènes d'oscillation des mesons B neutres (Fig. 9).

Vtd Vtd

Figure 9 : Mécanisme décrivant l'oscillation des mesons B°
en B° dans le cadre du Modèle Standard.

Pour les transitions où interviennent les quarks « et d (désintégration du я-, du neutron...) les

contributions des interactions fortes sont précisément évaluées en utilisant l'invariance d'isospin

des interactions fortes.

L'élément Vud — 0.9747 ± .0011 est ainsi celui qui eat connu le plus précisément.

Pour les transitions où sont impliqués les quarks étranges, on peut utiliser la symétrie SU(3)

qui, bien que partiellement vérifiée, permet d'extraire Vut = .У2й ± .002 avec une précision de

1
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l'ortln- du %. Dans le cas du charme ou de la beauté, il n'est pas possible d'utiliser les symétries

Sl'('l) ou SU(5) qui ne sont pas bien vérifiées expérimentalement.

Л l'autre extrême, dans le cas du quark top, dont la masse doit se situer aux alentours de 130

GeV, les effets des interactions fortes, dans ses désintégrations, peuvent être traités dans le cadre

de QCD portiirbatif. Pour le charme et la beauté, le régime reste non perturbatif et des modèles

doivent être employés (voir le cours de A. Le Yaouanc).

Prenons par exemple la désintégration semi-leptonique des mesons B. La mesure simultanée

du rapport d'embranchement semi-leptonique (BR,<) et de la durée de vie (TB) permet d'évaluer

le module de l'élément de matrice 14C. En effet :

BRst = ^ , TB = - i -
Ij- Ij1

(.•(. Г,1 peut être estimé par analogie avec la désintégration du muon :

Figure 10 : Diagrammes décrivant la désintégration du muon et celle du quark b.

\W

1

Tst =

Cependant, les modèles théoriques sont actuellement bien incapables d'accommoder la valeur

mesurée pour le rapport d'embranchement semi-leptonique :

BR,t = 10.4 ± 0.6

alors que la valeur prédite est aux alentours de 14 % et peut éventuellement

descendre jusqu'à 12 %. Il y a là un désaccord qui est bien plus mystérieux et surtout plus

significatif que celui qui a longtemps défrayé la chronique et qui concernait les désintégrations du

Icpton r.

Toujours dans le cadre des désintégrations semi-Ieptoniques, qui sont des processus plus simples

à décrire a priori que les désintégrations hadroniques, il y a également un désaccord important entre

les abondances mesurées et prédites pour les différents états finals.

Les expériences ARGUS et CLEO ont mestiréf13) :

BR(B -. otv) = 1-7 ± .4 %

- D-t») = 4.6 ± .7 %
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il reste donc 40 ± 10 % de canaux du type В —- Dnvtv où le système DHTT est dans un état

résonant (£>") ou non résonant. Les modèles actuels sont pris en défaut par ces mesures puisque

l'abondance attendue pour ces états finals va de 10 à 20 %'14'.

Ces exemples montrent que, même pour le méson B, qui est bien plus lourd que le méson D,

la contribution des interactions hadroniques reste importante et est mal connue.

Pour étudier ces mécanismes, des mesures précises des désintégrations des particules charmées

et leur comparaison avec la théorie, doivent constituer un laboratoire unique. En effet, du côté

expérimental, des mesures très précises peuvent être obtenues alors que, du côté théorique, des

calculs toujours plus poussés sont maintenant réalisables en effectuant des calculs de QCD sur

réseau.

Une telle compréhension de l'interaction forte reste indispensable si l'on veut extraire les

éléments manquants de la matrice CKM.

Citons par exemple :

- l'élément 14,, qui gouverne tout un ensemble de transitions comme

В — îrci>, pCu,

- l'élément VIA qni intervient, dans les oscillations des mesons B° en B°.

Lo paramètre dont dépendent ces oscillations est généralement désigné par :

V — ^ - (qui représente le rapport entre le temps caractéristique de la désinté-

gration des inosons #" et- le temps caractéristique de leurs oscillations en jB").

-V - тв
B г,гь r,QCI)

Dans cette expression, les paramètres BU et fa contiennent l'effet des interactions fortes

(non perturbatives). Notamment /в est un paramètre appelé la constante de désintégration du В

qui dépend du recouvrement des fonctions d'onde des deux partons constituants du méson B, à

l'origine.

В

Figure H : Désintégration purement leptonique d'un meson B~.
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On peut espérer pouvoir calculer В et fg par l'application de QCD sur réseau mais, comme

nous le verrons, il est illusoire d'espérer mesurer fg (dans les 10 ou 20 ans à venir). Par contre,

des mesures très précises de fp+ et /D+ peuvent être effectuées.

Dans le paragraphe suivant, nous allons présente, brièvement la physique du charme qui peut

être réalisée auprès d'une usine à Tau-Charme.

4. PHYSIQUE DES PARTICULES CHARMEES PRODUITES AU SEUIL

La figure 12 représente la section efficace de production de hadrons, normalisée au processus

e+e~ —• fi+fi~, dans le domaine d'énergie où les particules charmées peuvent être produites en

paire, sans autre particule accompagnatrice :

% V

(e+e-

( La majorité des processus est cependant e+e

particulières).

, D, D,, Ae Ae).

— * DD nir dans ce domaine, en dehors de résonances

9.9
BtVI

Figure IS : Variation, avec l'énergie dans le centre de masse, de la section
efficace de production de hadrons en annihilation e*e~ (normalisée à la section

efficace de production d'une paire de muons : e+e~ —» fi+p~).

En dehors des états liés d'un quark et d'un antiquark charmés que sont le J/ф et le ip', on

note la résonance du 1/1" qui fournit les états D+D~ et D°D° en proportions voisines et qui a une

section efficace de production de 10 nb. Aux environs de 4 GeV, la production D+D~ devient

possible et à plus haute énergie on peut étudier les baryons charmés.

Un collisionneur fonctionnant à cette énergie et ayant une luminosité de 1033 cm"2 s"1 peut

fournir, par an, un nombre impressionnant de particules charmées :

2 x 108 DD , 2 x 107 D,D, , 5 x 106 - 107 ACÀC
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Technologiquement, une telle machine est réalisable comme plusieurs éludes l'ont mont ré!1 Ч

mais la décision de sa const nid ion n'est pas encore prise.

4.1. Propriétés remarquables de la production du charme au seuil' "̂

Le fait que l'on produise, par événement, deux particules charmées de même nature conduit

à un ensemble de propriétés exploitables expérimentalement.

4.1.1. : on peut étiqueter la présence d'une particule charmée d'un type donné. Il convient

de reconstruire, pour cela, un (des) rnode(s) de désintégration de l'autre particule. Ceci permet de

mesurer les rapports d'embranchement absolus des mésons et baryons charmés.

-1.1.2. : l'énergie de la particule charmée est égale à celle du faisceau. Jointe à la propriété

précédente, cela permet, d'isoler de façon propre des modes rares de désintégration ou des états

finals dans lesquels une particule est manquante. Citons par exemple : D — - nCi>

4.1. Л. : les mésons D° sont produits dans un état cohérent. Ceci est. particulièrement im-

portant. pour la recherche des oscillations des mésons D° comme nous le verrons un peu plus

La figure \'Л présente quelque* modes de désintégration des riiébons /) enregistrés par la cul-

lalmratiou MARK III opérant, sur le rollisionncur SPEAlî. Trois mille mr-.sons £>° étiquetf'-s ont

aiiiM été obtenus ; auprès d'une usine à Tau-charme, ce nombre devrait, passer à 10'.

-1.2. Di'siiitégrations purement leptoiiirjucs

Comme nous l'avons indiqué précédemment, l'enjeu est ici de mesurer précisément les

constantes de désintégration des mésons D+ et £)+.

Les rapports d'embranchement attendus varient de quelques 10~4 pour le D+ —> H^Vp à

quelques pour cent pour D* — r+i/r.

Comme seul un lepton est visible dans létat final, l'usine à Tau-charme est un instrument

unique pour l'observation de ces transitions et pour leur mesure, en appliquant les deux premières

propriétés décrites précédemment.

La confrontation de ces mesures aux résultats de QCD sur réseau doit constituer un ensemble

de tests importants permettant d'évaluer si les approximations et les hypothèses faites lors des

calculs sont justifiées.

En effet, dans l'étal actuel de la technologie des processeurs, il n'est pas possible de faire des

calculs "complets" de QCD ; des termes doivent être négligés et la maille du réseau ne peut être

très petite.
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Figure 13 : Signaux de D mesurés par la collaboration Mark III.

a) K~ir+ vs К+тг~

b) K~ir+ vs K+Tr-ir~it+

c) K~ir+w+TT~ vs K+ir~ir~ir+

d) Л"~тг+я-+ vs K+TT~V~

e) K-it+ir+ vs KOTT-V°

(from J. Adler et ai. (Mark III Collab.)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 60 (1988) 89.

4- I
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w

Fiijiut l.j : Dcsinlfgration purement teptonique des mesons £>"*" r/ i)+.

La ligurc 15 montra les signaux attendus pour les différents canaux cLuJii'-s (jui apparnissriit

foi nu- 'l'un pic ccnlri'1 sur /его correspondant à la masse du neutrino inaïuiiiniit.

, т
•• *

•4

1 2 3
(Missing Mass)2

1 2 3
(Missing Mass)2 „,»,

Figure 15 : a) Masse manquante le canal £>+ —» jui/,

/a ;onc grisée représente l'estimation du bruit de fond ;

b) Masse manquante pour D, —* \a/ ;

c) Masse manquante pour D, —» ГУ, r —» рш ;

rf) Masse manquante pour D, —» ri/ et т —» eft>.

(From Я. Я. Schindler, S LAC - PUB - 4995).
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4.3. Désintégrations somi-leptoiiiques des mesons charmés

Lo but est ici le même : une mesure précise des différentes transitions et leur comparaison

aux modelés théoriques. Actuellement il semble encore que les différents modèles aient été pris en

défaut par l'expérience. L'application du QCD sur réseau semble être la seule approche permettant

do rendre compte des mesures. Notons cependant que de nombreux paramètres interviennent et

que des approximations ont été faites dans ces calculs. Soulignons également que les résultats

expérimentaux sont encore assez imprécis.

Le tableau ci-dessous résume les mesures et certaines prédictions concernant trois facteurs de

forme qui gouvernent les transitions : D —» K'tv (unités arbitraires). Ces comparaisons ont été

présentées par G. Martinelli'17'.

Ai(0)

A,(0)

V(0)

Expérience E691

0.46 ± .05 ± .05

0.0 ± . 2 ± .1

0 .9± .3± . l

Différents modèles

de quarks

- 1 .

0.6-1.2

1-1.5

QCD

sur reseau

0.52 ± .07

0.05 ±.035

0.05 ± .08

Auprès d'une usine à Tau-charme l'ensemble des spectres de Dalitz peut être enregistré aussi

bien pour les transitions permises - gouvernées par VC3 - que celles qui sont pénalisées par la faible

valeur de l'angle de Cabibbo - transitions gouvernées par Vcd-

5. L'ETUDE DU CHARME POUR LUI-MEME

Nous avons envisagé jusqu'ici les hadrons charmés comme des "outils" pour étudier l'interac-

tion forte lorsqu'un quark lourd et un quark léger sont en présence. Nous considérons maintenant

des processus caractéristiques des interactions faibles aux ordres supérieurs comme les oscillations

D° - D°, la violation de CP dans les désintésingrations des D et les modes rares de désintégration.

Là encore les prédictions théoriques sont très incertaines à cause des effets issus de l'interaction

forte.

5.1 Oscillations D° - D°

Prenons l'exemple du D° se désintégrant en K~ir+. L'état final K+ir~ est également accessible

soit par oscillation préalable du D° en /)° ou bien par désintégration directe et dans les deux cas
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le !;tii4' <lc désintégration est trt'\s faible

lif{(Da - A'+ ° — К-7Г+) ; /,1плО,~2х К 3

D

D° -» К п+ D° -> К

Figure 10

<'munit- un taux d'oscillations très faillie du /У en On est également, attendu, le mode direct

l)" -- l\+x~ constitue un bruit de fond important.

Celle rontaininal ion eM. absente lorsque les I)n sont produits au seuil, er. annhilatiun i."*"r"~.

Kll elle! , li.i é ta t l'i illérellt '

^W

1 e.\i.s|e fjiij ne («мл l'uiiduire à l'éliil iiiiiil /\"~ ~ *" /s'" -"*" ((vie s'il y ;i eu ««••illation'""'. Auprès

d'une usine à Taii-diariue, aver la liiitiinoft'ité envisagée, il est. possible li'iitleindre des valeurs de

.V ~-I x l()- ; i.

Quelle est la valeur prédite pnr la théorie ?

Je lnis.se au professeur Wolfenstein la parole en ce domaine : "D° — D° mixing is a long

distance effect, wliicli is impossible to calculate at present" L. Wolfenstein (1985)f19'.

La limite supérieure actuelle sur X est, fournie par l'expérience de photoproduction EG91 :

Л" ~ 10~' et les prévisions théoriques s'étagent entre 10~г et ]0~3. Il y a donc de bonnes chances

pour qu'un résultat positif puisse être obtenu auprès d'une usine à charme.

5.2. Violation de CP

11 y a souvent un lien étroit entre les phémonènes d'oscillation et la violation de CP dans des

transitions vers des états, qui sont accessibles à la fois par le D° et par le D°.
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Compte tenu des remarques précédentes concernant les difficultés à prédire le taux d'oscillations

f)" — D", les estimations concernant, les phénomènes de violation de CP sont, également, incertaines

(-( une recherche expérimentale reste indispensable.

5.3. Désintégrations rares

5.3. l Production d'une paire de leptons dans l'état final

f

D°
W

1

Figure 17

Le rapport d'embranchement D° —» (+t~ est, prédit, aux environs de 10~7 dans le cadre du

Modèle Standard ce qui correspond à la limite expérimentale atteignable sur une usine à charme.

5.3.2 Diagrammes pingouins électromagnétiques

Dans le cadre du Modèle Standard, un rapport d'embranchement extrêmement, faible est

attendu pour la transition :

£>+ _, 7 p + BR ~ 1(T8

Cependant, la contribution des interactions fortes (Fig. 18) peut hausser cette valeur à 10~5,

soit plusieurs ordres de grandeurs d'augmentation. Une grande incertitude existe dans ce type de

calculs et l'expérience là encore reste indispensable.

D W\

Figure 18

Une bonne compréhension de la contribution de l'interaction forte aux transitions D

permettra également d'interpréter les désintégrations В —t fX.
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CONCLUSIONS

La mesure précise des désintégrations purement leptoniques et, semi-leptoniques des mésons

charmés constitue un laboratoire unique et indispensable à la compréhension des interactions fortes

lorsque un quark lourd et un quark léger sont en présence. Ces mesures doivent constituer un

ensemble unique de tests pour les calculs de QCD sur réseau.

Cette compréhension est également nécessaire pour extraire les éléments de la matrice C.K.M.

qui gouvernent les transitions où participent les quarks charmés et beaux. En ce sens une bonne

physique du В passe par de bonnes mesures dans le secteur du charme.
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ABSTRACT

Experimental and theoretical developments in bottonium spectroscopy and prospects

for toponium studies at future electron positron colliders are reviewed. A detailled discus-

sion of the QCD potential including fine and hyperfme structure is presented. Emphasis is

put on the possibility to study gluon- and charmed quark-jets as final states in Xb decays.

Possibilities are compared to search in forthcoming experiments for singlet S- and P-states

and for triplet D-states and predictions are listed for the relevant branching ratios. The

importance of exclusive radiative Т decays for the study of light hadronic resonances and

for the search for new particles is emphazised. Theoretical arguments for the existence of

the top quark and the present upper und lower limit on its mass are reviewed. Top quark

decays in the context of the Standard Model and in some of its extensions are discussed.

Prospects for top quark production in electron positron annihilation are studied. It is

shown that linear colliders offer an excellent opportunity for the study of top quarks in

the threshold region with its resonance structure and in the continuum.
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Introduction

Since the observation of the first heavy quark-antiquark boundstate J/ф [1,2] the ex-

perimental and theoretical understanding of heavy quark dynamics lias improved steadily.

Many of tin: fundamental concepts were introduced to explain the properties of the char-

moniuin system. Detailed and quantitative comparisons, however, were often seriously

affected by lai»e and partially uncontrollable relativistic corrections, since (n'^/cr) ranges

between ().'2 and 0.3 for the different states below charm threshold. '1 he phase space in

channciniimt decays is furthermore too small to allow identification ol gluon or quark jets.

'1 he -Una;ion improved substantially after the discovery of Т [.J] which turned out to

be an ideal icibuialory for QCD. The rulativi^lic corrections aie far smaller with (<'-/c2)

bctwf.4-4] 0.07 and 0.09, and thus well under control. As a consequence of the larger phase

space evidence for three- and two-jet structures has emerged The rich >pectroscopy with

а 1лгце ii'imbei of narrow states below the B-meson threshold [-1] and the great variety

of i.'diative and hadronic transitions and decays lead to important test-, of perturbative

Q('l). oi the ]>otential model and of the coupling of light hadrons lu gluons through

hadronic ' lansitions among the'various S- and P-states.

One mii'Jit expect that the situation improves further if one inoxe.-, on to toponium.

However, with the onset of a large top quark decay rate one may not hope for a delailled

toponium spectroscopy. The toponium decay rate is dominated by the weak decay of a

single quark, and the widths of the individual resonances become so large that they merge

into a fairly smooth cross section [5]. For a quark mass around 150 GeV a moderate 15

enhancement remains visible, beyond this mass region only the threshold enhancement

as predicted from perturbative QCD remains. This information will nevertheless allow

for a fairly precise determination of mi and of the QCD potential. Toponium will be in

addition an ideal laboratory for the study of top quark decays, for a determination of

its weak couplings and for the search for decays predicted in extensions of the Standard

Model.
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Chapter 1

b QUARKS

\0

1. Quarkonium Potentials

Even prior to the experimental discovery of the first nonrelativistic boundstate J/4

[1,2] many of the qualitative features of a system have been predicted by Appelquist and

Politzer [6]. Based on the ideas of asymptotic freedom they argued that a perturbative

treatment of the potential for small distances should be legitimate and thus predicted

Coulombic behaviour for r —» 0. Just like in QED the effects fermianic vacuum polar-

ization tend to increase the effective coupling for small distances. However, this is by far

overcompensated by the contribution from gluon self-coupling. The leading behaviour of

the potential is thus given by

4 48тг2 1

2^00 3 33 - 2nf $ log $2
(1)

V(r)
r-»0 3 33 - Ini r log(l/Aflr)

in momentum and configuration space respectively.

The O(ar) corrections to this form together with arguments based on the renormal-

ization group lead to a potential of the form [6-9]

with <x-;ffs(Q2) given by

4т (3)

= 11-?,
This allows to relate the scale parameter Л determined from the short distance part of

the potential to other experiments.

i
/i

•s

:i v i
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In contrast to the situation anticipated for toponium, the distances relevant for 66

spectroscopy* are still far from the Coulombic region and thus no determination of Л-щт

based on the perturbative behaviour of the potential is at hand. In fact, a large variety of

paramotrizations of V(r) leads to a satisfactory description of the spectrum as indicated

in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Quarkonium potentials

adapted to (ce) and (bb)-spectroscopy

at distances between 1 and O.I fin

and (heir exténuions to shorter dis-

tances, (a) Power law potential [10];

(b) Cornell potential [ l ! j ; (c.) Richard-

non potential [12],- (Л) и typical QCD

potential n:iih the correct two-loop be-

/lai'ior al .чта.И distances

[13].

QCD Potential

-- Richardson -Pol.

••- Cornell-Potential

Martin - Potential

0.01 0.02

High radial and orbital excitations in liujit nuvon spoctroscopy are nicely accommo-

dated by a linearly rising potential for large1 distances

V(r)
^ '

a,-

(1)

and a value of about 400 MeV has been deduced for the "string tension" cr1^.

Richardson's ansatz provides a particularly elegant and phenomenologically successful

example of a potential which incorporates the linear rise as well as the logarithmically

softened Coulomb singularity

Kw = 4 4 8 * 2
333 - 2n

егдг

) 3 с*2 log(l (5)

and will be used in the following, whenever predictions for levels and matrix elements are

given. Although the variety of potentials shown in fig. Fig. 1 describes (6fr)-spectroscopy

sufficiently well, the measurement of the 15 - 25 mass difference of toponium will clearly

*For an excellent review on Т spectroscopy see [4].
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1.5

ш
О

я 1.0

0.5

Richardson
Potential

асо pot.
j 1 —

Л=300 MeV
Л=200 MeV

=100 MeV_

40 60 80 100

quark mass [GeV]

120

Fig. 2: Sensitivity of the IS —

2S mass splitting to the details

of the interquark potential, (a)

Richardson's one-loop poten-

tial, (b) QCD two-loop poten-

tial Vj for various values of

Л-ду̂т,- the uncertainties due to

the interpolation are indicated

by the dashed bands [13]; the

error bar corresponds to the ex-

pected measurement error of

±20 MeV at LEP.

allow to discriminate between the models, to verify the logarithmically softened Coulomb

singularity and eventually even to pin down a value for Лттт?, as indicated in Fig. 2

The potential in the intermediate distance region relevant for bb spectroscopy cannot

be deduced by analytical methods from first principles. In the future this region may be

controlled by lattice calculations.

Once specific potentials have been found which describe the (cc) and (bb) spectroscopy

sufficiently well, it is at least a posteriori appropriate to justify the nonrelativistic approx-

imation. The relative velocity of quarks in a specific state decreases with increasing mass

for confining mass for confining potentials, and in fact for all potentials of the form

V(r) = \r"

with v > —1, and the reduction is given by

v le oc m ç

For veff = 0, corresponding to a logarithmic potential, (V(r) ~ Inr) which provides an

appropriate fit in the region between 0.2 and 1 fermi, v /<r scales like Год and is thus

reduced by about a factor 3 when going from charmonium to bottonium. This is born

out by explicit calculations listed in Tab. 1

cc

Ы

IS

0.23

0.080

IP

0.25

0.072

25

0.29

0.075

2P

0.076

35

0.085

ID

0.071

Tab. I: v /c for the lowest lying charmonium and bottonium states.

f
1 П
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I I I I 1 I I i I r

bl Г 30 GeV ч
m, = { 50 GeV о

(. 80 GeV +

X X

о о о о о о о ° -

i i i i i i i i i

2Л

2.0

1.6

1.2

0.8

ОЛ

50 60 70 2 4 6 8 10

mf [GeV] radial quantum number n

I'lij. .i: (a) The velocity (squared) (u 2 /c 2 ) of the top quark in toponimn bound

staffs as a function of the top gvark mass i». the Richardson potential for IS,

'JS and 1/iS staffs, (b) The dependence on the radial quantum numbi rs for n

b( lien a ! avil II) and tt/t -- ->0, 50 a/id cS'fl OYK

(•'or foi'onimn one experts r2/r^ to be at the 1% level (Fig. 5).

Furthermore it will br extremely difficult to measure quantities like dipole rates that

are sensitive to r~/Y- effects in the toponium system, such that bottonium may well

remain the only system that allows a detailled study of small relativistic corrections to

(lie potential mode! approach.

2. Spin dependent forces"

The theoretical and experimental investigation of fine and hyperfine splittings is one of

the central themes in quarkonium physics. A number of important issues, concerned with

the Lorentz structure of the spin dependent forces have been clarified by recent theoretical

and experimental work. However, as we will see below, puzzling questions relating e.g.

the hyperfine splitting of P states remain to be answered, experimental confirmation is

lacking for some theoretical predictions, e.g. for the hyperfine splitting of 5-states or the

fine structure of D-states.

*For a detailled discussion and a complete list of references see e.g. [14]. Estimates of the fine structure
are based on [15].

I
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2.1. HYPERFINE STRUCTURE

The effective Hamiltonian governing the spin-spin interaction of the quark-antiquark

pair that determines the hyperfine structure, reads in momentum space, including order

as corrections [16],

(6)

with

l-91og2 , 56 0 -33 21

where the Л/5 scheme has been adopted, ц denotes the renormalization point which will

be identified with mj, and qthe relative three momentum of quark and antiquark. The

leading term corresponds to the familiar short-range S^(r) spin-spin coupling in configu-

ration space:

HHFS(r) =
mi

(7)

The splitting between singlet and triplet states is given by the difference of the appropriate

matrix elements:

- _ 31n2 +

For charmonium spectroscopy a value of 160 ± 90 MeV has been deduced for

Using a value of 200-300 MeV for hjf§ and allowing for some uncertainty from yet

uncalculated higher order corrections a T — % mass difference of 35-45 MeV is expected.

The smallness of this mass splitting practically inhibits the observation of % through the

Ml transition Т — > 7 . The rate for this reaction

Г(Т (9)

leads to the prohibitively small branching ratio 10 5 about a factor 10 3 below the cor-

responding one for charmonium, which has been determined already some time ago. The

prospects for the transition T" —> тгтг1/3^—> %7) which would lead to the simultaneous

discovery of 1P\ and % will be discussed in chapter 5.

Apart from terms induced by C?(Q|) radiative corrections the hyperfine splitting is

proportional to the square of the wave function at the origin. For P-waves one thus

expects that the mass of the 1P\ resonance nearly coincides with the center of gravity of
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the triplet states [17, 18. 19]. Corrections from the #2 dependent contributions in eq. (6)

lead to a splitting [19]:

(10)

3

The small numerical coefiicient together with the sinallness of the expectation value of

( l / f ) leads to a tiny value for the /'-wave hyperfine splitting listed in table Та.Ь. 2

ce

ы

experiment

0.0 ±1.0

theory

-1.4

-0.5

Tab. -J: HijitfijliK splitting ^Mj* of \ I'-xtut, •.. f-'mn, [!!•].

riieory and experiment [20] are in satisfactory agreement for <c. The '2.5(7 enhancement

in the 7г;г spectrum from T'" decays [21], which had been interpreted as evidence for the

transition T" — » ~~ P\, however, disagrees witli theorv. and "has not been confirmed in

a subsequent, analysis.

2.2. FINI: ьтнг^ггкк

I lie si)in-dependent jjart of the potential may be written in the form

_
^ _

' 2 d r dr

\

(Ir
( И )

where V is given by the spin independent part of the potential, V\ and V% determine the

spin orbit coupling, and V$ the tensor coupling. In the equal mass case

where

If the spin-independent potential VQ is induced by an effective vector exchange

(13)

.:

it*»..,
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the spin-<le|>eiulent potentials are given by

For an effective scalar exchange

Voulu x vlv

(14)

(15)

one obtains V\ = — V ; 172 = Vg = 0.

The Gromes relation requires quite generally that either Vj, V<> or both contain a

long range contribution. A possible and phenomenologically successful solution is given

by scalar confinement, i.e. short range vector and long range scalar exchange, which

implies V^R = -err ; V^R = 0 and it is this solution which is also suggested by heuristic

arguments [22] based on the flux tube model.

This ansatz is also supported by recent lattice calculations [23,24]. Monte Carlo

results of Réf. 23 for the derivatives V{ and V2' are displayed in Fig. 6. The continuous

curve for the spin orbit potential V{ corresponds to a linearly rising scalar potential: vector

exchange does not contribute to Vj. V% is built up from a 1/r type vector-gluon exchange.

The tensor potential is adequately described by 1/r, while the spin-spin potential is

compatible with a pointlike interaction as expected for vector exchange.

0.50

0.25

-0.25
; ; • ;* |4

Fig. 4: The derivatives of the spin-orbit

potentials dV\/dr and dV^/dr as a func-

tion of the distance r [ in units of as 0.2 fm ].

The continuous curves correspond to a su-

perposition of a linear confinement plus

attractive Coulomb potential. The dashed

line describes the опе-gîuon exchange con-

tribution, evaluated on the lattice. For

details see Réf. 23.

г IGeV1]
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Although the first observation of \/, has been published [2~i] some time ago, only re-

mit ly experiments were sufficiently accurate to discriminate between different theoretical

models. The relative magnitude of the splitting

„ _ Л/2 ~ Л/i
~ Л/i - Л/о

and tlie total splitting SKI = Л /2 — Л'Л) are shown in Tab. 3. The results for the 1 P sta.te

are well compatible within the inherent theoretical and experimental uncertainties, those

(or H('2t}) cannot be reconciled with the theoretical predictions.

\

1

1 r / ( l '
i /iv-'/1)

I *МС2П

Experiment

O.G!) + 0.0-1

52.-,'±2.:', МЛ'

0.571 i 0.0 !(i

.45.!)-tfUM<-V

Theory[H]

0.7:5

0.7Ï
^ 1

Ui Mo\'

Th(M-jry [26]

O.f.S

0.70 I

H! Me\'

ïn/i. ••!: ('oiniinrition of e.Tjit-rtnif-nfd/ n?s it If.ч for ihf jinr slnirfiirr of [ /' ['27}

<inil'21' |2sj with theoretical predictions in lowrxt finir i, infh o,« = 0.36 adjuxtf

h> jit fi.\H\I}), and <i trentmtnt in chiding O(ns) corrtclions f'2f>]

Die /i' value is already quite close lo the prediction of 4/5 for a purely Conlombic potential,

and the dominance is also evident if one decomposes the total splitting Л/у — Д/о = .r)2 MeV

min a short and a Ion,» range contribution ol 58 MeV and —6 MeV respectively.

I

3. хь - Decays

In charmojiium the experimentally measured dipole rate for 25 — > I P + 7 transitions

is roughly half of the rate predicted from nonrelativisic potential model cakulations. This

reduction is now well understood as a consequence of relativistic corrections which enhance

the cancellation between the small and the large distance contributions to the 25 — I P

dipole matrix element [29]. The agreement between theory and experiment should thus

improve for heavier quarkonia, and this expectation is in fact met by recent experiments,

as shown in Tab. 5. Calculations for T(IP — » 7 + 15) should therefore be even more

reliable.

Combining the theoretical predictions with the experimentally measured branching

ratio for this transition, one may derive the width for P-state annihilation into lighter
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35 - 2P

IP - 25

2 P - 15

2 P - 1Я

Ш - 1 Р

IP - 15

Л/(35) - Л/(2Р)

A/(2P) - Л/(25)

М(2Р) - М(15)

М(2Р) - M (ID)

M(ID)-M(IP)

Af (25) - M(1P)

l7Rich [30]

2.68

1.93

0.24

1.88

1.98

1.11

98

233

789

103

250

120

VT [30]

2.52

1.92

0.20

1.74

1.88

1.14

108

227

776

112

259

144

ВТ [31]

2.66

1.94

0.24

1.85

1.97

1.13

100

227

760

109

247

129

Cornell [32]

2.57

2.1

0.19

1.77

2.19

1.41

120

200

620

130

200

150

Tab. 4: Dipole matrix elements (in GeV 1) and mass differences (without

fine structure) (in Me V) as calculated for various potentials

1
hadrons:

As shown in Tab. 6 these derived widths are in satisfactory agreement with theoretical

predictions which give the annihilation rate in terms of the derivative of the wave function

at the origin. They are, however, not yet sensitive towards QCD corrections. A similar

comparison can also be made for 2P-states [33] and within the still large experimental

errors theory and experiment are in agreement.

4. The Missing States

4.1. SINGLET STATES

Apart from the practically inaccessible 3P-state all narrow spin-triplet S- and P-

levels of bottomium have been discovered by now. The observation of the still missing

singlet and D-states would provide additional information on spin-dependent forces and

would allow a test of the theoretical models discussed in section one. Photons from the

Ml transition Т —» %7 are rather soft (ш = 30 - 50 MeV) and the rate, compared to

*
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л

0

1
2

Experiment

1 .85 ± 0.5

2.88 ± 0.6

2.84 ± 0.6

Theory

1.41

2.27

2.24

Tab. о: Comparison of theoretical predictions for the dipolt ratr Г(Т' —>

(bused on a dipolc matrix element 0/1.66 GeV and the measured photon e.n-

riyi(ti) 4'ilh the experimental n suits [31].

.1

(!

1

,

'"<///,

( t h e m v)

•2(1 ")

33.1

. j
3X.0

B t ',/;/>

( e x p )

i <>.'•'

3o ±8'.: «

22±-!'Л

Derived

width

> -IK)

«2 ± 1 1

I. 47 ±20

qm

louvM uvd<-:

121 i I'!;

33 ± 3

113 ± 7

QCO

\vitli к,,. cdnTCtions

(ИЗ ± .](i

1 "15 i 7
i

/«/>. Ч: Comparison of lln orclical predictions for tlie. annihilation raff s of

1 /Jj-.s/H/r.s- гг///( the rates (in keV) derived from f.cptrii

(ho <4)rrcsjK)iuliii» diarmoiiium transition is suppresscd bv a farlor j-(ïï:iL)^(^f^. The

liindon-d M 1 -transition T' — * ///,7 is further suppressed by the f'a.rt.or ({''2}^/{?'2}сс)2 The

transit ion Т — > ;/(,u-' is also possible in principle, but presumably with a rather small

iiraiidiintf ratio, since in can proceed only through three gluons and is, furthermore (p-

\vave) phase space suppressed* A more promising approach would utilize the hadronic

transition from T" to I 1 P I followed by the dipolc transition I 1 P I —> %-) (Fig. 9). The

observation of this cascade would thus lead to the discovery of two new states at the same

time. The branching ratio for the latter dipole transition is calculated to be around 40%.

This involves the same input as the successful predictions for triplet P-state branching

ratios and thus can be considered as rather reliable.

The prediction for f ^ S i — » тгтг I 1 P I ) is more uncertain. In the framework of heavy

quark expansion it can be factorized into the coupling of the gluon field to the bound

state and the coupling of the gluons to light hadrons (Fig.10). To evaluate the first factor

(Only the radial part of the wave function which governs the El transition, is displayed,

*We are not aware of any rate calculation for of this mode.

3 v t :



•V0. 5: Lf»f/ scheme of bottomium with possible Kir-transitions(dotted Unes)

or dipole transitions to the singlet- and D-states (solid lines). The heavy lines

indicate statistically favoured transitions.

the spin part responsible for the Ml transition is not written explicitely.)

") oc fdrdr' RP(r) (rGf\r - r') + G(p\r - r')r') Rs(r')

/o\

one needs the color octet Greens functions G g p. Although some modelling is necessary,

an order of magnitude estimate of the matrix element is essentially determined by the

excitation energy of colour octet states (G^p « O(lGeV~^)) and the size of the bound

state ((r) < O(lfm)). An important difference between theoretical predictions arises

from the different treatment of the second factor which governs the conversion of the

gluon field to light hadrons.

Kuang and Yan* [36] assume that gluons convert with unit probability to hadrons

which in this case is just the two-pion system, and use the experimentally measured rate

for T" -+ Ттгтг to fix as and thus the normalisation. Voloshin [37], on the other hand,

argues that the pion cascade between 35i-states is mediated by El x El transitions and

those between S\ and ^P\ by El xMl transitions, such that their relative normalizations

may be rather different. He expresses the hadronic matrix element directly in terms of

Sr-

Tor a recent discussion of this controversy, see also [35].

I! j
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color octet

( quarkonium N
V physics )

/dynamics of N
flight hadrons J

n

/•Vf/, fi: Scht malic I'iar of x

the gluonic j>art of l.hc energy-momentum tensor. Assuming that gluons carry a Iract.ion

f> % 5 of the pion momentum, he finds for the rate a suppression fad or of less lhan

10~a compared to real gluon emision. Apart from the model-dependent factor f>'2, this is

mainly a consequence of the large color factor S (compared to 3 for iso.spin) of the four

hclicity states available for a pair of glnons, and of the different phase space. Voloshin

thus predicts a branching ratio of less than 10~4 (compared to the prediction of 10~'

by Ktiang and Van), which would make the search for this hadronic cascade extremely

difficult, if not impossible.

4.2. D-STATES

Another group of bottomium states which can be searched for in e+e ~ experiments

are the next orbital excitations, in particular the triplet ID-states*. A detailled study of

these resonances would certainly be interesting as a further test of potential models, which

generally predict M c o g (2P) - M c o g ( lD) = 100 - 115 MeV. (E.g. from the Richardson

potential one finds 103 MeV.)

A probably even stronger motivation is the chance to gain more insight into the spin

structure of the potential which has been discussed already in chapter 2. The splitting

of \j is in nice agreement with the prediction of scalar confinement. However, the ex-

perimentally determined ratio of the splittings R(\b) = ®-№ ± 0 - 0 ^ [271 ^ а " 5 between

the charmonium value R(\c) = 0.476 ± 0.008 and the prediction for extremely heavy

quarks of 0.8. The absolute magnitude of the splitting between 0 + + and 2 + + is domi-

nated by the short range contribution <$MSR = 58 MeV, M L R = - 6 MeV (cf. chapter

*Besides this state also the 3P-, 2D- and IF-states are also predicted to be significantly below

the flB-threshold at 10.560 GeV (From the Richardson potential and with w& = 4.890 GeV one

finds Л/(ЗР) = 10.525 GeV, M(2D) = 10.434 GeV and M(\F) = 10.341 GeV), therefore these

resonances are also narrow. It is, however, hard to see any interesting production mechanism for

these states.
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2) and thus relatively insensitive to the spin structure of the confining forces.The long

range contribution is relatively more important for the splitting of the three D states with

J p c = 1 — ,2 — ,3 — where** <5MSR = 20 MeV, £MLR - - 7 MeV. The relative size of

the splitting is predicted to be

«»»- - ^

This would be a truely independent test of the present ideas about scalar confinement

and is significantly different from the asymptotic prediction of rjg.

How could we look for these states? They are produced in radiative transitions from

Xfr and their decay may proceed either through photonic transitions to xj or directly

through 7r:r-emission to T, such that two options are available,

T" -» X6 + 7 -» 13A/ + 77 - * Xb + 777 ~> T + 7777

or

. t

I

T" -» Xb + 7 -» I3 A/ + 77 -» Т

which are also indicated in Fig. 4. There are in principle 14 possible routes which lead by

photon emission from T " toT via the D-state. Statistical weight factors, however, strongly

favor the three routes ("main lines" in atomic physics) with AL = AJ as indicated in

Fig. 5. The dipole rates are given by

Г = if = T r e d Sif

The statistical factors for P ~ » D and D — » P transitions are listed in Tab. 7, which

determine the relative branching ratios, if the effect of the fine structure on the rate is

ignored.

Ji\Jf
0

1

2

1

2
3

5
1

Т5П

2

0

2

A

3

0

0

14
15

Jf\Ji

0

1
2

1

2
5

5

Ш

2

0

3
TU

TO

3

0

0

2
5

Tab. 7: Statistical weight factors Sif for P —» D and for D -+ P transitions

use the values given in tef. [22], with a, adjusted to the experimental results for

>

- : " v V
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The dipole moments of relevance arc rallier insensitive towards the details of the

potential, as indicated in Tab. 7. From tho dipole moments (1.8S (îe\ '~ . l.!)8 (!eV )

and (lie photon energies (103 MeV. 250 Me\') as calculated from Richardson's potential,

one finds the reduced rates ГГ(Ч| (-1.2 keV. (>f> kr\'). Thr comparison of the most prominent

production channels with transitions already observed experimentally

= 0.2G

r W ^ = 0.30

*•

shows (hat ihe chances for l)-stale production are relatively good. The estimates of

the branching ratios Cor J)-slate tlfcay and the resulting signatures are more uncertain.

Annihilât ion of triplet I)-states is possible only inlo at least three gluons. Furthermore,

it is proportional to the square of the second derivative of the wave function at. the origin

and thus suppressed by (ИД/1) compared to S-wave annihilation. From comparison with

S- and P-state decays one estimates rates around and below 1 keV [ e.g. T(D —> ggg) ~

(г2/су}Г( ] PI —* ggg) к 2 keV]. They are thus far smaller than the dipole rates, quite

in contrast to P-state decay rates, which are still dominated by annihilation. Explicit

calculation [38] gives

640

эГ A/6

2.2 keV J = l

= < 0.26 keV J=2

1.1 keV J=3

where Л denotes an infrared cutoff of the order of the binding energy.

The only other potentially competing channel is the decay by pion emmission to the

ground state Dj —* тгтг 1 S\. The rate is the same for all three spin states [39] and has

originally been estimated by Kuang and Yan to be 24 keV [36]. Pion emission is mediated

in this case by an El x El transition like T' — > Ттгтг, in this case, however, by pions in

a D-wave. Also this amplitude cannot be related to the trace of the energy momentum

tensor, but only to its off-diagonal gluonic part. The discrepancy between the prediction

of Ktiang and Yan (24 keV) and a prediction [40] based on the work of the ITEP group

[37] is similar to the one for the T" — » J Р^ктг transition. Adopting for simplicity the first

alternatative, one finds for the combined branching ratio

Вг(Г"

and similarly for the other channels.

3 - 10~ 4

r

t :

Ц]
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However, if dipole transitions dominate above- the haclronic cascade, one finds for

example

Hr(T" -* 2:? I 3 ' ' l777 0-8 • К 4

Evidently a sample of about one million T" is necessary to search for D-states. The

signature, however, is rather clean in both cases.

5. Radiative T-Decays

5.1. INCLUSIVE DECAYS

A measurement of the total rate for radiative T-decays leads in principle to an excel-

lent determination of Л ^ / j , since the predicted rate

with

as = 1 fa ln(Q

4тг fol 01 ft

М5

where Д denotes an infrared cutoff, is independent of any fragmentation model. At

present, however, the measurement involves still some dependence on the extrapolation

of the spectrum to low a:7, as illustrated in Fig. 9. Allowing for some freedom in this ex-

trapolation, Л-д̂ т ranges between 100 MeVarid 400 MeV, with some preference for values

around 200 MeV. As in the study of ,\j-decays, this reaction also allows the investigation

of the properties of a two gluon system, in this case of variable mass. In the region of

smaller photon energies one might compare the recoiling hadronic system with the one

from \b decays and for x^ between 0.85 and 0.90 with the one from Xc~ a nd »/c-decays.

Last, but not least the complete <7</7-distribution in the Dalitz plot is also predicted and

could be compared to experiment.

;.! •
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L - QCD
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0.06
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Fig. 7: Photon spectra from radiative Y-decays. a.) CUSB-Collaboration [41],

b.) CLEO-Collaboration [42], c.) Argus-Collaboration [43].

5.2. EXCLUSIVE RADIATIVE DECAYS

The search for new particles, in particular for Higgs bosons, in radiative Т decays is

evidently one of the most important tasks in bottomium physics and will be treated in

the next section. Here I will confine the discussion to decays into hadronic resonances

which proceed through the diagram depicted in Fig. 10.

Detailed experimental and theoretical studies exist already for J/^-decays, T-decays

could then serve to test the theoretical models, since their rate into light mesons such as

f.

ц
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Fig. 8: QCD-digram for the production of quark-antiquark resonancts in ra-

diative Т decays.

г/, i/, f, f or в can be predicted [44] in terms of the observed .//V'-decay rates:

Г(Т -» 7 + M) _ r(J/1>-+т + M) Мф »

The factor / results from the model calculation, is of order one, depends on the final

state and is calculated in réf. [44]. An additional uncertainty stems from the ambiguity

in the effective value of as and its variation, which ranges between 0.5 and 1. There is,

however, one significant exception: If the resonance is a pseudoscalar, whose production

is dominated by gluons of low <JT as expected e. g. for glueballs, the ratio in the previous

equation decreases proportional to (Мф/Mf )~~6 [45]. As shown in table 8 with data taken

from the CLEO-Collaboration, the experimental upper limits are already quite close to

the theoretical predictions, (which do not indicate the additional uncertainty from the Os-

variation) and a further improvement of the experimetal limits by a factor around three

would allow one to verify or disprove these calculations. Radiative J/V' decays seem to

confirm this approach. The recent experimental results from the MARK III collaboration

[46] for decays into the lowest lying isoscalar l+~*" states BR(J/^ —> 7 4- /i(1285)) -f

BR(J/0 -+ 7 + /i(1285)) = 0.15 ± 0.03% are in nice agreement with the theoretical

prediction of 0.14% for this sum.

X

/2(1720)(-+A'+A'-)

/2(-» тг+л--)

/5(-* K+K-)

prediction

3.6 ± 0.5

7.6 ± 0.8

1.9 ±0.4

6(T -> iX) • 105

<5(5)

< 12(7.3)

< 5(6.9)

B(J№ -* 7*) ' 105

48 ±6

7.8 ±0.8

22 ± 4

Tab. 8: Comparison of theoretical predictions [44] and experimental upper lim-

its (90%CL) from CLEO (ARGUS) [42,47] for various branching ratios of

exclusive radiative Т-decays together with the input from radiative J/$ decays.



In addition to the light, quark resonances and glueballs also rlianiioninm states could

be observed in radiative Т decays. The most prominent of these reactions, Т —> ?/c7,

is predicted with a branching ratio of (2 — 3) 10~° [44] and the three \ c states should

be produced with a branching ratio of about (0.3 - 0.6) • 10~° for each of them. The

experimental search for Higgs mesons may be used to look also for this reaction. The

present upper limit on narrow resonance production from the OUSB-Oollaboration of

around 1.2 x 106 [33] is still a factor 4 — 6 higher than the theoretical prediction.

Kemarkably enough, the same calculation also allows one to predict the production rate

for a bound state of a gluino pair, once the proper colour factors and the colour-octet

potential are taken care of [31]. The forementioned upper limit then allows exclusion of

such states over a significant mass range.*

6. Summary

Theoretical calculations of bottomium 5- and P-slate properties and experimental re-

sults agree amazingly well. Present lattice calculations and experiment favour the heuris-

tically appealing scalar confinement. The measured P-slate annihilation and the dipole

transition rates seem to agree with the predictions. However, this lays only the foundation

for the study of topics to be pursued with improved detectors presently under construc-

tion, together with increasing statistics. The most interesting ones will be the study of

gluon and quark jets in P-state decays, the search for singlet 5-, P- and for .D-states and

the investigation of radiative decays to conventional hadrons.

Vft^'

1

*Based on overly pessimistic assumptions on the (gg) wave function a bound state mass range between

1.2 and 5.2 GeV has been excluded in [48]. Using explicit bound state calculations of Ktihn and

Ono [31] this range can be extended up to about 7 GeV.
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Top quarks [49] are elusive particles that have been searched for more than a decade
without, success [50, 51, 52]. The / quark completes the fermion spectrum of the Standard
Model so that all its properties are uniquely determined once the mass is fixed. The
lower limit of 45 CîeV sot at SLC and LEP [51] is model-independent while the limit of
91 CeV from the Tevatron [52] is based on semileptonic decay properties as specified by
the Standard Model. Estimates derived from precision measurements of the electroweak
parameters in c+c~ annihilation and lepton-nucleon interactions indicate a top mass value
between 100 and 200 GeV centered around 140 GeV [53, 54]. Thus only a small window
is left for LEP200 while a major part of this range or eventually even the entire range can
be covered by the Tevatron. However, if the mass were close to 200 GeV or beyond, it
may need the high energy pp colliders LHC or SSC to discover this long awaited particle

[55].
A future high energy e+e collider would be a unique tool to study the properties

of top quarks in more detail [56, 57]. The dominant production mechanism proceeds
through e+e~ annihilation via the virtual photon and the Z. The competing reaction,
virtual gauge boson fusion, is strongly suppressed in the mass and energy range accessible
in the foreseeable future. The study of top production around threshold will lead to a
precise mass determination better than 1 GeV and will explore the QCD potential down to
distances of less than 10~2 fm. Decay modes, as predicted by the Standard Model, can be
analysed with high precision. Given a sufficiently high luminosity, the Yukawa coupling of
the Higgs boson to top quarks can be studied in a variety of reactions. Rare and unusual
decay modes are predicted in the two Higgs doublet model and in supersymmetric models
and could be discovered in e+e~experiments.

2.1 Evidence for top quarks and mass estimates

2.1.1 t — The missing quark

Several experimental results provide us with very strong evidence that the fermion spec-
trum of the Standard Model

П - N
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«Iocs include the top quark, imprinting the same multiplet structure on the third family
as the first two families. The evidence is deduced from measurements of the weak isospin
of the b quark which has been proved to be non-zero, /3 = —1/2, thus demanding an
/3 = + 1/2 partner in this isospin multiplet.

Absence of triangle anomalies

A compelling argument for the existence of top quarks follows from a theoretical consis-
tency requirement. The renormalizability of the Standard Model demands the absence of
triangle anomalies. Triangular fermion loops built-up by an axialvector charge /Зд = —/з£
combined with two electric vector charges Q would spoil the renonnalizability of the gauge
theory. Since the anomalies do not depend on the masses of the fermions circulating in
the loops, it is sufficient to demand that the sum

/

of all contributions be zero. Such a requirement can be translated into a condition on the
electric charges of all the left-handed fermions

(2.1)

This condition is met in a complete standard family in which the electric charges of the
lepton plus those of all color components of the up and down quarks add up to zero,

If the top quark were absent from the third family, the condition would be violated and
the Standard Model would be theoretically inconsistent.

Absence of FCNC decays

Mixing between quarks which belong to different isospin multiplets

с] s = scosi? + èsini?
s'\L b^ b' = —s sin j?' + b cos i?'

generates non-diagonal neutral current couplings, i.e. the breaking of the GIM mechanism

3 =

diag. - - s

V
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The non-diagonal current induces flavor-changing neutral lepton pair decays 6—* s + l+l
which have been estimated to be a substantial fraction of all semileptonic В meson decays
[58]

BR(B-» / + * - * )
- °'12

This ratio is four orders of magnitude larger than a bound set recently by the UA1
Collaboration [59]

BR(B-*p+ii-X) 5.0 x IP"5

0.110±0.008

so that the working hypothesis of an isosinglet 6 quark is clearly ruled out experimentally
also by this method.

Partial width F(Z— > 66) and forward-backward asymmetry of b quarks

The isospin quantum numbers of the b quarks can be measured directly through the Z-
decay width to b quarks T(Z— » 66) and the forward-backward asymmetry of b quarks on
the Z, Арв(Ь), at LEP. If combined with b data from PETRA/PEP and TRISTAN, a
unique solution can be derived for the third isospin components of the left- and right-
handed b quarks [60], Fig.2.1,

0.490Ж
0.028±0.056

= -1/2
= О

which coincide with the isospin assignment of the Standard Model.

f

2.1.2 Mass estimates

Experimental bounds

Model independent bounds on the top mass have been derived from the non-observation
of it pairs in Z decays. [The standard coupling of t to Z enters the analysis - which, in
the light of the previous subsection, is not a disputable point.] The partial width [61]

Гв (Z-> it) = /32 (2.4)

%pagebreak
falls sharply for mt- mz/2 at threshold, /? = д/1 — 4то^//?г|; in particular, if the

Coulomb gluonic final state interactions are taken into account which renormalize the
width even to a non-zero value at threshold [62]. The experiment is therefore sensitive to
top masses up to half the Z mass. At LEP [51] the bound

m, > 44.5GeV (2.5)

has been derived in this way, and a similar value at SLC.
Much larger limits for top masses can be reached in the high energy pp colliders SppS

and Tevatron [50, 52]. The production cross sections are determined by the color charges
of the quarks for a given mass in the gg/qq —> it fusion processes and the cross sections
are thus model-independent. The search however must be carried out in the semileptonic
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combined: LEP +
PEP+PETRA+7RISTAN

Figure 2.1: The weak isospins /^(6) and
components, extracted from the data on T(Z
and TRISTAN, Réf. [60].

of the left- and right-handed b quark
bb) and Л^в(6) at LEP, and PETRA/PEP

&
decay channels t—> 6 + /+i//. The branching ratio is uniquely determined in the Standard
Model, yet it could be rather dramatically different in extensions of the Standard Model.
For example, if charged Higgs particles were lighter than t quarks with a mass below the
W mass, rapid semiweak decays <—> 6 + Я + , Я+—» г+г/т would overwhelm fhe weak Fermi
decay process t—yb+l+i/[. In such a case the bounds obtained in the framework of the
Standard Model would be softened [63]. [The details of these points will be elaborated in
the next subsections.]

The most advanced mass limit has been reached at the Tevatron [52]. Dilepton events
in the final states of

PP t + t

j or j + non-isolated /+

jj or isolated /~

j or j + non-isolated /~
jj or isolated /+

-J
v \
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were searched in which either both leptons were isolated decay products of virtual or real
I P s or one lepton in the pair was instead non-isolated and contained in the b jet. From
thr comparison with the theoretical prediction [64] for the it production cross section,
Fig.2.2, a lower bound of

mt > 91 GeV [Standard Model]

has been derived, based on an integrated luminosity of J С = Spb"1.

(2.6)

10

10

10

О {И ) ; COF

Ш 95°/oCL

, ее, Щ 1 - Low Pt Ц

Âltarelii é ta l .

20 U) 6(1
M l o p iGeY/c4

80 100

Figure 2.2: Comparison of experimental upper bounds on the t production cross sections
with theoretical predictions for top masses up to 91 GeV [52].

If the integrated luminosity can be raised to 500 pb"1 , top quarks up to a mass of 200
GeV can be discovered with certainty. This limit can even be exceeded if the analysis of
the "lepton+jet" channel can be controlled properly.

Mass estimates from radiative corrections

First indications of a high top quark mass were derived from the rapid (B — B) oscillations
observed by ARGUS [65]. However, due to the uncertainties of the С KM matrix element
V\d and of the (bd) wave function, not more than qualitative conclusions can be drawn
from such an analysis as the oscillation frequency Am ~ | K r f | 2 / e ^ depends on three
[unknown] parameters.

The analysis of the radiative corrections to high precision electroweak observables
is much more advanced [53, 54]. Since Higgs mass effects are weak as a result of the
screening theorem [66], the top mass is the only unknown parameter in the framework
of the Standard Model. Combining the high precision measurements of the Z mass with

\W-'

1

t
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sin2 в\\- from the Z decay rate, from the forward-back ward asymmetry and (in the future),
from LR polarization measurements, the top quark mass can eventually be determined up
to a residual uncertainty of ±10 GeV,. plus an additional uncertainty induced through
the variation of п)ц-

The key rôle is played by the connection of the Z mass with sin2 Ow and the low-energy
couplings Q, Gf. Through radiative corrections ' this connection is strongly affected by the
t quark mass. Linking the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg theory to the effective low-energy
Fermi theory of the weak interactions relates the Fermi coupling GF with the GSW
Si-(2) coupling g = e/srnOw and the W mass. After the QED radiative corrections are
taken into account by substituting for a the running coupling a(m\) = a/ (1 — Д а ) =
1/Г2о.8 ..., the top quark mass is introduced through the genuine electroweak corrections,
essentially the p parameter of the (/6) loop in the W propagator. The final relation can
be cast info the form

sin2 B\v cos2 тга
До 2 cot 2

(2.7)

Given the Z boson mass with very high precision, sin2 QW can be obtained as a solution
of the quadratic equation following from eq.2.7. Several analyses of this type may be
summarized in a value of

me = 125 ± 3 0 GeV (2.8)

if mt and m ц are varied and fitted simultaneously [53]. This fit has a slight preference for
low Higgs masses (< 6>(300-400GeV)). If mH is varied freely between 50 and 1000 GeV
with a central value of 300 GeV, one finds [54]

. . . +21 +19 _ . ,
1 4 4 _ 2 3 -21 G e V (2.9)

where the second error results from the variation of m#. This analysis also presents an
upper limit of 181 GeV (95% CL). The presented data are summarized in Figs.2.3,2.4 in
the m<, sin2 Oe/j plane with sin2 вец given in section 1.1. These analyses, in particular the
p value, are quite stable in regard of extensions of the Standard Model. The upper bound
of ~ 200 GeV on the top mass is not a mathematical apodictum, however, as it may be
evaded in some special regions of the parameter space in two-doublet Higgs model, for
instance, see e.g. [67].

Theoretical constraints

Present theoretical analyses of the Standard Model are based almost exclusively on the
perturbation theory. If this method is assumed to apply also to the top-quark sector,
in particular when linked to the Higgs sector, the top mass must be bounded as the
strength of the Yukawa-Higgs-top coupling is determined by this parameter. The following
consistency conditions must be met:
Yukawa coupling gy (UH)

In the Standard Model the Yukawa coupling is related to the top mass by

(2.10)

'Again, the on-shell renormalization scheme will be adopted.
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Figure 2.3: The electroweak mixing angle sin2 0e// as a function of the top mass from a
variety of low and high energy experiments [68].

Demanding the effective expansion parameter <7у/4тг to be smaller than 1/4, the top mass
is bounded to

m, < 440GeV (2.11)

For a top mass of 220 GeV the coupling <7у/4тг и 0.06 is comfortably small so that the
perturbation theory can safely be applied in this region.
Unitarity bound

At asymptotic energies the amplitude of the zeroth partial wave for elastic ft scattering
in the color singlet same-helicity channel [69]

(2.12)

grows quadratically with the top mass. Unitarity however demands this real amplitude
to be bounded by |Rea<j| < 1/2. This condition translates to

-
О7Г

mt
(2.13)

The bound improves by taking into account the running of the Yukawa coupling [70].
Stability of the Higgs system: top-Higgs bound

:j
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Figure 2.4: \-2 as a function of mt from a fit to a) LEP data, b) LEP data and до-collider
and neutrino data of low and high energy experiments [68].

The quartic coupling A in the effective Higgs potential

depends on the scale at which the system is interacting. The running of A is induced
by higher-order loops built-up by the Higgs particles themselves, the vector bosons and
the fermions in the Standard Model [70, 71]. For moderate values of the top mass,
/HI < 77 GeV, these radiative corrections generate a lower bound on the Higgs mass
[< 7GeV]. At high energies they make A rise up to the Landau pole at the cut-off
parameter Л beyond which the Standard Model in the present formulation cannot be
continued ["triviality bound", as this bound could formally be misinterpreted as requiring
the low energy coupling to vanish ]. If for a fixed Higgs mass the top mass is increased,
the top loop radiative corrections lead to negative values of the quartic coupling A

ЭХ _ J _ Гд2 _ 4

Since the potential is unbounded from below in this case, the Higgs system becomes
instable. Thus the stability requirement defines an upper value of the top mass mt for a
given Higgs mass тн and a cut-off scale Л. The result of such an analysis is presented in
Fig.2.1.2. Depending on the cut-off scale Л where new physics may set in, the top mass
is bounded to m< < 200 GeV if Л exceeds the Planck scale but it could rise up to 400 to
500 GeV if the cut-off is reached at a level of 1 TeV and below. The estimates are similar
to the unitarity analysis in the preceding subsection.

These theoretical analyses have shown that for presently favored top masses of mt <
220 GeV the Standard Model may be valid up to a cut-off at the Planck scale. [The
hierarchy problem, that is not touched in the present discussion, may enforce nevertheless
new additional physical phenomena already in the TeV range.]

>
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Figure 2.5: Bounds on the Higgs and top masses following from triviality of the Higgs's
quartic self-coupling and the stability of the Higgs system; from [71].

2.2 Top quark decays in the Standard Model and
beyond

2.2.1 Born predictions

The total rate

Based on the Standard Model, the lower limit of the top quark mass mt > 91 GeV has
been shifted to a level well above the real W threshold for the decay mode t —> b+W+.
In the three-family SM the CKM matrix element of the tb coupling Vtb is well known to
be very close to unity. As a result, the width of the top quark is dominated by decays
into a W plus a 6 jet and can be precisely predicted in the SM [72, 73] :

r(t->b+W) = \Vtb?
mt + 1+ - V mt )

_ 2/Wy\ ^ 6Vm? / mj,
2 U J I ~ sxM m?

1 + 2 -

The branching ratios BR(t —> </ + И/ +) for q=b,s,d follow from

it = 0.9990 ± 0.0004 =s>

Vt, = 0.044 ± 0.010 =>

V,d = 0.011 ±0.009 =»

5Л(6) к 1

ВЛ(«) w 0.2%

BR(d) к 0.01% (2.16)

У,

i
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80 100 120 W) 160 180 200

mt[GeV]

Figure 2.6: The width of the top quark in the Standard Model. The degree of longitudinal

polarization is shown in the insert.

While the search for s+W+ final states, though difficult, is not impossible, the t
production rates will be too small to look for d+W+ decay products.

The width quickly approaches the asymptotic form

Г (t -» 6 + W+)
\mw

(2.17)

and the lifetime drops below 10~23s. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
The final state consists of a i-quark jet plus a lepton pair or two other jets from the W

decay which, being a color singlet system, fragments independent from the environment.
The decay rate can be split into the contribution from W's with longitudinal (hw = 0)

and transverse (hw = +1) polarizations [74]. Neglecting b-quark mass effects, the ratio

TL/ГТ = mt/2m2

w (2.18)

rises from 1/2 at the real W threshold to about 3 for mt = 200 GeV.

Spectra

Arising from a two body decay the energy of the W and of the hadronic system (= b jet)
are fixed to

EW =

Ek =

mf + m\v -

2mt
m\ + ml ~ n

2mt

(2.19)
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as long as gluon radiation is ignored. The smearing of this 6 spike from the combined
effects of perturbativc QCD and from the finite width of the W will be treated in the
next section.

The energy spectra of the leptons from the decay of the real W, and correspondingly
the invariant (Ы) mass are strongly affected by the chirality of the (tb) charged weak
current for moderate top masses. Assuming the charged lepton current to be of the well-
established V — A form, the probability to observe a charged lepton of maximal energy
EI = m,/2 vanishes for the conventional V-A form of the (tb) current while it is nonzero
for a speculative V4 A coupling.

— =f(x) (V

with y < x < 1 , where x = 2Ei/mt, y =

f-(*,y) =

Л coupling

,̂ пгь — 0, and

(2.20)

f+(x,y) = 6(x — y)(l +y - x)l\(\ —y) (1 + 2j/)] (2.21)

For a mixture of V—A and V+A amplitudes of relative weights w- and w+ with w\ +twi = 1

M ~ Mb Xtv (w-(l - 75) + t»+(l + 7s)) и< (2.22)

(assuming тъ = О) one obtains an incoherent sum of their respective contributions

^W/- + 4/+ (2.23)

A deviation from the V-A structure would thus lead to a stiffening of the charged lepton
spectrum, and in particular to a nonvanishing distribution at the upper end point.

Angular distributions

Top quarks will in general be polarized through their electroweak production mechanism.
For unpolarized beams and close to threshold their polarization is given by the right/left
asymmetry which would be measured with longitudinally polarized beams [75]:

= /IRL (2.24)

For fully longitudinally polarized electron (and unpolarized positron) beams the spin
of both t and 1 is aligned with the spin of the e~. Quark polarization then leads to angular
distributions of the decay products which allow for various tests of the chirality of the
tbW vertex.

The angular distribution of the longitudinal and transverse W's is analogous to those
of p mesons from r decay (mT —> mt,rnp

dcos0

for

Г

hw •{(V)
and, after summation over the W polarizations

dN
</COS0

m, —
m? + 2m*

:Ptcos0
w

(2.25)

(2.26)

••*!
«
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The angle between top quark spin and direction of the W is denoted by в.
The angular distribution of leptons from the chain t —> b+ W(—> {+is) will in general

follow a complicated pattern witli an energy dependent angular distribution

^L-.M + Mfia., (2.27)

In the SM, however, a remarkable simplification arises. Energy and angular distribu-
tion factorize [75, 76]

. T „ = / ( * ) ( ! + * cos 0)/2 (2.28)
dxdcos 0

This factorization holds true for arbitrary mt and even including the effect of the
nonvanishing 6-quark mass.

2.2.2 Radiative corrections

Perturbative corrections to the lowest-order result affect the total decay rate as well as
differential distributions. Their inclusion is a. necessary prerequisite for any analysis that
attempts a precision analysis of top decays. Both QCD and electroweak corrections are
well under control and will be discussed in the following.

* i

' ' I >

QCD corrections

The correction to the decay rate is usually written in the form

г-г-Нт') (2.29)

The correction function / has been calculated in [77] for nonvanishing and vanishing b
mass. In the limit m 2/m 2 — > 0 the result simplifies considerably, but remains a valid
approximation (Fig.2.7):

+4y(l - у - 2y2) In у + 2(1 - y)2(5 + 4») ln(l - y)

-(1 - - Gy2) (2.30)

where у = m\v/m\. In the limit m2 » m\v / approaches the value /(0) = 2/Зтт2 — 5/2 «
4. In the mass range mt > 100 GeV the QCD correction amounts to

< W « ( 3 * o 4 ) a s / T (2.31)

and lowers the decay rate by about 10%. This has a non-negligible impact on the height
and width of a toponium resonance or its remnant.

The 8 spike in the energy distribution of the hadrons from the decay t — + b + W is
smeared by quark fragmentation (not treated in this context).

Hard gluon radiation leads to a slight shift and distortion of the energy spectra with
a tail extending from the lower limit given by two-body kinematics upwards to mt —

m2

t + ml - m2,,

2mt
- m\v

(2.32) il.

/j
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Figure 2.7: QCD correction function / for the top quark decay rate. Solid line: exact
form; clashes: ть = О.

Including finite W-width effects and mj ф 0 the differential hadron energy distribution
has been calculated in [79].

Including effects from the finite width of the W, the hadron energy distribution is
shown in Fig.2.8 for mt = 120 GeV.

The lepton spectrum (as well as the neutrino spectrum) receives its main correction
close to the end points where the counting rates are fairly low. It is customary to define
a correction function G through

dT _ dT<°> /

dï ~ ~d^ \ ~

2a.
(2.33)

The corrected spectrum is displayed in Fig.2.9 for mt = 120 GeV. The shape is hardly
different from the lowest-order result [76]. Also QCD corrections to the V+A distribution
can be derived from [76] by employing the result for the neutrino spectrum.

Results for the corrected angular distributions of leptons from the decay of polarized
t quarks are also available in the literature [80]. It has been shown that the deviations
from the factorizable form (2.28) are below 10~3 such that the Born approximation is well
justified for this purpose.

Electroweak corrections

Electroweak corrections to the top quark decay rate can be found in [78, 81]. The detailed
analysis reveals a very weak dependence of SEW-on the top and the Higgs masses, Fig.2.10.
The numerical value of the corrections turns out to be small, SEW * +2%.

Hence, it appears that the top quark width and the spectra are well under theoretical
control, including QCD and electroweak corrections.

2.2.3 Non-standard top decays
The theoretical study of non-standard top decays is motivated by the large top quark
mass which could allow for exciting novel decay modes, even at the Born level. A few
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Figure 2.8: Distribution of the W energy for mt = 120 GeV without (dashed) and with
(solid curve) QCD corrections.
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Figure 2.9: Lepton spectrum from the decay of a top quark. Solid line: with QCD
corrections; dashes: Born approximation.
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Figure 2.10: QCD and electroweak radiative corrections to the top decay width [78].

illustrative, but characteristic examples will be discussed in some detail in the following
chapters.

Charged Higgs decays

Charged Higgs states H* appear in 2-doublet Higgs models in which out of the eight
degrees of freedom three Goldstone bosons build up the longitudinal states of the vector
bosons and three neutral and two charged states correspond to real physical particles.
A strong motivation for this extended Higgs sector is provided by supersymmetry which
requires the Standard Model Higgs sector to be doubled in order to generate masses for
the up and down-type fermions. In the minimal version of that model the masses of
the charged Higgs particles are predicted to be larger than the W mass, mod. radiative
corrections,

то(Я±) > m(W+) [mod. rad. corr.]

We shall adopt this specific model for the more detailed discussion in the following para-
graphs.

If the charged Higgs mass is lighter than the top mass, the top quark may decay into
H+ plus a b quark [82],

t^b + H+

The coupling of the charged Higgs to the scalar (<,&) current is defined by the quark
masses and the parameter tan 0,

G F
,/(6, t) = \ —f= [(ть tan ft + mt cot /3) — 75 (m& tan /3 — mt cot /3)]

V v 2
(2.34)

The parameter tan/3 is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs fields
giving masses to up and down-type fermions, respectively. For the sake of consistency,
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related to grand unification, we shall assume tan /3 to be bounded by
7To 777*

1 < tan /3 = — < — ~ 30 (2.35)

with i' = y^'f + /'I corresponding to the ground state of the Standard Model Higgs field.
The width following from the coupling (2.34) has a form quite similar to the Standard
Model decay mode [see e.g. [73]],

(2.36)tan

1.0

4 I

0 5

I —•/* + ...
t —» T + . . .

" M, »Î50G«V BR<T)

tan/}

Figure 2.11: Inclusive branching ratios for t— > / + X in two-doublet Higgs models and
breaking of the lepton universality. BRi(t] = 1/9 in the Standard Model is indicated by
the broken line.

The W decay mode is dominant; the Higgs decay branching ratio is in general small,
yet large enough to be clearly observable [84]. The Higgs branching ratio is minimal at
tan ft = -^/mt/mt, ~ 5.

The detection of this scalar decay channel is facilitated by the characteristic decay
pattern of the charged Higgs bosons

Я + — * T

Since

fT and с + s

bosons couple preferentially to down-type fermions [83] for tan/? > 1,

tan2/?

2

•=•-——
v/2 4тг

Г(Я + -> es) =
с тн Г / т д У

4тг \\rnj
tan213 + cot2 /3

(2.37)

(2.38)

the т decay mode wins over the quark decay mode, thus providing a clear experimental
signature. A first signal of top decays into charged Higgs particles would therefore be the
breakdown of /л, e us. т universality in semileptonic lop decays, Fig.2.2.3.

k .



Top decay to stop

Another exciting decay mode in supersymmetry models is the decay of the top to the
SUSY scalar partner stop plus neutralinos, mixtures of neutral gauginos and higgsinos
[85, SC]. This possibility is intimately related to the large top mass which leads to novel
phenomena induced by the strong Yukawa interactions. These effects do not occur in
light-quark systems but are special to the top system.

The mass matrix of the scalar SUSY partners ( ÎL ,ÔÎ) to the left- and right-handed
top-quark components (</,,<л) is built-up by the following elements [87]

ч +

Large Yukawa interactions lower the diagonal matrix elements ~ — m 2 with respect to the
common squark mass value in supergravity models, and they mix the IL and IR states
with the strength ~ mt to form the mass eigenstates t^t^. Unlike the five light quark
species, these Yukawa interactions of O(mt) can be so large in the top sector that after
diagonalizing the mass matrix, the smaller eigenvalue may fall below the top quark mass,

га,, < mt \ : possible ]

The decay modes
t—* i + neutralinos

then compete with the ordinary W decay mode. Identifying the lightest SUSY particle
with the photino 7, for example, the mass of which we neglect in this estimate,

Ш-» £7) 8х/2тг- f 1 - ™2/"«2l2

тга
Г(*-» bW) 9G>m2 [1 - m?v/m?]2[l 4-

This ratio is in general less than 10%. The subsequent t decays

(2.39)

bW, W-+ Wj or Iv etc.

lead to an overall softer charged lepton spectrum and, as a result of the escaping photi-
nos, to an increase of the missing energy, the characteristic signature for SUSY induced
phenomena [84].

Depending on the SUSY parameters however, stop decays could even be more en-
hanced if the top is heavy, so that decays to strongly coupled, fairly light higgsinos could
frequently occur.

FCNC decays

Within the Standard Model, FCNC decays like t-* 07 are forbidden at the tree level by
the GIM mechanism. However, they do occur in principle at the one-loop level, though
strongly suppressed. The suppression is particularly severe for top decays since the quarks
building up the loops, must be down-type quarks with m | setting the scale of the decay
amplitude, Г FCNC ~ aG2

Fmlmt. A sample of branching ratios is given below [88]:

BR(t
BR(t

eg)
c-y)

io- 1 0

HT 1 2 BR(t-> cH)
К Г 1 2

К Г 7

\

Щ

k'-
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At this level, no Standard Model generated / decays can be observed, even given
millions of top quarks in proton colliders. On the other hand, if these decay modes were
detected, they would be an undisputed signal of new physics beyond the Standard Model.
A variety of posibilities along these lines is discussed in [57].

2.3 Top quarks in hadron colliders
The search for new quarks and the exploration of their properties has been a most impor-
tant task at hadron colliders in the past. Proton-(anti)proton colliders may even be the
only machines in which top quarks can be produced in this decade. Part of the presently
favored top mass range < 200 GeV, or eventually the entire range, can be covered by
the Tevatron, as shown before. For a detailed study of the top quark properties the high
energy colliders LHC and SSC are needed to provide the large number of top events [order
107]. "

The main production mechanisms for top quarks in proton-antiproton collisions are
gluon-gluon and quark-antiquark fusion

g g and qq — » it

for quark masses up to ~ 250 GeV. Only if top quarks were still heavier, VF-gluon fusion
would become the dominant production process

at the high energy pp colliders.
A detailled description of the production mechanisms, the present experimental results

and perspectives for future hadron colliders can be found in the review by L. Fayard in
these proceedings.

2.4 Top quarks in the e+e continuum
A variety of reactions is conceivable for top quark production at an electron positron
collider. Characteristic Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig.2.12. e+e~ annihilation
through the virtual photon and Z (Fig.2.12a) dominates and has been the reaction of
interest in this workshop.

In addition one may also consider [89] a variety of gauge boson fusion reactions
(Fig.2.12b-d) that are in close analogy to 77 fusion into hadrons at e+e~ machines of
lower energy. Specifically these are single top production,

ve ib (2.40)

or its charge conjugate and top pair production through neutral or charged gauge boson
fusion

e+e-

vvtt (2.41)
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Figure 2.12: Feynman diagrams for tt or <6 production.

The experimental observation of these reactions would allow to determine the coupling
of top quarks to gauge bosons, in particular also to longitudinal W bosons and Z bosons, in
the space-like region and eventually at large momentum transfers. This would constitute
a nontrivial test of the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking.

The various cross sections increase with energy in close analogy to 77 reactions, and
eventually even exceed e+e~ annihilation rates. However, at energies accessible in the
foreseeable future these reactions are completely negligible: for an integrated luminosity
of 1040cm-2, at Ест = 500 GeV and for mt = 150 GeV one expects about one e+e~tf
event (still dominated by 77 fusion). At that same energy the cross sections for e+i>tb+c.c.
and vvil final states are still one to two orders of magnitude smaller.

Another interesting class of reactions is e+e~ annihilation into heavy quarks in asso-
ciation with gauge or Higgs bosons:

e+e~

e+e~

ttZ

ibw~
UH
tlH~

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2-44)

(2.45)

Two amplitudes contribute to the first reaction [90]: The tt system may be produced
through a virtual Higgs boson which by itself was radiated from a 7 (Fig.2.4). The
corresponding amplitude dominates the rate and provides a direct measurement of the
Yukawa coupling. The radiation of longitudinal Z's from the quark line in principle also
carries information on the symmetry breaking mechanism of the theory. The transverse
part of the ttZ coupling, i.e. the gauge part, can be measured directly through the cross
section or various asymmetries in e+e~ —> tt. The longitudinal part, however, could only

1

^
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e-

Figure 2.13: Amplitudes relevant for e+c+ ~ ttZ and for e+e~

be isolated with UZ final states. For an integrated luminosity of I0'10cm 2 one expects
only about 40 events (Fig.2.14) and it is therefore not clear whether these can be filtered
from the huge background and eventually used for a detailed analysis.

Light Higgs bosons may be produced in conjunction with it [91]. They are radiated
either from the virtual Z with an amplitude that is present also for massless fermions or
directly from heavy quarks as a consequence of the large Yukawa coupling (Fig.2.4). The
latter dominates by far and may therefore be tested specifically with heavy quark final
states. The predictions for the rate are shown in Fig.2.14. Depending on the mass of
the Higgs and the top quark, the reaction could perhaps be detected with an integrated
luminosity of 1040c?n~2.

Top quark production in 77 collisions is conceivable at a "Compton collider". It
requires special experimental provisions for the conversion of electron beams into well-
focused beams of energetic photons through rescattering of laser light. This will be dis-
cussed in a separate part at the end of this section.

2.4.1 e+e tt

Born predictions

From the preceding discussion it is evident that the bulk of top studies at an e+e~ collider
will rely on quarks produced in e+e~ annihilation through the virtual 7 and Z, with a
production cross section of the order of crpo,n<> For quarks tagged at an angle $, the
differential cross section in Born approximation is a binomial in cos fl

d(T " / , 2 n\ " - 2 n 3
г = - (1 + COS V)<rv + - Sin ff(7L + - COS

dcosv 8 4 4
(2.46)

U and L denote the contributions of unpolarized and longitudinally polarized gauge bosons
along the i? axis, and F denotes the difference between right and left polarizations. The
total cross section is the sum of U and L,

the forward/backward asymmetry is given by the ratio

FB _3<rF
A ~

(2.47)

(2.48)

f
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Figure 2.14: Production cross section for ttZ and ttH at ^/s = 500 GeV. (From (91J)
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The «т1 can be expressed in terms of the cross sections for the massless case in Born

approximation,

with

4

(2.49)

v/2 с

-j=—e

\/2

167r

The fermion couplings are given by

VFF = 2// - 4e/ sisin

(s - m2

z)

«/ = 2/з'

(2.50)

(2.51)

and the possibility of longitudinal electron polarization (p = -1;+1;0 for righthanded;
left handed; tinpolarized electrons) has been inckidecl. In the subsequent numerical exam-
ples GfiTi2

z has been replaced by

2
V2sin

(2.52)

with sin2(?u' (wO.23) interpreted as s in 2 0 e ^ [92] this formula accommodates the leading
logarithms from the running coupling constant as well as the quadratic top mass terms
in the threshold region. For 0(5) we adopt [93]

Q_ = v-^L (\ JL _ E

a(s) ~ Y 3 7 r V m ? 3

+0.00165 + 0.003 ln(l + s/1 GeV2) (2.53)
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Radiative corrections

QCD corrections to this formula are available for arbitrary m2/s up to first order in as:

%v

The exact result [94] for K\-iA can be cast in the following form

KV - I

^ = ?

Pv

(2.54)

(2.55)

1

•I

+3/3 log
4/3

-ftlogft

P A
д

Qv

= 33 22 ^
24 24^ 24 P

= Hl + ^ 2 + 1 9 4 _ 1 6

32 32H 32м 32^

(2.56)

QCD enhancement factors are well approximated by [95]

4
Rv = r«5

О
_ _ _ _

2/3 419 22 7

12тг
(2.57)

Since the next to leading order correction has not yet been calculated, the scale in а„
chosen above could only be guessed on the basis of general arguments.
For small /3 these factors develop the familiar Couloumb enhancement ~ 2ffS compen-
sating the phase space ~ 0. This leads to a nonvanishing cross section which smoothly
joins the resonance region. Details of this transition will be discussed in the next section.

Initial state radiation has an important influence on the magnitude of the cross sec-
tion. cr(sefj) is folded with the Bonneau Martin structure function, supplemented by
the summation of large logarithms. A convenient formula for the non-singlet structure
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function in the leading logarithmic approximation has been obtained in [96], which is a
natural extension of a formula proposed in [97]. This leads to a significant suppression by
about a factor

0.5 -0.6 (2.58)

with /У — 0.12 and SW = 1 — 5 GeV in the resonance and threshold region. The cor-
rection factor increases rapidly with energy, but stays below 0.9 in the full range under
consideration (Fig.2.15).

Klectroweak corrections to the production cro?-> section in the continuum have been
studied in [98]. Apart from a small region close to threshold they are negative. Relative
to the (!]•• parametrized Born approximation they decrease the cross section by -6.3% to
-9.39Î, if m, is varied between 100 and 200 GeV7, г»ц between 42 and 1000 GeV, and Ecm

fixed at 500 GeV. QCD and elect.roweak corrections are thus of equal importance.

Longitudinal polarization

It should be mentioned that linear colliders might well operate to a large ex-tent with
polari/ed (electron) beams. The cross section for this case can be derived from (2.50).
For top quarks the resulting right/left asymmetry

is sizable and amounts to about —0.4, reducing the production cross section with right
handed electrons. However, selection of right handed electron beams decreases the W
pair cross section even stronger, thereby enhancing the top quark signal even before cuts
are applied.

2A.2 Top quark fragmentation
The experimental analysis of charm and bottom fragmentation functions has clearly
demonstrated that heavy quark fragmentation is hard in contrast to the fragmentation
of light quarks. This is a consequence of the inertia of heavy particles, the momentum of
which is not altered much if a light quark q is attached to the heavy quark Q in the frag-
mentation process to form a bound state (Q<j), sec e.g. [99]. At the same time soft infrared
gluon radiation is damped if the color source is hea.vy. For top quarks with mass m< < 100
GeV the average energy loss due to perturbative gluon radiation and non-perturbative
fragmentation can be estimated as

(2.60)

(2.61)\ GeV/mt

respectively. Only a small fraction of gluon energy is radiated off if the initial energy
E is limited to several mt. Likewise only a few soft pions / kaons are generated non-
perturbatively in the wake of the top quark.

For mt > 100 GeV the strong fragmentation process and the weak decay mechanism
are intimately intertwined. The lifetime т, < A"1 becomes so short that the mesonic
(tq) and baryonic (tqq) bound states cannot be built-up any more. Depending on the
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Figure 2.15: Cross section for tt production, including resonances, QCD corrections and
initial state radiation in units of <тр01„(.
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Figure 2.16: Genuine electroweak corrections to top production in e+e annihilation.
From [98].

initial top quark energy, even remnants of the t quark jet may not form any more [73].
Madrons can be created in the string stretched between the t and the t only if the quarks
are separated by about 1 fermi before they decay. If the flight path 77» < 1/2 fm, i.e.

1 fn'l

(2.62)

the length of the t — t string is too short to form hadrons and jets cannot develop any
more along the flight direction of the top quarks.

The perturbative radiation of soft gluons, too, is interrupted by the t quark decay [100].
The angular distribution (0) and the energy distribution (a;) of the radiated gluons is
approximately given by

,„ 4a s 02<Ю2 А± ( 2 _ 6 3 )

for a short-lived radiation source accelerated to 7 = Et/mt. The gluons accumulate on
the surface of a cone with half-aperture 0 C ~ 7" ' for a long-lived i, but ~ 7 " ' ^/7Г/и;
if the particle decays quickly. The energy spectrum rises from zero to a maximum at
ш ~ 7Г before falling off ~ l/ш for large uj, if the width is greater than the confinement
scale Л.

2.4.3 Static t parameters

Because of the large t mass, deviations from the Standard Model may manifest themselves
in the top quark sector first. Examples in which the large mass is crucial, are provided by
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nuilli- Higgs doublet models, models of dynamical symmetry breaking and compositeness.
These effects can globally be described by form factors parametrizing the electroweak it
production current (я = ~(,Z) and the weak (t,b) decay current (a = —) [101, 102, 103],

(2.64)

.-1

•I

[I'i..n project on the left and right chirality components of the wave functions.] In the
Standard Model, F~L = 1 while all other F~ vanish; F?L = F?R = 1 and F 2 \ = F^K = 0,
analogously for the Z current. CP invariance requires F^'i = F^ in the it production
current, and equal phases for F^L and F^R etc. in the decay current. The static values of
the form factors F^'Z are the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of the top
quark.

A brief summary of this topic can be found in [57].

2.4.4 Top quark production in 77 collisions
It has been repeatedly advocated [104] to convert an electron collider into a photon collider
in order to have access with large luminosities to С = +1 final states. 77 fusion into a
Higgs boson is one interesting possibility [105], W pair production leading to a variety of
tests of the W magnetic moment is another one [106]. Here we will deal with it production,
which on the one hand could be considered to be a background to the other reactions,
but could on the other hand allow the study of top quark couplings to real photons, a
subject interesting in its own right.

Adjusting the helicities of incoming electron (Pe) and photon (P-,) from the laser
source appropriately (2PeP-, = —1), most of the electron energy is transferred to the
scattered photon. The helicity of the scattered photon is dominantly flipped. Therefore,
adjusting the two laser beams in an opposite helicity configuration (and the electron
beams accordingly) one obtains dominantly a 77 configuration peaked at large energies
and dominantly in a state of helicity zero (Fig.2.17). Since the tt cross section close
to threshold is dominated by the helicity zero configuration, one finds a large top cross
section in the threshold region even after folding with the 77 luminosity for appropriately
polarized electron and laser beams (Fig.2.18). For details see [107].

2.5 Threshold behavior
The previous section dealt with top quark production sufficiently far above threshold for
the reaction to be well described by the Born cross section, modified slightly by QCD and
electroweak corrections. This is in contrast to the situation in the threshold region, where
QCD plays an important role and controls the cross section. Strong forces lead to the
formation of resonances (or at least their remnants) and enhance the rate dramatically.
This behavior is signaled by the correction term ~ ya s //? in the perttirbative result and
will be studied in this section.

2.5.1 The QCD potential
Ignoring for a moment the influence of weak decays, one expects a large number of non-
relativistic bound states with a characteristic velocity (u2/c2) < 10~2 (Fig.2.19). The
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Figure 2.17: Decomposition of the 77 luminosity into the non-flip (solid), single-flip
(clashed), and double-flip (dotted) contribution for h-^ = 0 in the initial state and polar-
ized beams.

Figure 2.18: Cross section for it production in units of crpo,n( after folding with the 77
luminosity. Solid: 2\P = 2ЛР = - 1 . Dashed: 2XP = 2\P = 0.
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Figure 2.19: Energy levels of S- and P-wave toponia as a function of the top quark mass
for the potential Vj with Л ш = 200 MeV (from [108]).

detailed structure of high radial excitations that are spaced by about 100 MeV down to
50 MeV is in principle governed by the long distance part of the potential. In practice,
however, as a consequence of the smearing by the experimental energy resolution and,
more important, by the large width of the resonance the many high radial excitations
are combined effectively into a continuum cross section. Its magnitude is governed by
perturbative QCD, just as the magnitude of the cross section in the region of the low
lying resonances IS or 2S. As discussed below, resonance and continuum cross sections
join smoothly. The overall behavior of the threshold cross section is thus governed by the
perturbative QCD potential.

On the basis of earlier conceptual work in [109, 110] the asymptotic behavior of the
static potential has been derived in [111, 112]. In momentum space the potential reads
in the MS subtraction scheme

у (о2 a~(02}} -1 (Ч <QMs(4 I) - - 1 +
/31 10 \

(т - У")
(2'65)

The reiiormalization scale /i2 has been chosen as Q2, and n} refers to the number of
massless quarks. Employing standard arguments based on the renormalization group, the

•* I
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Q2 expansion of o.jvjs(<?2) is given by

1 - 7 S - (2.66)

6o = 11 — tr"/i î = Ю2 — Q ~ ^ /

The leading behavior of the potential at small distances

16JT

= 0.5772 • • •]

V(r) =
(33-2Ti/)rlogl/(Aj?gr)»

Г &.l (2.67)

is thus directly given in terms of the QCD scale parameter Л. The. exploration of V(r)
for small distances could thus lead to a direct determination of Л. For quark masses
above 50-100 GeV the ground state properties become independent of the potential in the
non pert urbative region. For the 2S state and thus for the 1S-2S energy difference, masses
around 150 GeV are required [112].

In practice one connects the theoretically predicted short distance part smoothly with
the empirically determined potential above ~0.1 fermi. The asymptotic form given in
(2.65) is based on the assumption that n/ species of light quarks, taken as massless,
contribute to the vacuum polarization, and heavier ones are ignored. The value of Ay^j
in (2.66) must be properly related to Лду̂  as determined from other experiments with
a different number of effective light flavors [113, 114]. For the momentum range of 5
to 15 GeV explored by the it system n/ = 4 or 5 seems adequate. For a precise Л
determination the transition between n/ — 4 and 5 should be incorporated, either by
changing nf and Лд^п/) at an appropriate r value [115] or by incorporating the full ть
dependence in the vacuum polarization [116]. In the present discussion potentials with
iif = 4 or 5 only will be used.

A typical set of potentials is provided by [117]

462 In/(r)

625/(r) f(r)
dre ~3T

ar (2.68)

where

and

a = 0.159 GeV2 6 = 20 g = 0.344 GeV d = 0.255 GeV2

As is well known [108] the production cross section of a toponium resonance in e+e~
collisions is fixed, once its mass and its wave function at the origin are known.
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Figure 2.20: Toponium production in the threshold region without initial state radiation,
for /?„ = !, in units of crp0int (from [119]).
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(2.69)

2.70)

cosVf = 2/3/ — 4e/ a/ = 2/з/

Radiative corrections to this formula will be discussed in the next section.
An example with pv = 1 and without initial state ratiation for the cross section in the

case of a relatively light top quark (mt = 100 GeV) is shown in Fig. 2.20.
The characteristic distances and momenta which are explored by the tt wave function

are of order 10 up to 20 GeV.
The Fermi motion is reflected in the momentum distribution of the decay products.

This refers to the W if treated as an on shell particle, or to the distribution of the electrons
resulting from the W decay[77]. This is discussed in more detail in [84].

2.5.2 Excitation curve for large top masses

As discussed in Section 2.2, top quarks decay rapidly with a rate 0(100 MeV) to
O(\ GeV} and hence comparable to hadronic scales. The decay of a single quark in-
side the bound state dominates therefore by far all other modes. In fact the width of
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Figure 2.21: Comparison of toponium decay rate Г and 1S-2S energy separation (Vj).

the resonance is so large that for mt > 130 GeV it is comparable to the 1S-2S energy
separation AE = Л/(25) — Л/(15) and even the IS resonance merges with the contin-
uum (Fig.2.21). The corresponding argument applies also to the time evolution [72, 73]:
Estimating the time of revolution for a IS state on the basis of semiclassical arguments
*n ~ ( | a s m < ) ~ ' a n c ' comparing the result with the decay time to ~ 4тг\/2/Ор-т^, one
finds again that, the notion of individual resonances becomes meaningless for top masses
beyond 130-150 GeV. When the lifetime shortens further, the distance the t quark travels
before it decays is limited to

1 300/771

(mt/l
(2.71)

This corresponds to less than ~ 10 2 / m for mt > 130 GeV so that the top production in
the threshold region is truly a short distance phenomenon [120].

In this high mass region the threshold cross section is given by the sum of many
overlapping Breit Wigner resonances. At this point it becomes technically difficult [119]
to sum the contributions from a large number of high radial excitations. Instead one may
directly calculate the imaginary part of the Greens function for complex energy

24?r2
, -L _ ,74 i-rt» (Sv ft 1 U " 5
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Figure 2.22: Excitation curves for tt production, evaluated with Vj, without radiative
corrections and ZQ contribution for different values of.

\

S m
(2.72)

with pv defined in (2.70).
The problem can be solved in closed analytical form for an exact Coulomb potential

[121] — for the more realistic QCD potential numerical methods are available [118, 122].
Characteristic examples calculated with the potential Vj are displayed in Fig.2.22 for
different values of hjfs- То simplify the comparison for different masses, Rt{ is shown and
the factor pv replaced by ê  = 4/9.

These figures confirm the observations of [121, 118] that the shape of the cross section
and in particular the IS peak height are sensitive toward the value of as or Лд^. The
basic relations between as, wave function at the origin, aud production rate - originally
discussed for narrow resonances [108] remain therefore unaffected by the large tt width.

At the beginning of this section it was argued that the behavior of the cross section
is dominated by the short distance part of the potential. For the low lying states this is
evident from the short distances that are sampled by the wave function. For higher radial
excitations this follows from the smearing over many densely spaced resonances (whose
individual location would be sensitive only toward fine details of the long distance part of
the potential). This can be understood from the space time evolution: The quarks decay
before they are able to reach large relative distances (see eq.2.71) resulting in a cutoff of
order r~a ~ \/mf » 6-18 GeV for m, = 120-160 GeV.

As shown in Fig.2.23 the cross section for m( = 150 GeV is indeed independent of
the potential beyond r = 0.2 GeV"1, corresponding to a depth of —1.5 GeV. Even the
extreme choice where V(r) is set to constant above this value (dashes) hardly changes the
result.
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Figure 2.23: Excitation curve for mt — 150 and Vj with
cut-off potential.
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Connection to the continuum

The cross section calc'ilated in this nonrelativistic approximation has to be joined at some
energy (preferably only a few GeV above threshold) to the QCD corrected continuum cross
section (2.57) induced by the vector current. The choice of the scale in o s(/' 2) is somewhat
ambiguous with /г2 ranging between f% and s. Requiring a smooth transition between the
two regions one finds that ц2 — 4p2 fulfills these requirements [123]. Joining resonance
and continuum regions (including the piece induced by the axial current) one finds the
cross sections displayed in Fig.2.15.

2.5.3 Electroweak effects in the threshold region

The it system may be produced through the virtual photon and the virtual Z resulting
in the cross section given in (2.50). Z — 7 interference is of particular importance for tt
production with longitudinally polarized beams. The cross section for longitudinally po-
larized electron and unpolarized positron beams is obtained from (2.69,2.72) by replacing

pBorn Born (ve (2.73)

Electroweak radiative corrections to (2.70,2.73) lead to important modifications of this
lowest order formula. As a consequence of the short distance nature of weak interactions
(Fig.2.24) following from the relatively large masses of the exchanged Я , W, and Z the
corrections to the rate can be absorbed in a single factor pv which replaces />forn in
(2.69,2.72) and which is independent of QCD effects. (This factorization does no longer
hold in order aas.) Large contributions to pv originate from the running of OQBD, from
the 2W box diagrams, and from Higgs exchange at the it vertex. While all other large
corrections are fixed once the top mass is known experimentally, Higgs boson exchange
could in principle provide observable effects on the cross section. This would allow to test
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Figure 2.24: Feynman diagrams relevant to the evaluation of one loop correctioHs. Per-
mutations have been omitted.

the Yukawa coupling, if the QCD potential is sufficiently well under control. Although
the main calculational effort is required for the evaluation of W and Z box and vertex
corrections, we will discuss the correction from Higgs exchange in detail.

Two ways of dealing with Higgs exchange have been pursued. They are adapted to
the limiting cases of light (<C mt) and heavy (3> (rg)~l) Higgs bosons.

For light Higgs bosons retardation can be neglected and the overall effect of Higgs
exchange can be described by a static instantaneous Yukawa potential [124, 118]

к

r

к ~ (2.74)

This leads to an increase of the wave function at the origin and hence of the production
cross section and to a lowering of the levels. In the limit (rg)~l <£. тн <С т ( one finds
for the leading shift of the IS energy levels

Г ( 1 5 )

\ f;

1
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Figure 2.25: The function p,, that, replaces the charge factor Qf m the presence of a virtual
Z including radiative corrections. Dashes: improved Born aproximation. Dots: Q\ ~ 4/9.
(From [120].)

ч V

(2.75)

On the basis of the same approximations one finds for the leading correction factor to
the production cross section [125]

1

"W 4тг
(2.76)

The l/тпн behavior is reminiscent of the l/v enhancement from Coulomb exchange cut
off, however, by the nonvanishing Higgs 'Tiass.

The amplitudes from the virtual phow i, from the Z and from the full set of electroweak
corrections can be combined to yield an с erall factor pv shown in Fig.2.25, which replaces
the factor Cj =4/9. A convenient parametrization of pv can be found in [125].

Only for rather light Higgs bosons are Higgs vertex corrections large and dominant,
and reach (for m, = 200 GeV and mH = 50 GeV) up to 30% at best. For realistic
masses, e.g. mt « 150 GeV and m// ъ 100 GeV they amount to about 5% and are
therefore comparable to the remaining weak corrections (Fig.2.25).

These considerations demonstrate that retardation effects play an important role if
o:,e aims towards a quantitative treatment ?»pplicable for realistic m # . This is evident
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logarithmically improved approximation for the Higgs exchange contribution to the am-
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from Fig.2.26 which compares the correction from the leading cubic term, and from the
full answer calculated in perturbation theory.

As stated at the beginning of this section, the formula for weak effects in the tt
production cross section as encoded in pv refers specifically to \fs = 2rnt and hence to
resonance and tt production very close to threshold.

The full cross section

To arrive at the complete prediction for the cross section, initial state radiation has to be
included as discussed in the previous section.

Various examples for different top masses are shown in Fig. 2.27. These include the
QCD corrected decay rate, the full set of electrovveak corrections (with m// = 1 TeV),
initial state radiation, and a set of different potentials.

2.5.4 Perspectives for e+e~ experiments

With the lower limit on mt moving gradually out of the energy range accessible at LEP,
the investigation of top quarks constitutes on of the physics goals for a future linear
e+e~collider. With an К value between ~ 0.7 in the region very close to threshold and
about 2 in the continuum (Fig.2.15) one expects 5000 to 10000 tt events for an integrated
luminosity of 1040o7i~2. This large counting rate must be extracted from the background
which consists mainly of W-pair and Z-pair production. (Table 2.5.4).

1
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Table 2.1: Cross sections in picobarn for the it signal and for the main background pro-
cesses. When Ест is close to the threshold (first 3 columns), the it cross section is taken
as 0.7 times the "point cross section" R. Far above threshold, the cross sections are those
calculated by PYTHIA. All cross sections are obtained with the inclusion of initial state
radiation (from[84j).

Top mass (GeV)
Ee.m. (GeV)

it

ff

w+w~
z°z°

120
250

0.972
58.6
15.2
1.25

150
310

0.632
36.6
12.5

0.983

180
370

0.444
25.6
10.3

0.792

150
400

0.821
21.9
9.46

0.719

150 1
500 1

0.656
16.6
7.44

0.572

\

t quark selection

Selection of tl final states on the basis of topology, charged particle multiplicity and miss-
ing energy (Fig.2.5.4) leads to a drastic reduction of the background with still acceptable
loss in efficiency.

Signal to background ratios from 3 to 7 can be reached with these simple methods with
tagging efficiencies between 20% and 30%. The selection of events with leptons aims at
the prominent subsample with semileptonic t —> bW(-^> (.v) decays. As discussed before
these events are particularly useful for the analysis of the tbW coupling. The additional
suppression from the semileptonic branching ratio may pay off in terms of a pure event
sample. Selecting 6 jets through their content of energetic leptons or through the displaced
decay vertex of В mesons one may achieve up to 50% efficiency with a S/B ratio of up to
5. In the subsequent considerations, taken from [84], a conservative tl. tagging efficiency
of 25% arid a S/B ratio of 5 were assumed.

Threshold scan

As stated already in the introduction two important goals of top quark physics can be
anticipated in the context of the SM: The determination of the top quark mass through
the measurement of t quark decay products and the threshold scan which will provide
information on mt, and at the same time on the interaction between t and t through the
QCD potential and eventually through Higgs exchange.

The extraction of the rapidly varying cross section depends critically on the beam
energy spread and on the smearing through beamstrahlung. A large variety of machine
designs can be found in the literature which differ drastically in luminosity and energy
smearing. The impact of these differences on the experimentally accessible threshold
cross section is shown in Fig.2.5.4. Even in the most optimistic (TESLA) design the
toponium peak is almost completely smeared out. There remains, however, a marked step
at threshold. This indicates that the determination of nit will be possible to fairly high
accuracy from the shape of the cross section; the normalisation might carry information
on the strenght of the QCD potential. The extraction of more subtle parameters like the
Yukawa coupling or the top quark decay width will presumably be difficult, assuming of
course that they are not too different from their standard model values. This expectation

f
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Figure 2.29: Theoretical tt excitation curve (including initial state radiation) for mt =
120GeV, and its convolution with the luminosity spectra which correspond to various
collider designs and which take into account the linac energy spread and beamstrahlung.
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Figure 2.30: Sensitivity of the exitation curve, convoluted by the luminosity spectrum of
the TESLA collider design, to the top quark mass, at (a) mt = IZQGeV, (b) mt = l50GeV,
(c)n?( = ISOG'eK. The full lines correspond to the nominal value of n?.(, the dashed (doted)
lines to values which differ from their nominal value by ±2QOMeV, (±400MeV). The "
experimental" points correspond to a measuring time of 106 seconds each.
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Table 2.2: Sensitivity of the /7 excitation curve to the value of the top quark mass, all ot her
parameters being fixed at their nominal values. The quoted numbers arc one-standard
deviation errors, A?»(, in MeV.

fcOLLIDER DESIGN: II Palmer I D-D (w.b.) I D-D (n.b) I TKSLA 1
Top quark mass:
120 GeV
150 GeV
ISO GeV

±150
±350
±600

±250
±500
±700

±150
±350
±600

±100
±250
±400

f
t.

is borne out by a more détaillée! simulation (Fig.2.5.4). Similar fit results for the other
designs are sumarised in Table 2.5.4 which suggests that a one sigma devin1.ion of one to
several hundred MeV can be achieved.

Allowing for a realistic uncertainty in QS arid hence in the QDC potential an error of
400 MeV to 600 MeV is expected, still more than an order of magnitude superior to the-
expectations from jet analysis at, an hadron collider.

_/~

. \tf'

1

/ quark reconstruction

The study of the excitation curve is complemented by the reconstruct ion of top quark
decay products, leading to an independent mass determination. This may arise from
the analysis of the W momentum in semileptonic it events, a method particularly suited
for the threshold region. At, energies significantly higher than '2mt the invariant, mass
per hemisphere is a sensitive measure of m<. Identifying jets and combining them to
reconstruct the top quark in a constrained fit seems at present to be the most promising
technique, leading to a determination of the order of 1 GeV.

Combining the results of the different techniques the systematic experimental errors
should be wel! under control. To evaluate the influence of fragmentation and to relate this
kinematic top mass to the one determined in the threshold scan seem to be the limiting
factors at present.

Anomalous top quark decays

The search for anomalous top quark decays is facilitated by the favourable signal to
background ratio predicted for electron positron annihiltaion. These decays could be an
important element in the study of physics beyond the standard model.

The decay mode t —> H+b is predicted with a sizeable branching ratio in a two Higgs
doublett model. It would manifest itself by an excess of т leptons (discussed before) as
a consequence of the large branching ratio for Я —> rv. Searching for т "jets'1 with a
single charged prong and posssible additional neutral particles leads to a total r efficiency
of 30%. This allows the detection of the anomalous decay t —» H+b with a statistical
significance of at least 3 standard deviations for all relevant values of tan 0 in a data
sample of 10 fb"1, as exemplified in Fig.2.5.4 for mt = ISQGeV and \/s = 4QOGe.V.

With the masses of supersymmetric particles being only loosely constrained
the decay mode t —> fo followed by the decay chain t —> bW —t- bWj would provide a
remarkable laboratory for supersymmetry. An exploratory study [84] indicates that this
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Figure 2.31: Statistical significance of a measurement to detect the decay t —> H+b.
Horizontal axis: the MSSM parameter tan/?; vertical axis: the investe^ 'nminosity in
fb'1. The curves represent lines of equal statistical significance in standard deviations a
for a hypothetical signal.

channel, if kinematically accessible, may be detected and studied with a a reasonable
investment of luminosity.
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